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Q.uaestiones Epigraphicae 
La.tin inscriptions contain much interesting informa-
ti on about the life of the Roma.n workmen through the 
first four centuries of the Christian era. 
1. Many inscriptions tell of trade·s and business-life 
at Rome. 
A. Number of trades is comparable to that of a 
modern city. 
B. Status of Romans engaged i:::1 trade. 
I.) Slaves, 2.)Freedmen, 3.)Citizens, 4.)Knights, 
5.) no part for women in industrial life. 
c. Certain forms of trade demand particular atten-
tion. 
I. Those of typically Roman ch~.racteristics 
a. c a.re of the grain supply 
b. trade of the fuller 
2 . Those which may be contrasted with modern 
ways. 
a. teachers 
b. docters 
D. Inscriptions show how a rticles were made and 
sold 
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E. Some Roma.n business methods are comparable to 
moder-n 
I. Advertising 
2. Germ of principles of insurance developed in 
"funeraticia collegia" 
3. Wille 
a. disposition of property 
b. g,rra.ngements for funeral and tomb 
c. appointment of executors 
F. Inscriptions tell of the workmen's success. 
I. Wealth a.ttained by some 
2. Extreme poverty of others 
3. Comfortable li f .e of ma.j ori ty 
G. The life of slaves is described 
I ·. For many a life of hardship 
2. ]'or many neither hard nor degrading 
a. a.ffection and trust . between masters and 
slaves 
H. Successful business men took the place of 
military and political leaders as heroes of the 
people 
I. The workers felt intense pride in their work 
II. The Rol1'll3.n feeling for orga.nizat.ion is seen i n 
===---. 
ii 
the "collegia" of the workmen. 
A. Inscriptions show extent of collegia in respect 
to-
r. Time- from third century B. C. 
2. Pl~c e - B.ll the Homan world 
3. Classes of workmen 
a) tradesm8.n, b) mercha.nts, c) members of pro-
fessions, d) public entertainers, e)soldiers 
and S!Ol.i lora, f) "f Bmi 1 i a" of slaves. 
B. Contrasts between ancient and :nodern l~bor 
U!"'li one. 
I. Orgg.nization 
a. modern-state and national associations 
b. Roma.n-each collegium independent. 
2. Purpose 
a. modern-to regulate trade conditions 
b. Roman-parallel found in other institutions 
i.social club 
a'. provisions for social gatherings 
ii. life insurance companies 
a. ' • fun e r •'lt i c i a co 11 e g i a 
b 1 • buri al given by other collegia 
c'. only for m of relief by organized bodi es 
iii. church 
iii 
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C. lt"orma ti on and financial system are deecri bed 
I. 11 Patroni" chosen 
2. Entranc e fees, taxes, and fines. 
D. Titles and dutie s of officers are given 
I. Pr esident 
2. Secret ary 
3. "Viator " 
4. Boards and committees 
5. Doc tor 
6. Pr iest 
E. Endeavor was made to promote fraternal spirit. 
F. The relation between " collegia" and 11 patroni 11 
was friendly 
G. The collegia played 9. p8.rt i !J the state 
I . 11 Sodalitas" 
2. "Collegia" proper 
3. In Imperial times. 
H . The 1.11 orkmen were proud of membership in collegia 
I II. The Ro;Hans enjoyed many pleasures of which in-
scriptions tell 
A. There ,Nere the games of the circus and amphi-
theatre. 
I. Chariot-racing 
iv 
a. indications of popularity 
b. reasons for popul~rity 
2. Gladiatorial combats 
a. indications of popularity 
b. re asons for popularity 
3. Theatrical performances 
a. kinds of productions 
B. Though the Roman Optirna.tes regarded public per-
formers as inferiors, the people looked upon 
them as heroes of rom~nce. 
C. Inscriptions tell of the lives and characters 
of the class. 
I. Of foreign birth 
2 • Wealth of 111any 
3 . Dire poverty of others 
4. Pride in the work 
5. New idea of gladiators 
6. New idea of acl~resses 
D. The public games had a work -to do for the state 
I. Lack of bonds between ~mperor and people 
2. The g runes a bond of union 
E. Another form of public amusement was the batns 
F. Banquets were the source of pleasure 
G. The wa>rkmen met at inns for recreation 
v 
H. They found plea.sure in higher things as well 
I • Poetry 
a. quotations from poets 
'b. original verse composition 
c • . reason for popularity 
2. Beauty 
a. personal beauty 
b. beauties of nature. 
IV. The state religion of the early Empire was quite 
different from that established by Numa Pompilius 
A. At Rome there were many gods. 
I. Old Latin divinities 
2. Greek and Asiatic gods 
3. Minor deities 
4. Deified Emperors 
B. All external forms of religion were maintained 
I. Altars a nd shrines 
2. Priests 
c. Religious clogma.were 1.mchanged 
the 
D. Neverless inscriptions show lack of faith in 
" 
t he gods 
I. Expression of gratitude indefinite 
2. Few cases of direct invocation 
vi 
~~. Gods and men honored in the sa.me way 
4. No doctrine of future punishment 
a. nearest to this, Fate 
b. form of Roman fatalism 
c. attitude toward fate , 
5. Confusion of deities had taken place 
6. Religion no comfort in sorrow 
E. Roman conservatism kept forn1s of faith after 
real belief had ceased 
I. Parallel in political life 
If. Mithraism brought a promise of better things 
to many. 
I. Many soldiers a.rnong converts 
2. Explanation 
3. Nature and character of Mithras 
4. Promise of imrnortali t.y 
5. Elaborate rites 
6. Ethical teaching 
v. Inscriptions show that among the Roman people 
there were the beginnings of philoeophical 
thinking. 
A. The Romans arrived at some of the conclusions 
both of the Epicurean~ and the Stoics 
vii 
I. Epi cureani em · 
a. doctrine of ple~sure 
b. relation between gods and men 
c. lack of belief in a future life 
2. Stoicism 
a. equality and democracy 
b. ideas of obligation 
c. serious view of life 
d. first step toward idea of one controll-
ing power 
e. quiet endurance of sorrow 
f. worth of labor 
3. Form of expressing conclusions 
B. The Romans formulated a system of Ethics 
of thej.r own. 
I • :Source of ·ethic aJ ideas 
2. :Expresei on of i dea1 s it1 pr!:li se of the dead 
3. Attitude towa.rd marrif1.ge and family ties 
4. The idea.l woman 
5. Attitude toward children 
6. Business ethics 
a. honesty 
b. i ndus t ry 
c. ideas of poverty 
~ ----~-~--~~~==============~ 
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7. Life of people industrial not military 
VI. The inscriptions of the Ro ml3. n workmen tell 
of their ideas abou t death and burial. 
A. Disease, with which the people could not con-
tend, swept away great numbers. 
B. I nscrip t ions refer to the death of children 
I. Grief 
2. Mystery of early death 
a . felt by all 
b. no solution attempted 
C. Inscriptions de scribe a ttitude toward death 
I. l.onging of some 
2. Dread of majority 
3. Fear of darkness 
4. Epithets applied t o death 
D. To pay the funeral rites was a duty 
I. Arrangements in wills 
2. Performed voluntarily by r elatives 
E. Inscr ipt ions give nature and form of funeral 
I. Desire for many mourners 
2 . I.amentatione 
3 . l;~U<S i C 
4 Funeral pyres 
ix 
5. "ollae" 
F. ]'jvery Reman longed for a tomb 
I. Built by many for themeelTes 
a. by one man or l1y several 
lJ. location 
c. mllterie.l 
d. epitaph prepared 
2. Provision for tomb in wills 
3. Built by member of family 
4. Burial of prominent men by citizens 
G. Romans tried to make tomb the "aeterna domus" 
I. Not to be sold 
2. Appeal to "viator" 
3. For family only 
4. Near approach forbidden 
H. Many "bought an "olla" in a "columoa.rium'! 
I. Colttmba.ria built by collegia 
2. By masters for slaves 
3. By wealthy men for townsmen 
4. As means of investment 
a. · sale of "ollae" 
5."0llae"left by will 
6. Brief inscriptions 
I. Dogs were sometj.mes given tom-bs a.nd epi ta.phs 
X 
J. Connection was rmdnt.ained between dead and 
living. 
I. Sacrifices 
2. Statues 
3. Offerings 
4. Feast at tombs 
VII. Roman epitaphs show three theories about 
what lay beyond death. 
A. The old theology was e.dhered to by some 
I. A spirit. life 11 ad inferos deos" 
a. not described 
b. this theory not generally held 
2. A spirit life "ad superos deos 11 
a. a new influence 
B. This life ended all 
1. Effect of teachin~ of Epicureanism 
2. Pleasure in thoughts of escape from 
hardships 
a. enum~ration of hardships 
3. Not general theory 
C. Immorte.li ty was found in eternal memory 
I. Ways of securing 
a. tomb and epitaph 
xi 
b. appeal to family 
c. appeal to via~or 
d. tomb not to be sold 
e. fea.ste 
D. Dead are assured of eternal memory 
E. Consciousness remained in the ashes 
I. Of mental peace 
2. Of physical comfort 
F. Practic~l aspect of this theory 
G. Character of three theories was negative 
VIII. Inscriptions from the 11 coemeteria 11 tell 
of early Christianity 
A. The new conception of imrnorta.li ty changed 
the whole out -look on life 
I. Existence of a soul 
2. Its eternal life 
B. Life was held in slight regard 
I. Longing for death 
2. Universal feeling 
3. Apparently courted death 
c. Martyrs were honored 
I. Saints had so died 
xii 
2. I....:artyrdom brought future happiness 
3 . Most acceptable form of service 
4. Encouraged by church 
D. Christians were careful about burial 
E. Idea. of resurrection expla ins this 
I. Body and soul re-un i ted 
2. Earth consumed by fire 
3. Judgment of all 
F. Christian inscr i ptions give the conception 
of He~wen 
I. Ascent up a starry way 
2. He8.ven above the stars 
3. Heaven e. v1alled city 
4 ~ . Every beauty, particulHrly light 
G. Christia.n inscrir>tions picture life to come 
I. Union of souls 
2. Unbroken happiness 
3. Rewards of crown and palm-source for 
this idea 
4. Music 
5. Companionship of saints, prophets, patriarchs 
6. Christ a.s the light 
H. Conception of eternal punishment was a 
later development 
xiii 
I. Purgato~y a place of purification 
2. Poe si bili ty of avoiding 
IX. Bec~use the Christian Church developed 
in the Roman sta.te it took on certain 
di st: inctly Rorna.n charac teri s ti ce 
A. 11ost obvious wa s the desire for organi za t i on 
·r. Early beginning 
2 . Name of organization 
3. Officials 
B. Educa.tion for E!ervice i r.: t he church took 
Roman system for a model 
1. Early beginning of tra ining for public life 
2. Early beginning of training for church service 
3. Held by Christian leaders 
C. The ways of honoring the martyrs were Roman 
I. Observanc e of "natalitia" 
2. Shri nes built 
3 . Tombs a.nd epitaphs 
D. The worship of the saints shows Roman influence 
I. Roman custom of deifying great men 
2. Parallel institutions i n church canonizR-
tion of n~rtyra and leaders 
E . Christianity took military elements from the 
xiv 
· state 
I. Conversion ot· soldiers 
2. Figures of speech from e.rmy life 
3. Effec:t of Edict of Milan on Christianity 
X. I nscriptions of the early .C.hristia.ns show what 
the church teachings did for members 
A. It ga.ve a. religion very real and vital 
I. Opportunity for emotion 
2. Scorn of old faith 
a. contrast with lii thrai sm 
3. Feelipg of a personal relation with Christ 
a.. no need of dogma 
b. a.ppearanc e i n sixth century 
B. Christianity held two messages for men 
I. l 1 e!3.ce 
a. refusal of Christians to serve as soldiers 
b. mental peace with solution of problems 
c. spiritual peace 
2. Hope 
a. immorta.l i ty o·r soul 
b. optimism 
c. aid in mental struggle 
. d. use of "Spes" as proper name 
XV 
e. consolation in grief 
C. Christianity t aught a system of ethics 
I. "pius in omrte s" 
2. Charity 
3 . Humility 
4. Women held in honor 
5. Ascetic tendencies 
xvi 
PraefR.tio 
Ail students and readers of history are 
I 
I f 3.miliR-r 'dth the brief but significant phrase, "Sen- ' 
atus Populusque Romanus." To see it or even to hear 
it brings before the mind in a rapidly moving panora- 1 
I ma the life story of the city of which the phrase i'las l 
the sign and symbol, her unpromising origin,brill iant 
growth, imperial sovereignty, her decline and fall, 
her more enduring life in the form of results a-
1! chieved. Of these ancient and modern historians tell. ! 
11 They tell of Rome as a state, a political unit in the I 
world's history, and, necessarily, or the men who 
~ ·nade possi"ble the life of the state, the Scipios; 
I "~he great Claudian name," the Caesars. Of these and 
I 
others like them, praetors, consuls, generals, histo- , 
ry speaks. The story of the "3enatus" is fully chron- 1 
icled. 
But what of the other element in the 
, state, the "populus Rom;:mus?" No state can live by 
the work of brillia:tlt statesmen or E;;8.llant com.i1lan- , 
I dar a 'llone; there must be the toilers and the labor:._-t--- _ 
l 
I 
ere as well. The glimpses of these that Roman liter- 1 
ature ~ffords are infrequent and unsatisfac.tory. 11hia 
could only be expected in a state where all literary 
~nen were either aristocrats by birth, like Caesar and l 
1 Catullus, or aristocrats by sympathy, bec ause of pro- 1 
t ec tion 6.nd patronage given, like Horace and Vergil. I 
For the most part, Roman writers who refer to the 
people at all show only one side of their life, their ! 
part i a the state's existence. Ca esar portrays them 
e. s soldiers, J .. ivy and Tacitus show theru in the field 
and in the assemblies. Only two Roman writers at-
tempt to treat of their private life, and the at-
te1npts are not wholly successful. Pla.utus, writing in 
the early days of Rome's literary activity, sees 
everthing through a comedian's eyes. Petronius, many 
many . years ~.f ter, represented one class, the weal thy 
and ignorant freedmen, and from the satirist's point 
of view. Go noes literature fail to tell the story 
II 
2 
I ings, cut them in .bronze, scratched them on the · walls~ 
of houses. These have come to us, not all of them, ~ 
II but still thousA.nds, not, like authors' manuscripts, 
s1.1fferin::; changes wrought by many generations of 
scribes, but exactly as the hand of some Roman exe-
cuted them. 
These inscriptions shed light upon all 
sides of the Roman workers' daily life. They show 
not the soldiers, brave, but cruel and often lawless J 
not the mob in the assemblies, ready to be led by the l 
newest demagogue to acts of folly and violence, but a ' 
people who lived in peace and quiet, who la·bored at 
their various occupations and enjoyed their various 
recre::1.tiona. They tell the Roman's own story of work 
and of pleasure, set forth with perfect simplicity 
and frankness. Beside the revelation of the outer 
life stands that of the inn er. The inscri1> tiona of 
' the the Ro c1 a.na tell their thoughts and feelings, 
l 
I 
I 
I 
their ideas of life with its manifold relatione, of 
de~lth, of what might be beyond death. They express 
without reserve the result of a people's life exper-
ience, and give in well-rounded form a picture which 
can 1)e found nowhere else. 
Extant · inscriptions cover a period ex-
3 
tending from at least the sixth century before Chris~ 
I 
through the time of the Republic, through the days of l 
the Empire, on through the barbarian invasions and I 
I 
well into the Middle Ages, perhaps to the eighth cen- 1 
tury. From these centuries a period has been selected! 
beginning with the age of Augustus and ending with I 
the early years of the fifth century, when the first I 
influences and the first effects of Christianity were I 
being modified by later developments. Certain general 
features characterize these years, and make possible 
1 their treatment as !'l,n epoch in human life. To bring 
to-gether i n clear and logical form some of the in-
formation which may be gleaned from a study of Latin 
inscriptions, to present a picture of the Roman work-
m!J,n' a life in the early centuries of the :Gmpire, will 
be the endeavor of the pages that follow. 
4 
I ~ Negoti i a §.1 ! egotia tori bue. 
Perhaps more ins cr iptions ot" the li.oH1'3.n 
people refer to their trades, their oc~pationa, and 
their business methods than to any other phase of 
their life. Their reference may be only the name of 
t he trade follovTed recorded by an epitaph, or it may 
I' 
~ 
I 
II 
II 
I 
take the form of a long document, a will or a consti-
tution of an a ssociation r ormed among the workers. In l 
I 
a ny variety of ways and forma inscriptions made by 
the Roman workmen themselves give us information a-
1 bout their life. 
The number at· trades carried on · in Rome 
or in cities where Roman civilization prevailed is 
I quite c omp3.r able to that in a modern city. Some work-
men were engaged in producing the necessities of life l 
but chers, b9.kers, cooks, architects, c arpenters, ma.- I 
I 
I 
sons, p lasterers, shoe-makers, weavers, workers in 
iron H.nd metal. Others furnish ed the luxuries which 
Greek i nfluence h ad made a part of Roman life, gold-
smiths, silver-smiths, ring- m9.kera, wreath- makers, 
dealers in ;narble, importers a nd sellers of fruita. 
5 
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There were soldiers and sailors, makers of armor and 
weapons, dealers in supplies for the army and navy. 
The enormous imports of grain gave occupat ion to ma- 1 
ny, and we find references to owners of grain ships, 
grain merchants trading in the city, and "frumenti 
cura tares," who apparently held government poai tiona 
assigned to them "ex senatus consulto." (C.I.L. VI, I 
1460) Members of the learned professions were counted
1
1 
among the traders at Rome, teachers, 
great "advocati" and "oratores," but 
lawyers, not thel 
the "causidici, nl 
who, because of their p ·Jverty were obliged to ask I 
I 
1 fees t·or their services, and doctors. There v1ere pub- ll 
I 
lie entertainers, musicians, dancers, actors, gladia- ; 
I 
tors, and many who ministered to public comfort and 11 
convenience, cisiarii, rauliones, full ones. Beside thel! 
II 
soldiers and sailors, there we re others who served 
' the state, the police, "vigiles," and the postmen, 
"ta.bellari i. II This is only 9. partial list. but it is r 
I 
lohg enough to show how busy and a ctive must have 
11 been the life at Rome. 
Inscriptions tell of the social standing, j 
the status of the Roman worker. There were thousands 
of slaves, . slaves of private families and the "servi 
publici." There were many "liberti" who h 3rl risen 
6 
I 
from a condition of slavery. There were "c i vee" aJ.so ,1 
men with good Roman mimes. Fina.lly there were the 
knights, men of the equestrian order, merchants on a 
l3.rge scale, who 'attained wealth and prosperity. Of 
1 these many were of servile origin as their foreign 
names indicate. In all their life of great industry, 
wo rnen harl no part. The \Voman' a work was in her home, 
and is stated in an epitaph, thus, (C.I.L. I, 100'7) 
"domun seruauit lanam fecit." 
The time when women should take an active part in in-
dustrial life was far in the future. . j 
Of these many trades, certain forms de- I 
mand particular attention because of their typically 
Roman characteristics, or because of contrast to mod- u 
ern life and ways. 
The system of the importations and man-
agement of the gr~.in supply was thoroughly Roman. It 
is an illustration of the paternalism of the Roman 
government. Since it was a most i mportant factor, the 
state took it i n charge and directed it. We know that 
, the Aediles, had general care of the grain supply, 
and the fl3.ct that the "curatores frumenti, 11 working 
under the Aediles, held government positions has al-
ready been noted. However the ships engaged in carry-
' 
.I 
I 
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ing t he grain were owned by private individuals, and 
much of the grain trade within the city wa. s in pri-
vate h ands. Inscriptions, eapecially epitaphs show 
t ha t this wa s a lucrat ive occupation . A grain mer-
chant of Praeneste erects an altar to Ceres with the 
address to the goddess. (C.I.L. XIV, 2852) 
11 accipe quae pietas ponit tibi dona rnerenti." 
In the same altar inscription the merchant gives more 
positive indication of his success, etating th~t he 
could convert the grain into wealth. 
"C a esius hie idemq. Titus Primusq. vacatur, 
qui l a.rga e Cereris messes fructusq. renatos 
d i geri t in pretium." 
The trade of the 11 fullones" was an insti-
tution which rose from the wearing of a national 
dress, the toga. To keep the white woolen fabric 
spotless a daily cleansing was necessary, and this 
was the work of the "fullo ." I nscriptions poin t out 
t he shops of the "fullones 11 but drZLwi ngs upon the 
.. 
I 
I, 
;I 
I 
wa lls in Pompeii gi ve a better idea oi t he nature a nd . 
meth ods of t heir work. P ictures show the cleansing 1 
-process, the togas completed, stretched upon frames, I 
and customers examining the work. II 
Members of the"profesaions'' were held in 
8 
slight honor by the high-born Roma.11.s. . Bec~use they 
received pay for service rendered, they were degraded 
to the rank of tradesmen. For the most part they were 
slaves or freedmen, as the mention of "domini" in the 
epitaphs proves. 
The names of teachers indicate foreign 
birth. The epitaph of' one "magister" reads ( C .J;J. I , 
481) 
11Artis grar.ama tices doctor r.aorumque magister, 
Blaesianus :Biturix, Musarum semper amator, 
hie iacet a.eterno deuinctus membra sopore." 
Though a foreigner and proba.bly a slave, his Homan 
education had been enough and he had been sufficient-
ly a ••Muaarum arna tor, 11 to read Lucretius, t·or the 
last line of the epitaph recalls the poet's. 
11 reicit aeterno devictue vulnere amoris,{De R. N. 
I, 34) and again, 
"devinxit membra sopore." (Ibid. IV, 451) 
In what a low social sta nding the Romans 1' 
rated teachers is seen by the fact that the work was 1 
given over altogether to slave~. In spite of this, 
sometimes real affections sprung up between teachers 1 
and pupils. The students of one ll . Aurelius I a nuariua 
joined with their teacher's widow in erecting a tomb 
~ 
I 
I 
9 
in his honor. Yhe tom b bears the inscription, (C.I.L. 
VI, 10009) "M.Aurelio Ianuario coniunx et discentes 
fecerunt. B.M. "The pupils ot· a teacher at Ravenna 
built a tomb "Praeceptori piissimo." {C.I.L. VI, 
10011) Sometimes the situation is reversed. One epi-
"t:=i.ph reads, "Posui t tabula.m ma.gister discenti Panpino, 
bene merenti," (C.I.L. VI, 10015) To erect a tomb was 
a mark of signal honor to the dead, as will be shown 
in the discussion of death and burial, hence there 
must have been feelings of mutual honor and affection 
between these teachers and pupils. 
Like teachers, doctors were held . in little 
esteem, and the practice of medicine was carried on by 
slaves. The general opinion of physicians' skill is 
thus expressed in an epitaph, (C.E. II, 902} 
"irrata letiferos auxit medicina dolores 
creui t et huraa.n.3. morbus ab arte meus. 11 
There is plenty of evidence that the Roman workmen 
placed little fa.i th in their doctors, and probably not 
wi t hout cause. The ages gi ven in the epitaphs show how 
few lived beyond middle life, and how appalling was 
the death of children from disease. App arently such 
doctors as their means could afford were unable to aid 
them in their struggles aga inst sickness. Many physi-
10 
cians lived in poverty, and at the end could not pur-
chase a tomb for their ashes, but only an 11 olla 11 and a 
place in a "columbariurn." Others, however, prospered, 
made fortunes, maintained a fg,milia, and were made 
happy by the knowledge that a marble tomb stood ready 
to receive their ashes. The physician C.Hostius C.L. 
Pomphilius, a freedm;m as the name shows, "bought a 
tomo for himself, his wife, his freedmen and freed-
women, the rlimensions of which are given. "In fronte 
P. XIII. In agrum P. XXIII." (C.I.L. I, 1059) There 
are recorded instances of rema.rkable cures effected by 
physicians. Augustus acknowledged that he owed his 
life to the doctor Antonius hlusa, and rewarded him by 
a bronze statue and exemption from the income tax. But 
· the skill that saved Caesar was not general enough to 
be available to the masses of the people, hence the 
common opinion of doctors, and hence their poverty. 
Inscriptions give some idea of the condi-
tions under which manufacturing went on. There were 
fac 'tories ot considerable size at Rorue. One capitalist 
owned factories for the manufacture of plumbers' sup-
plies, "officinas plumbarias," as his epitaph states. 
(V!ilmanns I, 22?) The many little 11 tabernae," open re-
cesses built i nt.o the front walls of houses, show how 
11 
articles were sold. On the walls of these we have ex-
amples of Roman boo k-keeping, as that column of num-
bers on a shop wall in Pompeii, which might refer to 
sums paid or owed, or to articles purchased. (c. I .L. 
IV, 2451) 
Valerius X'.10/ 
Servilius C 
Marcus L 
Some customs and institutions of Homan 
busi ness transaction are to a greater or less degree 
parallel •.'lit h modern customs. One of these is adver-
tising. The Romans re9.lized the efficacy of this in 
s ecuring t rade or patronage. Inscriptions show that 
the sale of houses were announced in a proc-
lamation with a c'l.escription of the house and its loca-
tion and an assurance that the price could not well be 
lower. Attra ctions of plays to be given, of games,and 
of spectacles are advertised. The games which celebra-
ted the dedication of' ba ths at Pompeii are thus an-
nounced. (C.I.L. IV, 1177) "Dedicatione Thermarum 
j,£uneria Cnaei Alberii Higidi l.ilaii, venatio, athletae, 
sparsiones, vela erunt. ttaio Principi coloni~e felic-
iter.11 The publi c are assured that not only have pro-
visions for their amusement been ma.de, " venatio" and 
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11 athletae, 11 but for their convenience and comfort as 
well, "eparsiones 11 and 11Vela 11 • In the little political 
activity granted them by the Emperors, the people made 
use of advertising. Like the friends of a modern can-
didate for office, they issued lists of the virtues of 
their candidate and the rea sons why he should be elec-
ted, closing with the formula, o.v.f.(oro vos fa.cia-
ti s) follo,ned by the name of the candidate and the ti-
tle of the office in the accusative case. Signs out-
side the tabernae advertised the goode for sale with-
in. Eve" school-teachers, since they were not paid by 
the municipality, but depended for remuneration on the 
fees paid by t heir pupils, put theirsigns outside the 
tabernae. One such sign sta t ee (C. I .L. IV, 3302) ''Lec-
tor an mathematicue an rhetoricue ; 11 another, (C .I .L. 
VI, 9447) "Grammati cus lectorque sum. n 
The Romans had some idea, but very imp e r-
fectly worked out of the principles of insurance. 
They had no system of insurance of property, or insur-
ance paid at times of accident or sickness, nor were 
companies t·ormed i n the modern t·ashion. They had how-
ever, a kind of life insUI'!3nce ·. There v;e re associa-
tions 11 t'uneretica collegia" formed by the workers, 
whi ch at the death of each memc er con tributed a fixed 
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sum t ow!l.rd his funer g,l expenses, and paid a certain 
amount to each one who a ssisted at the f uneral. About 
t hese a ssociations more wil l be said i n the chapter on 
Rom9.n Collegia. 
The wills of' Romans that remain give some 
idea ot' the methods of making and enforcing the pro-
visions ot· such documents. The first draft might be 
written out by the person m~king the will or by a law-
yer, a " causidicus." Then i t was inscribed on some 
durable material, s ometimes on the tomb, and so has 
come nown to us. The contents consist of the disposi-
tion of property, the arran gements for the funeral and 
the tomb, and the appointment of executors. Bequests 
are made to rela tivel:l, as "signa mea aurea et argentea 
omnia et imagines argenteas Septuma.e ma.terterae dari 
volo, 11 (Wilmalln s I, 313) and t o friends, "Ami cis me is 
bene merentibus infra scriptis, quiequie mihi heres 
erit, eum rogo fideique eius commrltto uti det singulis 
a uri pondo li bras." (i bid.) I n the case of freed111en 
and slaves a beques t was left the patron or master, . 
"Ursus Seri van us dominus meus mihi heres esto. 11 (Wil- . 
manns I, 315) Members of collegia were generous in 
gifts to the ir a ssociati ons. To the Collegium Aescu-
l api et Hygiae wa s gi ven by bequest a SU!U of money, 
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HS L milia nwrunum, a buildi ng where meetings might be 
held, in which was a "pergula," a small shop, the rent 
of which would be a source or income. If a man's prop-
erty included slaves, they were disposed of by will a-
long with the res t of his goode. Sometimes they were 
given to the heirs, qs part of the estate, but from 
the willa which remain, it would appear that the more 
usual custom was to ~~numit them. Along with the free-
dom thus bestov1ed went a gift, usually or money, and 
the new freedman entered upon his new life no t without 
resources. The Romans had a highly practical and rath-
er summary manner of di aposing of property which l'Tould 
be a burden r a ther th::J.n a help to t heir heirs. In one 
will appears "Vola autem ornne instrumentum meum quod 
. 
ad venandum et aucupandum paravi, cremari cum lanceis, 
gladeis, cultris, retibus, plagie, laqueis, thalamis, 
ta,bernaculia, formidinibus, balnearibus, lecticis, 
sella gestatoria et omni medicamento instrumento il-
11 us studi." (Wi lmanns I, 315) The practical Roman 
mind felt that the hunter's equipment, the tools, and 
t h e household furniture had f ~r better be given to the 
flames than left a s an encumbrance to the heirs. 
Beside the disposition of property, the 
Roman will included arra ngements for the building and 
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and the care of a tomb, and for the funeral. A number 
of persons are chosen to carry out the details of the 
funeral, t o attend to feasts at stated intervals, held 
neg.r the tomb. Penalties are fixed for the sale or 
violation of the tomb. 
Executors are appointed by will, and their 
duties enjoined upon them, · "eos rogo agant curam harum 
rerum," is the common formula. These executors were 
often relatives, brothers, sons, grandsons, and as of-
ten, trusted freed men, who were members of the house-
hold. Fixed penal ties were exacted if' they failed in 
the performance of their trust, "Si si cut supra scrip-
si ita factum non fuerit, dare damnas damnatus esto 
sunto rei publicae civitatis Lingonum HS nwnrnun centum 
milia." (Wilmanns I, 313) Sometimes, the money was to 
be paid to some priestly college, "arcae · pontificum 
poenae nomine inferet duodecies centena milia numrnum': 
(C.I.L. V, 4057} Sometimes again, such a fine was col-
lected by the Vestal Virgins and deposited in the 
treasury of their order. Here again is the practical 
Roman mind: the raoney surrendered by executors who had 
shown themselves unworthy of their trust, was to find 
a derinate and specified ds stination and use. 
Inscriptions record the varying conditions 
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i n life and degre e s of success of t he workers, Many 
buil t up f ortunes, for t here was abundant oppertunity 
for busi ness t a lent to develop and progress. The case 
of the grain-merchant who erected an ~ltar to Ceres 
i n gr8.titude for his rise to ·Nealth, h as been cited. 
Pr aecilius, a silver- ~mith, became wealthy and found 
much pleasure i n life. (C.I.L. XIII, 7156) 
"H i c ego qui t B.ceo, v ersibus mea vita demonstro: 
Lucem clara fruitus et tempora smmna 
Rieus, luxuria semper fruitus cun caris amicis. " 
Workers ~- t trades, shoe-makers, weavers, carpenters, 
by thri f t built up a n extensive and hi ghly profitable 
business. All thes e wer e very proud of t he ir rise to 
f ortune. The pride which i n the ca se of the grea ter 
Romans w!.ls .grati f ied by pol i tical success, by mili t a-
ry glory, or by prie s tly honor, i n the humbler ci ti-
zens t·ound S8.t isfa.ction i n business success. l~Iore than 
one prosperous worker whose Gre ek na r.ne points t o his 
rise from sl g.very, carves upo n t he ma rble tomb "emit 
sua impensa. " Soldiers too boast that they were able 
t o buy t heir weap ons, 11 sua pecunia. " Thr ough every 
statement of wealth a tta ined can be felt prof ound 
pride a nd thorough s el f -satisfaction. 
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Though many workmen became ri ch, the great 
mB.s s of t hem were poor, some so miserably poor th <.1t, 
confessing themselves "defesaue" with the unequal 
struggle, they were glad t o escape the hardship of 
their lot and find rest in death. The "co 1 u:.mba.r 1 a 11 
. , 
with their rows for "ollae • II show the i nability of :rna-
ny to gratify their chief wish to buy or build a torab. 
Extreme poverty, however, was not the general condi-
tion. Like the majority of modern workmen, the greater 
numb er of t he Roman toilers lived i n a condition of 
comf ort quite s a tisf actory to themselves. They enjoyed 
the affection of t heir t'a.:nilies, the companionship of 
their t riends, the society of their fellow workers at 
the meetings of their collegia, their recreation at 
the bathe, th e inns, and the games. Their liTes were 
pas sed quietly; {C.I.L.Vl, 8012) 
"pi us et s ~.nc tus vi xi quam diu potui 
sine lite, sine rixa, sine controuereia, 
sine aere a lieno, 
amici a fidem bon3.m praesti ti, 
puculio pauper, animo diuitissimue, 
bene valeat is qui hoc titulum perligit meum. " 
Such was the ordi nary Ronm.n worker's life, passed "pe-
culio p ~:mper," yet "sine aere alieno," and not in any 
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degree a shamed of honorable poverty. The inscription 
quoted is an epitome of the life of the workmen in the 
days when the Imperial IJaster by his power gave them 
security and enforced peace and order. 
Very many inscriptions are the work of the 
hands of sl~ves, and tell of the life of the servile 
class under Roman civ-ilization. Where a wide-spread 
system of slavery prevails th2re is bo'und to be limit-
less suffering. There are raany :;:~.ccounts of the slaves! 
wretched lives, of ceaseless labor under unbearable 
conditions, of m~iming and torture and death. There 
are many indications th9,t the life ot a slave, a nnul-
lius filius" was lightly thrown away. Mental suffering 
must have increased the hardship of their lot. The 
galling yoke of slavery must have pressed cruelly upon 
the proud soul ot' many a high- born provincial. That is 
one picture of Rornan sl "'l.very, but there is another. 
l!'or rna.ny, the slave's life was not burdensome, not de-
grading. Some by a careful hoarding of their " pecul~ 
ium11 and whatever money chanced to be given for their 
services, reached positions of independent financial 
comfort. Real affection ot·ten existed between slaves 
and masters. The feeling of mutua l regard between 
slave school- m8.sters and their pupils, probably of 
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aristocratic families, has e a rlier been noted. The old 
nurse of a fa mily w ~,s of ten named among th e heirs in a 
master's will, or a t omo was built for her. In the 
somewha t unemotiomtl hearts of "the Roman optima tes 
there were not wanting love and gratitude for those 
who had cared for them in their youth. 1~ asters built 
c ol umbg.ri a t·or their slaves or even tombs, a,a that 
l ictor who built a tomb for h ie "servo fidelieeimo. 11 
(c.r.r .. III, 69 8?) The sla ve wno telt t h a t he merited 
h is mas t er's trust was made happy by the thought. A 
trusted secretary is proud to record, ( C.E .I, 219) 
"arcana qui solue sui 
sci turus domini fuit," 
Freedmen, too, deligh t t o h onor their former master, 
naming him B S theil' heir, receiv ing aid and bequests 
fro m him, cherishing his memory by yearly feasts, a.nd 
speaking of him with warmest a,±Tection. This is not a 
d efence of Roman slavery. It would be imp ossi ble to 
defend any system of lalit;or which cla sses men with oth-
er pr operty to be bought, owned, and s old, which ren-
ders some indi vi duals mere too.ls i n the h ands of o t h-
ers. But. inscription s certa inly show th8.t slavery at 
Rome was not '3.lways the hopeless life of misery that 
is sometimes pictured. 
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On e t r a i t. of t he Roman char acter is 
brought out in th eir e.tti tude to t hose 9.bove them in 
t heir i ndustri al life. The Romans were a race of hero-
worshippers. This is shown in history, that tendency 
to make gods a nd heroes of their grea t men, from the 
remote day when the trad i t ion aro s e of the dei fi cation 
o! Romulus. Vihile military service was a part of every 
ci t i zen's life, s ome heroic general sto od a.l way s be-
·r ore hi s men 8.s flll obj ect or venera tion. The soldi ere 
of Sulla , of F ompey , anr1 of C 9.e s ar r egarded their lea-
ders with a devo t ion tha t was little less than wor-
ship. All who championed the r ights of the people in 
poli t ice.l life, t·r om t h e time of Lucius Junius Brutus, 
the fi rst consul, f r om t he day of Lucius Sex t ius, the 
fir st plebe i a n consul, down t o t he lees noble and less 
heroic g_c t i vi ty or t he Gracchi, were en t hroned a s he-
-roes in t he he arts of the people. In the da.ye of the 
Empire, conditions che.nged. It was no longer a band of 
citi z en-soldiers hastily gathered i n the hour of dan-
ger, tha t was needed to defend the state, but it was 
t he legions or tra ined regulars, s t a tioned along the 
fron t iers and i n the provi nces . The few political 
privileges s till rema ini ng to the popula ce gradua lly 
fell into neglect. With t he passing of military eer-
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vice and participation i n the life of the state went 
the popular genera.l and tri bune. The affection that 
had been theirs was transferred to lees picturesque 
but far more safe objects of devo t ion. The Roman peo-
. 
ple f ound new heroes in t hose successful business men 
with whom they associated, t.he slave in his master, 
the t·reedman in his patron, the free-born ciTis, in 
his employer. Statues, i n some instances, equestrian 
statues, were given in honor of the great and powerful 
ma n of i11dustry, as they had once been awarded to con-
quering generals. One work er laments for and honors 
his patron, (C.I.L. X, 1719) 
" 
cwn tristie ad aure~. 
nostrae acciderit defuncti farna patroni, 
daneque fidem et precibus motus communibue illi 
supremum posita mercede dedit monumentum, 
et narrare palem prouincia i1.1ssit honorem." 
The Romans worshipped success, whether it was won on 
the battle field, in the curia, or in the everyda.y 
pursuits of industry. 
No matter what the laborers' work mightbe,-
they looked upon it with pride. The Roman aristocrats 
felt that any form ot service for which money was re-
cei ved was ba.se and degrading. 'I'he laborers, a.l though 
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they copied the leisure class in many respects, did 
no t share their attitude toward work. They felt no 
shame, but rather, great pride in their toil. Soldiers 
i n the ranks were glad to record their va.lia.nt de eds. 
"Francue ego ciuee,Romanue miles in armis, 
egregia virtute tuli b ello mea dextera semper," 
is a soldiers epitaph. (C.I.L. III, 3576) A secreta ry 
wa s proud of his master' s t rust, and the knowledge and 
skill which distinguish ed him from the unlettered ma-
jority. (C.E. I, 219) 
"i a.m d oc t us in compendia 
tot lit er a rum et nominum 
notare currenti stilo, 
quat lingua currens diceret~ 
The masses were wholly withou t educat ion, a.s the com-
mon errors of spell ing an d or grammer show. Vlhen cir-
cumstan ces ha.d been such tha. t t hey had obt a ined some-
thing of learning, th ey state the fact with obvious 
pr ide, a.s, "sur.omarum a r t i urn , liberal itun lit terarum 
s tudiis utrusquo linguae pert' ecte eruditue, 11 (Wilmanns 
II, 24?6) Craftsmen. of B.ll kinds were proud· of skill 
i n thei r t rade, ( C. E . I, 483) 
"quem ma.gni a.rtifices semper dixsere m.~gistrum, 
doct.ior hoc n emo t 'uit,potuit quem uincere nemo." 
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All men, :no matter what their labor, took care that 
the name of their occupation should be incorporated 
in their epitaphs, and sometimes this was accompanied 
by the picture of the tools or implements of t heir 
trade. Pens and inkstands a.re r ound on the tombs of 
scribes. No matter how wealthy they might become, they 
never t·orgot and were never ashamed ot· the means by 
which they had won t heir wealth. The feeling of Pa-
troniuat Trimalchio, when he tells how from a small 
venture i n trade he rose to ue t he own er of ma ny ships 
a nd vast esta tes, is the common feeling reflec t ed in 
the inscriptions of t he wealthy business men. All the 
workers state frankly f acts a.bout their labor, their 
skil1 , their suc cess, which all their decendants might 
remember, and ·whi ch all who pa.s sed mi gh t read. 
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II. ~ Collegii~ 
One department of Roman business life is 
of sufficient importance to demand treatment under a 
separate h e8.di ng, t.hat is the Collegia, t.he associa-
tions or guilds of Roman workmen. Throughout the 
ci t y's his t ory , ths spi r Jt or organization was strong. 
~'his is seen in the political bodies and the colleges 
of t he pries t s, and the same desire, prevalent among 
t he people, t·ound expression in their Collegia. Tra-
dition affirms tha t :Nurna. Pompiliue, the pea,ceful 8a-
bine ruler who succeeded Romulus as king of Rome, 
f irst organi z ed bodies of workers, shoe- m8~ers, car-
penters, gold-smiths and others. 
Inscriptions which refer to collegia have 
been t' ound dating frOJil the second half of the third 
cen tury, B.C. In the time of the early Empire, these 
a ssociations had been formed a nd existed throughout 
the Roma n world, trom Britain to Northern Africa, from 
Spain to distant Bithynia. Outside of I t aly itself, 
inscriptions woulrl i ndicate that the gre9.test number 
were found i n Spain. Every c aste below the Senators, 
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from the Equites down to the slaves, all who gave 
their services ror hire, con t ributed to mem bership. 
Few trades or occupations were without their guilds. 
There were unions of carpenters, masons, brick-makers, 
stone-cutters, ship-builders; at· bakers and co oks , of 
fishermen, grocers, t'ruit-eellers; of weavers, dyers, 
dealers in mantles and in other garments, shoe-makers; 
wreath~rr..akers, 1·u11ers, t h a t most important trade; of 
gold- ami the and s i 1 ver- t:~rni ths, makers of rings, work-
ers and dealers in marble. . Beside these a.ssoc ia.tions 
of tradesmen, there were collegia of grain-merchants 
o.nd of masters of corn- ships, gui l~s which have left 
their re cords up on inscriptions at Ostia; of merchants 
of a.ll kinds, of bankers, and ship owners; of archi-
tects and contractors. Doctors and lawyers, the de-
spised "c ausidici," who never could reach the position 
of hon or of Hortentius and Cicero, teachers,and clerks 
or secretaries had their collegia like the workers at 
trades. Gladiators, a.ctors .and actresses, musicians, 
and dancers f ormed unions. Soldiers and sailors had 
their guilds. Sometimes a. great 11 t· amilia." of s l aves in · 
the household of some wealthy Roman united i n an or-
ganiza..ti on. An inscription found !::l.t Rome men ti one such. 
an association, (C.I.L. VI, 9148) "collegium quod est 
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in domu Sergiae Pavillinae." There were almost no I 
workers whether of hand or brain who did not realize 1• 
and try to at t a in the benefits of organization. 1 
The purpose ot· the modern t r ade-union ie t 
t o give its members a share in regulating trade-con-
I 
di tiona, as the number of working hours and the rate II 
of wages. I nscri ptions do not point to this ae the 
purpose of the Ron~n collegia. In their aim, they 
wer e not so much like modern unions, as like certain 
other modern institutions. Before discussing this, ~ 
another con tra,st to the union ot· ·to-day might be no-
ted in pa ssing. Now the local unions of 
trade unite into state or even national 
workers a,t a I' 
association< 
a nd all are subject to the s ame laws a,nd require- 11 
mente. In the Roms,n sta te, there wa s no union of coll 
legia, but each existed only a s a unit by itself and 
for its own members. I 
I 
Return ing to modern institution s to which 
the ancien t collegia may be compared, the first is 
the social club. T11ere is an inscrlption tound in 
Sardinia, the date ot which ha s been fixed ae the 
:=:: - - ~ --=-- ------=-- - ~--- :::. 
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the purpose of its formation is stated. (C.I.L. XI, 
30?8) 
11 Gonlegium quod est aciptum aetatei agendai, 
opiparum ad veitam quolunda.m festosque dies, 
quei soueie argutieis opidque Volgani 
gondecorant saipisume comuiuia loidosque." 
These men in a foreign la.nd, brought to-gether by 
I bonds of' a comi'J10n nationality, t·ormed their collegium I• 
and fra.nkly stated its sole aim, the observance of 
"festi diez," the pursuit and attainment of pleasure. 
Inscriptions tell how the Romans made 
prepa.ratione for the observa.nce ot· holidays and the 
holding of banquete. These preparations are character-
istica.lly methodical. J!'easts were held on stated days ,I 
such as religious festivals and the birthdays of the 
I 
Emperors. Yearly, members of the collegium were chosen! 
to act as a committee, whose duty it was to mak e ar- I 
I 
r~11 gements for 'banquets, to purchase the food, even to 
contri bute a f ixed portion of it themselves. At such 
gatherings, peace was enforced among the assembled 
members, that brotherly feeli ngs ot· good-fellowship 
might be promoted. The constitution of one collegium 
warns its members that all points ot' di!:t'erence must 
be settled at business-meetings, and that no dispute~ 
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' mt1st mar the plea.sure of the socia.l banquet. At such 
gatherings, the Roman workman 'found the society which 
fixed lines or caste denied him elewhere, and he 11 
joined his collegi urn as the modern man joins his club , 
or lodge, t h 9.t h e might a.t times enjoy rest and change 
from his daily work. 
men- 1
111 I n the chapter on business methods, 
tion was made of the embryonic form of insurance com-
pany which the Ro~na understood. Wh atever methods of 
such a corporation t h ey knew, were put in practice by 
I 
the collegia , and t he second purpose, therefore, of 
these bodies was that of the life-Jnsurance comp any. 
I 
They a ssur ed to all members who might need their aid, 
a t omb, or a.t least, some place of buria.l, and the 
funeral r ites that every Roman craved. Th2re exist ed 
11 Collegia Funeraticia.," composed of workers at many 
trades, the primary object of which was to provide 
burial. Constitutions of such collegia are extant in I 
the form of inscriptions, among them the "Lex Collegi l 
Dianae et Antini, 11 and the "Lex Collegi Aesculapi et 1 
Hygi ae." Such constitutions are drawn up with great 
care and minuteness of detail. 
In the "Lex Collegi Dianae et Antini," 
the amounts to be expended at funerals are carefully 
II 
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regulated. At the death of a member, three hundred 
sesterces, something less than fifteen dollars, were 
taken from the trea.sury of the association, and used 
· to defer the f uner e.l e xp ens es. In a.ddi tion, fifty see- ~ 
terces, about t wo anu one ha lf dollars, were given to 
I 
I 
each member of the dea d man's family and t o each of II 
those who a ssisted a. t the t·unera.l. It' a member living jl 
more than twenty miles trom the city died, a committee/': 
"homines tree," was chosen to go to the dead man•e 
home and make a rrangements for h is funeral ceremony 
---=-- ----=-
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est e.d cuiue sepulturam collegium centonariorum den-
aries CCC contulit." Another collegium centonariorum, l 
describing the tomb of a member, (C.I.Ih VI, 92'/5) be-
gins his epitaph with the statement, made especially 
emphatic by its posi t.ion, 11 cum basi marm.orea;" 
As far as inscriptional evidence ehowe, 
beyond such help as the collegia might render on the 
occasion of a member's death, there was no relief giv-
en to the needy or the unf'ortunate by corporations or-
ganized for the purpose. To be sure,the state reck-
lessly gave doles of corn to the poor citizens, but 
gave without method and without system. There were no 1 
state or private charities to inveetiga.te and relieve 
cases of want, or to aid in preventing want. Such a 
condition is a rather s ignifica.nt connr1entary on the 
R0i:1.an cha.racter. They were not devoid of ethical feel-
1. 
ing, they realized that they were under certain obli- , 
gatione to their fellow men, but among these, the du-
ties of charitable giving were not included. 
In the t·orma ti on of collegia, another 
1'actor played some part, 'the worship of a diety. In 
earlier republican times this appears to have been of 
I 
great importance as a primary motive of organization; 
in the days of the Empire, it was of lese importance, 
I. 
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but it still- re1!~ined as e.n inc.ident.Ea ch association 
I 
s :Jught the patronage and protection o:r some god or 11 
goddese,choosing very naturely that divinity who pre-
sided over ita particular form of labor. Thus all col-
legis. textorum c alled upon ·I.Iinerva. Thus memberships I 
in a certain collegium was in a way analogous to mem-
I 
bership i n a certain church, and stamped a man not on-
ly as a worker a t a d 5finite trade, but also ae a 
worshipper of a definite patron deity. 
! 
We may learn something of the manner of I 
forma.tion and ot the pla.n of financial management 1 
practised by t he collegia.When workers a t a trade de-
cided to unite in an association, they sought out men II 
of wealth and i nf luence ·,"(i th the request that they be I 
come 11 patroni" ot the new society.It the request was 
11 
! gra.nted,the 11 patroni"gave tinancia.l aid,and by t he fac 
o~ their pa tronage vouched for the worthy character 
of the gmld. Sometimes instead of the board of "pa-
tror;i, 11 a s ingle individual stood as "patron us" of a 
collegium. All .memners were obliged to pa.y an en-
trance fee - i n the case ot· the collegium Dianae et 
.h.ntini, the fee vra ;, t'i ve dollars, C Nummum, and an 
I 
I 
a mphora of wine - and a.bili ty to pay the stated a.- I 
. u1ount was the only requirement for membership. A man I 
might be a slave, a freedman, or a free-born citizen, ! 
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he might be a dweller of the town in which the colle-
gium was t·ormed, or residing at a considerable dis- 1: 
tance from it, ability to meet the entr~nce fee 
brought him membership. Monthly dues were paid, very 
,, 
sme.l1 amounts, usually only a few pennies. There were 1 
specia.l ta.xes levied to meet expenditures that might 
become necessary. The treasury was orten re-enforced 
by fines exacted from the members for various offen-
ces. If an officer failed in the performance of his 
duty, a fine was the penalty. Officers of the Colle-
gium Dia.nae et Antini, chosen 11 ad cenam faciendam, 11 
who failed "observare et facere," were rined thirty 
eesterces, a bout one a.nd one half dollars. The "hom-
ines tree" sent to arrange for burial were compelled 
"rationem reddere, 11 and a. t'ine t'ollowed any deficit 
in their accrounts, "siqui t in ei s fraud is causa in-
ventmn fuerit, eis multa esto quadruplum." Offenders 
a.g9.inst order at the meetings of the guilds were fined.. 
I 
:every slawe who became free paid a small sum into the 1 
treB.sury of his collegi tl.m. The money thus acquired 
was not. o.J. llowed to lie idle, but was _let · out "ad 
I 
I ; 
ueura.m." The"ratio" demanded from those who handled 
the money indicatee)how great was the care of the fi-
1 I 
1nances. The collegia diaplayed a shrewdness and thrift 
I I 
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generally associated with the early Roman type rather ! 
than with the prodigal spendthrifts of the Empire. 
Officers presided over the collegia. 
First wa.e the "praefectus," the president ,a term oor-
rowed from t he army. This officer was sometimes des-
ignated by the title, "Q,uinquena.lie," showing that he 
I 
must be a member at least t·i ve years before holding 1 
office; sometimes he was called nznagiater," which was 
also a. genera.l term a.pplied to any officer. l:)ometimes I 
the 11 pa.tronus 11 was chosen president ae a. specia.l mark 
of honor. Oc caeionally a president was elected "mag- I 
ister perptuus, 11 (Wilmanne II, 76?9} This highest of- · 
fice had certain socia.l duties, as the president of I! 
the Collegium Dianae et Antini, who furnished oil for 1 
• 
all the guests a. t the uanquets. In return, he receive 1 
double portions a.t the feasts, and was exempt from 
dues. Ot' the o t her officers in the collegia, there I 
I 
wa.e the 11 scri ba," the secretary, whose chief duty was I 
to keep the records e.nd the list of members, the "al- ! 
I 
bum." Ther e was the 11 viator" who summoned the members I 
l, 
to meetings, which seems t o indicate that meetings 11 
were not held at regula.r i nterva.ls. The epitaph of a 
certain A. Fabius Philarcius, (W1lmanns II, 335) a 
curator in hie b~ild, states that he was a freedman. 
I 
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In the collegia, caste distinctions were forgotten, 
and there e xisted a spirit of real democracy. In addi-
tion, four members were chosen annually in rotation 
whose duty it was to look after the bg,nquets. Thus in 
due time every member would be "magister suo anno ex 
ordine aloi ad cenam faciendam." At the cenae of the 
Collegium Dianae et Antini, these four men furnished 
the bread, wine, and fish. Each collegium had its 
"medi cue, 11 and in some instances, at least, , a 11 s ac er-
dos," who apparently performed the rites of worship 
and sacrifice to the patron deity. 
The meetings as has been stated, were 
c a lled to-gether by the 11 viator, 11 probably when there 
were matters of interest to be brought up. Such mat-
ters v1ere subrni tted to genera l discussion and vote. 
One c8llegi 1Xfl decided to purchase ~w equestria n statue 
11 suffragio universe ex e.ere c ollec to. ti Q.uesti one, dis-
putes, 9.nd complaints were settled at business meet-
ings, "in conventu." The fact that rules governing 
conduct a t such meetings were ·necJ~sarj, and that 
fines attended upon certain offences, would indicate 
that sometimes the gatherings were stormy affairs. The 
Colleg ium Di anae et Antini fixes a penalty, "siquis 
3.U tum in obbrobi um alter al teri us di xeri t aut tumul ta-
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tus ruerit, ei nmlta esto HS XII n.u 
Endeavor was made to preserve peace, 
friendship, and t he fraternal spirit a.mong members. 
Up on entrance, they were advised t o read the consti-
' 
t.ut.ion with care, that they might not. af terward com- I 
\ I 
plain and h ave a dispute as legacy to their heirs, for 
I 
a man might will t o his son, or other heir, his mem-
bership i n a collegium. They were warned that there 
l.tlUst be no disturba.nce at the c enae. However tumul-
t uous ga therings misht have been on occasion, in gen-
' 
eral harmony prevailed. The idea l of union and f'riendJI 
Ahip kept before t he members was a.ttained, "cari sod-
R. les, 11 says one workman ot' hie a.saociates in his col-
.Legium, (C .I .I~a VIII, 11549} The relation betwe en memi 
"bers or a collegium and the men whom they had chosen I 
as their "patroni, 11 · ~;as one of mutual good-feeling. 
I Here was an opp<Ortun i ty tor 'the hero-worship, which, 
' as has been poi11ted out wac a.n inherent tra i t in the II 
Roman cha.rac ter. Here were men eminently successful i II 
their chosen way of 11 fe, ancl hence in t he eyes of th~ 
people, worthy of adn1irat1on. The tradesmen erected I 
1 
II 
tombs for their pa trona, an a ct in i tselt· indicating 
,, 
I 
honor and affection. It seems t.o have been convention · 
. 
to give money for ftmera.l expenses of a patron to the 
- - =-- ._.=.. - -==-=-=====~ =-=--==- -----
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dead man's rela.ti vee. a.l though such aid could seldom 
indeed have been necessary. The money was then refun-
ded, and the collegium felt that it had honored the 
dead 11 patrorms." One ot· the many inscri J; tions which 
refer to this custom reads (C. I .r.. II , 1065) 11 ob mer-
ita lauda.tione impensam funeris, locum sepulturae et 
statua.m decrevit. Aemilia Luculla mater et Sergius 1 
Rufinus frater eius impensa.m remisere." Patrons i n 
I 
their turn were generous in their gifts a.nd bequests. 
A certain Ma.rcellina left by will t o the Collegium 
Aesculapi et Hygiae a building i n which it might meet. 
a. st.atue of Aesculapius, and a gift of money, HS L 
milia nwnmum. C Valgitts .l!'uscus (Wilmanns II, 330) 
gave to the collegium ot' which he had been pat ronus, 
a burial-place, not only tor t he members, but also t'or 
their wives ·and their children. 
The H.ome.n governmen t allowed few insti-
tution s to escape its notice. So jealous of its own 
' strength was the state that any systematic attempt at l1 
organizati on by ~my I) Ortion of the citizens seemed a 
menace to the central government. The collegia caw.e 
int o cont'lict with the sta te, and not without cause. 
There were some which were formed tor political pur-
poses solely, commonly called "sodalitates," though 
_ _:_- - -- -
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sometimes the term "collegia 11 is used. So vicious was l 
their influence that they were suppressed by a Sena-
tus Consultum of 64 B. C. which Cicero quotes, (Ad 
Q.u.intum fra trem 2 , 3) "ut sod ali ta tea decuratique di s- 11 
cederent lexque de iis ferretur ut qui non discessis-
11 
s e.nt ea poena quae est de vi ten·erentur." In 58 B.C. I, 
1 Clodius diecovered that such organizations would be 
1 I of great use to his political designs, and therefore I 
restored them by a Lex Clodia de Sod. ali tati bus. They II 
were suppressed again in the early .l!:mpire. J:he Emper- II, 
ora looked with di sa.pprova.l up on all such as soc iati one 
but some were allowed to meet with the peradseion of I' 
I ·:the Senat e, (C. I .L. V, r/88) "collegia tria qui bus ex 
I senatus consul to coire perrnissUI!l est." 
The collegia of" workmen als·o took some 
part i :n poli-tics, and by this activity early brought II 
the suspicion of the state upon themselves. A law of I 
the Twelve Tables :forbade secret meetings at night. I 
However they continued to meet, and "oJITere a lways a po- l 
li t. ical fa.ctor to be reckoned with. The patrons cho- 1 
ll een were usua lly politicians, and i n supporting them, I' 
a.n excuse was t·ound t·or mi ngling in political matters.
1 
The fact tha t the poli ticia.ns were s o willing to act II 
as "patroni." indicating their patronage in their ep-
"":' -- --=--- ---- -- ---=-= - =---
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i taphs, sho'v•rs tha.t they found the united support of 
the workers of profit. The men usually sought for as 
patrons were in the lower ranks of the cursus honorum, 
quaeators and aediles. The people turned to them, 
Gince they ha r-3. not yet risen so high as to be una.p-
proach3.ble. They, in their t urn, needed support from 
every quarter if they were to advance, and their read-
iness t o serve the . collegia. means tha t there they 
found profitable aid. In literature are proofs tha t 
even the higher ranks of political life used the 
streng th of the collegia. Q.uintus Cicero in the fa-
mous letter to his brother, "De Petitione Consulatus~ 
mentions both sodali t9.tes and collegia as valuable a s-
sets of a cB-ndida te for even the proud office of con-
sul. Throughou t the time of t he Republic, seekers for 
office did not scruple to use the votes of the colle-
gia i n their politica l schemes. 
I n s cripti one of imperial d '3.YS even v•ould 
show that the collegia still had some part i n affairs 
of the sta.te. In Hadrian's rei gn there was published 
by t he government ~l list of "Magistri Q.uinquennfl.les, 11 
presidents of bodies r eferred to a s "collegia ho:rest-
issirna," (C.I.L. VI, 406) Thus official sanction 
was placed on the existence of certain, though 
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e.ppa.rently a limi.ted number of associa ti one. A "colle~ 
I 
gium centona.riorurn" of Spain erected a monument in 
honor of Ant.oninus Pius, with an inscription in which ' 
the Emperor is than!<ed for "indulgentia eius." (C.I. 
L. II, 1167) Certain collegia - as this one - must 
h9.Ve been of enough importance to corae into direct 
contact with the Emperor. 
In the sma.ller provincial towns collegia 
1 
played a useful part by acting a s boards of public iml
1 
provement. Inscri:pti ons menti on many in sa tnces of the 11 
erection of public buildings, of statues, of altars I 
for the municipality. In a Sp ~J.n ish town, the name of 
which is preserved in the name of the guild, the "ordo 
obulconensis" by general consen t, "statua.m equestrern 
decrevit," (C.I.J .... II, 2131) Near Rome an altar to 
Hercules W8. s ouilt by a collegium. (C.I .L. VI, 32?) 
It has been shown thqt the RoMan workmen 
honored their labor, and wished to have their toil re-
corded and remembered. They looked upon membership in ll 
I 
the collegia as a mark of honor. They were careful to 
mention th~ ir colleg ium in their epitaphs, and to e- r 
~ 
numerate whatever offices they might have held, exact-
ly as t hz consuls a.nd censors enumerated their offi- I 
ces, and the generals, their victories. When lists of 
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the virtues of the dead were inscribed upon tombs, 
there often appears among the others, "fuit pius in 
collegium." He was all that a good and worthy member 
of a collegium aught to be, and this the Raman rrlnd 
judged honorable. 
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III ~ Ludis Voluptatibusqu~ 
In various ways, through various chan-
· nels, t he Romans sought and f ound recreation and ·pleas-
ure. Inscriptions tell much of the great public enter-
'bli nmenta, the cha.riot-racee, the gladiatorial com-
bate, the plays; much also of the attitude of the peo-
ple toward these spectacles and toward those who par-
ticipated i n them; and f inally, they throw light on 
the lives and characters of the participants them-
eelves. Of forms of pleasure other than the games 
which broke the monotonous round of labor ·- a subject 
on which other sources of information are silent - in-
scriptione tell the story. 
The public ga.r.nee of the circus and the 
amphi .theatre played a prominent part in the daily life 
of the people. Of these, chariot racing stood a mong 
the first in the popular favor, as many inscriptions 
indicate. Epitaphs of charioteers, "agitatores" re-
cord carefully the number o.f victories each had won , 
and in some instances the numb er is surprisingly larg~ 
On the tomb of one c. Appuleiua Dioclea is stated 
.==......:;;.._ -- --
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l e 
"vicit CCCCLXVII." ( C.I.L. VI, 10048) M. Aurelius 
Polynices had been even more successful, as his in-
scription records "vicit pa.lmas nurnero DCCXXXIX?" 
( C.I.L. VI, 10049) These are merely the v ictories, for 
epitaphs raa.k e no · mention of the contests in which the 
drivers failed to be~r off the palm, and their number 
may he~p to show how popular were the races. The fact 
that individual charioteers participated in so many 
races, would point to a wide demand for this form of 
amusement. 
Many "agitators" took care that the names 
of the horses they had driven should be placed upon 
their tmabs, and by doing this have given us another 
pro ::>f of the interest felt in the r aces. One driver 
whose n8.me is lost, had i n hie career guided eighty-
eight horses about the arena, (C.I.L. VI, 10053) If 
one lll9.n had driven so many, the total numoer of horses 
kept for the races, must have been enormously large. 
Aft er the names of each racer, appears the name of the 
country f rom which it was brought. Spain and Africa 
seem to have f urnished many horses, which were con-
veyed to Rome a t no slight expense. So many steeds 
could nat have been used, so heavy an expense would 
not have incurred, except in response to the univer-
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sal wish and will. 
Another indication of the popularity of 
the races is the fact that large sums of money were 
offered as prizes to the victorious drivers. Martial-
Epigrmr.aaton. Lib. X, 74 - complains that the chariot-
eerScorpus for the work of one hour carries off fif-
teen heavy sacks o:t' gold, but the Roman client re-
ceives only a few worthless pennies. Epitaphs show 
thg.t the poet' a statement is not a.l together exaggera-
tion. Polynices, the winner of seven hundred and thir-
t y-nine victories, tw·ic e won a prize of two thousand 
dollars, and again, won a reward of f ifteen hundred 
dollars. Such sums could not. be offered to victors 
save in a widely popular form of contest. 
Epitaphs of charioteers suggest the 
great rivalry of "factions," which at the games divi-
d ed the sympathy of the Romans. All four factions are 
mentioned, "veneta f a ctio." the Elue;" pra aine f actio~ 
the Green; 11 al bata f actio,n the White; "ruasata. fac-
tio, 11 the Red. Some drivers seem always to have repre-
sented one faction. The Tuscan Musculus won for the 
Heds, six hundred and eighty-two victories, as his 
epitaph records: (C.I.L. VI, 10063) "JJusculus agitator 
factionis russatae natione Tuscus vicit palmas 
_ __.::;- --- -- =-- -
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DCLXXXII." In general, however, the cirivera came and 
went, without any ~ttachment to the faction which they 
represented. c. Appuleiu~ Diocles had at various 
times- driven f or three of the facti one: "Primwn agi t-
9-Vit i n factione albata. Deind.e agitavit in factione 
prasima, tertium in factione ruesatta." (C.I.L. VI, 
10048) The ancient charioteer was free to go whither 
his own interest led him. 
The element of danger in the races is 
suggested by the fact that all the cirivers whose ages 
are recor rled, died while still Tery young. None lived 
to middle life, few to the age of thirty. Creacens, a 
driver for the Blues, died at twenty-two. M. Aurelius 
Polynices, seven hundred and thirty-nine times vic tor, 
at twenty-nine. This indic::1.tee de :9. th sudden and vio-
lent, corning in the moment of sue cess to cut short a 
victorious career• 
The two ever-present elements in the ra-
ces, rivalry and danger e xplain i n part popular senti-
ment. In the natures of the people was inherent a love 
of excitement and eternal restless change. They were 
descendants of men who had lived i n troubled times, 
who, if they were Roxnans , had seen and shared in ware, 
f orei~l and civil, who if they were provincials, had 
----------
suffered the hardship of defeat, slavery, and sudden 
transportation to a new life in a new land. Around 
them all, Roman and provincial alike, had been polit-
ical unrest, wide and deep. Now t.imea were changed. 
Wars had ceased eave for border conflicts and occa-
sional uprisings in rebellious provinces. Political 
disturbance within the city wae forbidden and a new 
law of order was enforced by an all-powerful Emperor. 
Yet the craving for excitement and sen-
sation was in the hearts of the people, coming to 
them through ancestors whose very breath of life had 
been stir and tumult. The craving was sa t.i sfied ·by 
the games, w·i th their poasi -bili ty of conflict and 
t heir lurking danger. 
Of the popularity of gladiatorial com-
oats, the moat significant witness is the large number 
of inscriptions whic_h refer to combats and to combat-
~nta. Inscriptions other than epitaphs are full of al-
lusions to gl1=1.diatora. Particularly is this true of 
those found i n the ruins of Pompeii, the announce-
ments of games to be held, which give a list of the 
names and a record of the victories of the gladiators 
who were t ·o appear, and the graffiti, the sera tches 
upon the walls, which preserve the name of many a 
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gl~diator. Many epitaphs of these warriors of the a-
rena have been found in and near Rome, some of them 
upon tombs, more upon col,~baria, where long lists of 
names tell whose ashes rested within the ollae. On one 
columbarium are thirty names. (C. I .L. VI, 631) The 
number of men who fought for Rome's pleasure bet'ore 
assembled thousands must ha.ve been enormously large. 
The same factors as made the races in the circus so 
beloved by the people, ensured the populariy of the 
gladi11torial combats! The innate feeling for excite-
ment, the callousness to huma,n suffering, the low val-
ue placed on the life of the individual, which years 
of fighting and bloodshed had engendered, found pleas- . 
ure and satisfaction in the combats of the arena. One 
of Trimalchio's guests ".l.t the "cena,·" :&Jchion, has eta-
ted in what the populace found moat enjoyment at the 
corr1bate, {Petroniue, Cena Trimalchionis, 45,12, and 
13) 11 ferrwn optimwn daturue est, sine fuga, carnariu:m 
in media, ut amphitheater videat." 
Theatrical performances in various forme 
were common at Rome. A bout t hese inscripti one ot· the 
early Empire show a condition quite comparable to that 
of to-day. The time of the playa, the tragedies and 
the comedies, was over. They had ceased to appeal to 
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the audiences, even as tragedy has ceased, and 
comedy is slowly ceasing t o appeal at the present time, 
In their place, were various types or entertainment, 
analogous to the different elements of a. modern vau-
deville. One of them was music, both instrumental and 
vocal. A.n epitaph of a skillecl pleyer on the cithara 
and the lyre is preserved. (C.I.L. II, 5839) There 
was at Rome 9. collegium of Scabillarii, (C.I.L. VI, 
10148) players ot t he scabillum, an instrument some-
what like the ca.sta.net. Boloists and choruses sang for 
the pleasure of t he audience. The epitaph of a woman, 
Poli~ Saturnina, records ( C.I.L. VI, 10132) 
"Pollia Sa turni na eni tui t Q. o.cta sonare melle. 11 
On the tomo of an actor are the verses, ( C .I .L. VI, 
1009 7) 
"Q,uondam ego J? ierio VB-tum monimenta canore 
doctus cycneis enwnerare modis, 
doctus Maeonio spirantia carmina versu 
dicere. Caesareo carmina nota foro." 
These t wo epitaphs suggest ths training undergone pri-
or to a successful ca.reer, until the performer became 
fully "doctus" or "docta~ 
Beside music, other forms of entertain-
ment were common. Some actors are characterized by the 
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word, 11 imitator, 11 (Wilmanns II, 26 2?) Their work wa s 
perhaps that of the modern "impersonator." Others p er-
formed feats of strength of skill, and were well 
liked, as may be judged from the number of epitaphs 
th~. t pay tribute to "gymnici, 11 A tomb is erected to 
"Sarricio inf~ti gymnico dulcissimo, 11 a boy acroba t. 
(C.I.L. VI~ 10160) Another holds the ashes of broth-
ers, "Gymnici tree fratres" (C .I .L. VI, 10158) who 
app9.rently formed an acrobatic troupe. Jugglers were 
popular among the people, as the Ursus, who, clad in 
a toga appeared, (C.E. I, 29) 
"laudante populo, maximie clamoribua. 11 
In these days of the Empire, two forme of 
dramatic entertain;nent wer e given, the mime and the 
pantom.ine. :Epitaphs of "mimi 11 and 11 mima.e" are common, 
more common than of actors or othe r kinds. At Rome 
there were euilda of both actors and actresses, some 
of which built columbari a for the members. There is no 
rnenti on of tr·a.gedi a na or commedi "l.ns. The day when they 
c ould please a Roman audience was over. 
The many epitaphs of public entertainers 
throw a n interesting light on the a.tti tude of the peo-
ple not only tow~rd the spectacles, but also toward 
t he performers, the contest3.nts in t he games, the ac-
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tore in the thea. tree.- From various sources we know 
how the Roman a.riatocr!'l.cy looked upon these. The Lex 
Iulia et Papia Poppaeea of Augustus' reign forbade the 
marriage of senators or senators' sons with actresses 
or :.:1.ctors' daughters. Certain i ndividuals, like the 
gre:.:1.t Roscius, or like Paris, the actor, and Crispus, 
the charioteer, whom ll.iartia.l men-tions, reached a posi-
tion of honor and high social standing. In general, 
however, the class of public performers was looked 
upon with contempt, as an inferior order. Among the 
people, the workers in the state, the feeling was dif-
ferent. They made of' the actors and the combatants in 
the arena heroes, abou :. whom was a glamor of romance 
quite foreign to ~heir own lives of toil. Tacitus com-
plains that the very children are altogether intent 
upon 11 histrionalis favor et gladiatorum equouemque 
etudia." (Tacitus "bialogus de Oratoribus" 29) In the 
provincial towns, actors were honored at public ex-
pense, as was the . f9.vori te of Praeneste, whose epitaph 
recorda, 11 Pantomirno huic respublica. praenestina. ob 
insignem amorern eius erga. cives patriamque postulatu 
populi statuam posui t, 11 (Wilrnanns · II, 2626) This sug-
gests mutual affection, perhaps mutual aid. Perhaps 
the "pantomimus" in his prosperity, gave gifts to his 
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native town. "ob insignem amorem," Certainly, it sug-
ge ets the poei ti on as popula r her o which the actor 
held a.mong the ci vee. Another actor i a lauded in terms 
which might have characterized th Emperor himself, 11 ab 
oriente ad occid.ente usque notus." Tombs built by the 
people have preserved the names of actors. gladiators, 
and drivers which must otherwise ha.ve been forgotten. 
Inscriptions tell much of the liTes and 
ch3-racters of this class in the Roman state. Few of 
them were natives of Rome. or even of Italy. By far 
the largest numb er were Greeks, as their names indi-
cate, Thiebe, Theocritua. Euscemua, Spain sent many 
actors, Thrace, many gladiators to the Capital. Some 
were freedmen, ma,ny were slaves. 
These facts. however, their foreign and 
servile origin, did not prevent many from attaining a 
high degree of prosperity. Literature tells of certain 
ones who became rich and powerful through inperial fa-
vor. Inscriptions tell of others, not so honored, who 
yet were able to amass fortunes. A gladiator was able 
to build a tomb for himself, his wife, his slaves, his 
freedmen and hie freedwomen, ( C.l.L. VI, 101?0) indi-
cating both wealth and ability to maintain a familia. 
To c. Pompeiue Euscemue of the Red Faction, his heirs, 
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freedmen and freedwomen, erected "de suo 11 a tomb, 
(C.I.L. VI, 100?3) 
To others however, fortune was lees kind. 
There was in Rome as in the cities of to-d~y, many who 
struggled for a bare livelihood, who never succeeded 
in reaching a position of f inancial ease and comfort. 
The ollae in the columbaria., bearing only the name, no 
story of wealth or prosperity, tell of a contest in 
life which ended only in failure. 
The attitude of the entertainers toward 
their work is brought out i n their epitaphs. They 
looked upon their profession seriously and with pride. 
1'he charioteers took care to have their victories and 
their prizes recorded, no m9.tter whether these were . 
many or few. They were proud of their fortunes and of 
their popularity. One actor boasts, (C.I.L. VI, 10097) 
"gratus eram populo quondam notusque favore ... 
Even the lese successful, refusing to acknowledge de-
fea t, have the narne of their prof e ssion placed upon 
columbarium or olla. 
A study of epi ta.phe would change in no 
slight degree the common modern conception of the 
gladia t ors. The almost universal idea pictures a class 
brutal, lower than the beasts, trained as beasts are 
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trained, to fight and slay at the word of command. 
Their epitaphs show them in another light, not as 
brute-fighters only, bU:t ~s men, moved, like other men 
oy human feeling and affection. Byron has caught this 
spirit when he places the last thoughts of the fallen 
gladiator, dying in the Roman arena, in his home by 
the distant Danube, among his 11 young barbarians" a.nd 
''their Dac ian mother." Epitaphs on tombs erected by 
gladiators' wives show affection as warm and true as 
that of any RomB.n roo.tron. A daughter's love honored 
the memory of Cornelius Eugenianus with the inscrip-
tion (c.I.L. VI, 10201) 11D. 1vi .Cornelio Eugeniano summa 
rudi et Corneliae Rufinae parentibe~ dulcissimis, bene 
merenti, filia fecit." One gladiator is characterized 
by the adjective "bonus et 9.moratus'! (C.I.L. VI, 
10185) strange words to apply to a righter of the are-
na, but they show that to someone he was more than 
this. The gladiators might have been the lowest stra-
ttm in the state, careless to the sight of blood and 
death, but many of them, worthy in some one's eyes, 
beloved and honored by their families, could not have 
' been the utter brutes of popular conception. 
Opinion a s to Roman actresses must change 
with reading ot inscriptions. They s.re usually thought 
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of as women degraded to the depths. Some, at least, 
were not t his. Some were centers of happy home life 
and good mothers of children. One husband does not 
hesitate t o call h is actress wife "coniunx optima," 
"D.M. Auxesi citharoedae conuigi optima.e c. Corne l i us 
Neritus fecit et sibi," (C.I.L. VI, 10125) Another 
grives for his wife, Pollia Saturnina, "docta sonare 
mele, 11 and t·or their sons, (C. I .L. VI, 10131) 
"immat.ura quiee quos abstulit hie siti aunt tree 
mater cum parvis pignoribus geminis, 11 
a n epitaph which suggests the mother-love present in 
the actress' he9.rt. This seems a new role for Roman 
ac t resses t o play, but they were women and within 
their na tures, there was much that .was good. 
The great public spectacles did another 
work in the state beside furni ~shing recreation t o the 
imperial . court and to the people. Th:. nature of this 
work is suggested by the epitaph of Gaius Theoros 
''lux ·..r ictor pantominorum. 11 ( c . E. II, 925) 
"Si deus ipse tua. captus nunc arte Theoroat, 
num dubitant homines velle imitare deum?" 
The 11 deus" referred to is the Emperor, Caesar. Shall 
the people hesitate to imita te Cae sar? Under the Em-
pire, there were few bonds between Caesa r and his Ro-
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mans. Political connection there was none, for the 
people had ceased to be a political fg,ctor. They no 
longer met on the common ground of religion, for the 
old faith was dead, and the upper strata were turning 
to their philosophy, the lower, to their superstition. 
The bond or military life was weakening. There was 
lese need of soldiers, and even in the time of Julius 
Caesar had begun the introduction of ·barbarians into 
the Roman army. In the circus and the theatres howev-
er, the :Emperor and the people shared a common inter-
est, found a bond of union, and so, in 8, measure, were 
welded together. The games were not the only form of 
public amusement, there were the baths. Allusions to 
"balneaeu are frequent. The Duuraviri Q,. Vibuleius and 
L. Statius in recounting a list of their deeds . state, 
(C. I .L. I, 1019) 11 Balneas refici und aquam per publicurn 
ducendem coeravere." The fact that they reckoned this 
among their meritorious 9.Ccomplishments, shows that 
the baths were popular among the citizens. The people 
of a town of Maurentania Caesariensis so honored a 
citizen who had rebuilt a ruined bath, that they e-
rected for hLn 9. tomb with the inscription {C.E. I, 
281) 
nTu modo, Frumenti, domito virtute rebelli 
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respicis ac reparas dumis contecta la.uacra. 11 
Entertainment W9..S sometimes provided at the bathe. In 
Rome a juggler became famous. (C.E. I, 29) 
" therruis Ti'aiiani, thermie Agrippae et Titi 
multum et Neronis." 
In their t·ondnees for the soc:iabili ty of the public 
baths, the lesser Romans copied the greater. 
A form of semi-public gathering which 
the Rome.ns gre i tly enjoyed was the ba.nquet. A citizen 
vvi th strong Epicurean convictions urges his friends, 
{C.I.L. VI, 30103) 
"Adeste, amici, fruamur tempus bonum 
Epulemur l~eti, vita dum parva manet, 
Baccho madentis hilaris sit concordia." 
The collegia made systematic preparations for ban-
quete for their members, regulating the amount · that 
each ma.n should contri 'bute toward expenses, and set-
ting the days on which the feasts should be held. 
In this connection, is another kind of 
amusement in which feasting must have had some part, 
and that was the ga therings at inns. One innkeeper so 
endeared himself to his patrons that they built his 
tomb, hailing him as "dominus•: (C.I.L.V, 5931) 
At their banquets and at their inns the workers might 
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gather and forget for a time the toil which many al-
lusiona indicate was hard and continuou.s. 
Beside the games and the feasts, the Ro-
mans found a real pleasure in other things which 
pr~ves that they were not wholly the uncontrolable mob 
that historians often represent, but had in them some 
wish or feeling for what is higher and finer. Some-
thin g of culture ha d reached them, passing fro1h the 
aristocracy down through society. They had a fondness 
for t he poets very obvious i n many epitaphs. 
These ci vee Roa1ani were nor an educated 
folk. Many grarn.raatical errors, mistakes of both form 
and syntax are f ound in their inscriptions. The form 
"nemine" is comnon; "o felice patrem" shows confusion 
of case forms; "tale dolorem," of genders. The words 
ur 
already quoted, "fruam 
11
tempus bonum11 show a construc-
tion not usual i ~ clas$iC~l times. Nevertheless quota-
tion a from the poets are co:umon i n the epitaphs of the 
people as in the literature of' the cultured Romans. 
'l'he errore that abound show that the lines had been 
heard, not read. 'l'he greater number of these errore 
con sist i n the substitution of words, or perhaps of a 
single word, tor th ose of the original. For exa,mple, 
Vergi l 's, 
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uheu pietas, heu prisca fides" (Aeneid VI, 8 78) 
9.ppear s as, 
11 hic pietas, hie prisca f ides. II 
Vergil's lines of Book VI, 234 and 235, 
II Q,ui nunc Miaenue ab illo 
dicitur aeternamque tenet per saecula nomen, II 
are found i n an epitaph. with the first line altered 
to, 
tt qui nunc Valianus ab ieto. 11 
I t is the same lack of exactness which often quotes 
the last line of Ii ilton'a "Lycidas,'' 
"To-morrow t.o fresh . fields and pastures new," 
The quotations f rom Vergil far outnumber 
those from any other poet, a significant comment on 
Vergil'e fame when his verses so quickley reached the 
unlettered masses. · lJext to Vergll in number of quota-
tiona stands Horace, and then Ovid. In the epitaphs 
read Lucretius was quot.ed but once, and that in an in-
scription co:apoaed by a s choolmaster, whose education 
was naturally farther advanced than that of the major-
ity. 
Clearly the Ronll3,ns had a fondness for 
verse, and this is shown :not only by the quotations, 
but also by the fact that so many of the epitaphs are 
- --- =---
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in verse form. The people couln not only appreciate, 
they coulci also create. The chara.c ter ot the epitaphs 
give the clue to the reason of the popularity of vera~ 
Of any poetic adornments these original verse-inscrip-
tions are with few exceptions quite devoid. The epi-
ta.ph of Claudia, a H10del Homan matron, is typical; 
{C.I.L. I, 1007) 
"Hospes,quod deico,pa.ullum est,asta ac pellege, 
heic est sepulcrum hau pulcrum pulcrai feminae 
nomen parentes nominarunt Claudiam. 
suom mareitum corde deilexit souo 
gna.tos duos creavit,horunc alterum 
in terra linquit, aliurn sub terra locat. 
sermone lepido,tum autem inceesu commodo, 
domum seruaui t. la.nam fee it. dixi. abei." 
It is simply a statement of fact, un adorned by poet-
ical feeling or poetical figure; verse i n form,prose 
in spirit. By far the greater part of the epitaphs 
a re like this, the record of a life-work, stated as 
si r~ly and directly as any prose could state it. 
Tnere are a f ew exceptions; a grief-stricten rather 
s a.ys o-r his daughter, ( C .E . I, 216) 
.. "rosa simul floriuit et statim periit." 
Tnere are others instances of attempted poetical ex-
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pression, but they are very few. It was not then the 
spirit of poetry that pleased the Romans, i t was the 
sound. Their fondness of H1Usic has already been noted, 
a nd verse is closely allied to music. The rythmetic 
motion of lines sounded pleasantly upon sensitive 
ears. The long roll of the d~,ctylic hexameter was es-
pecially pleasing., for nearly all the epitaphs after 
Julius Caesar's time a re inthis metre. '.i'hia explains 
in no suk'Lll part the position of Vergil a a favorite. 
The splendid, unbroken sweep of hie lines brought 
keen delight to those who heard the,.J , and coupled 
with the interest of hie subject and the ease of t·ol-
lowi ng his simple narrative, won for him a secure 
place. 
I r1 the d ays of the Empire, to the origi-
nal RomB n populace was added a. large admixt1.tre of the 
Greek. The heritage of both r a.c es wa.s a love of beau-
t y ancl a cravi ng af ter t he beautiful. Thiu is brought 
out. i n the epitaphs. Beauty of form or face was ad-
mired, so admired thet they were counted the equal of 
virtues of character. Along with the adj ec ti vee 11 pi us •: 
"Pr oba.tus'! and . such terms, a.ppea.re the phrase "forma 
pul chra'~ There was a feeling for the beauties of na-
ture, a.nd in particular a love of t'lowers. To· offer 
--=--=---
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flowers to the dead did them honor. One husband ex-
presses a wish that his wife's ashes may rest uflori-
bus in iucundis. 11 (C.I.IJ.Ill, ?54) The season of 
dpring seemed fair beCo:\lSe i t brought t he l'lowers. 
"Ver tibi contribuat sua munera fl orea 
grata. "C.E. 1, 439) In the epitaph of Christians are 
many a.llusions to stars, which, a.part from any relig-
ious significance, show a. delight in the presence of 
great beauty. Eut of all the lovlinesa of nature, the 
be3.ut y and enjoyment of light most appealed to the Ro-
ms.ns. They shrank f Tom the dark; it is almost with a 
shudder that they contrast the eternal darkness of the 
tomb with t he light of the present life. 
11 hic igceo infelix :t.ymrna puella tenebris, 
quae annos aetatia agens sex et dece mensibus octo, 
a.misi lucem. 11 (C.I.L. VI, 23629) 
To leave the light which was so fair and plea,sant, 
and remain forever in unbroken dark, that was terible, 
and f or this reason, d.ea th wa s fea.red. Among a people 
living in the midst of a highly developed civiliza-
ti on, wa s a. haunting fear of darkness, primitive in 
ita character. 
Such were t he pleasure of t he Romans. 
'l'bey enjoyed to the full their bloody arena combats, 
- --~~ 
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their races filled with danger, their plays of none 
too elevated a character, but they enjoyed also better 
things, poetry, and everything fair and lovely. ':L'heir 
hard and toilsome lives did not dull in any degree 
their keen capacity for pleasure. 
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IV ~ Religipne 
The Sabine Num9. Pompili us, the second to 
t ear the name of king .a.t Rome, wa.s ·the traditional 
founder of Roman religion. It was he who established 
the Roman pantheon, who reduced the practices of re-
ligious worship to ri tee, forms, a.nd ceremoni ee, who 
founded the colleges ot the priests. The faith .which 
the city professed at the d eath of Numa and the out-
w~.rd form of the faith endured through the time of 
format~on, through the conquest of Italy, on until the 
second century before Christ. Then there came a new 
life to the Romans. The East was conquered and sub-
dued beneath the Roman yoke, and l:> Oldiers, merc h..a.nte, 
government officials brought back to Rome the civili-
~ati on of Greece and of Asia. Hot a phas e of life es-
caped the new inf luence, and with the rest, religion 
underwent a change. Could Nurna have revisited Rmn.e in 
the time of Augustus and his successors, he would 
scarcely have reconized the old faith under the adr:li-
ti on at· t he new. 
In Iraperial Rome many gods were recog-
=-~- - --=-
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nized. Inscriptions name the old Latin divlnities, 
Jupiter 1 l.ia.rs, Mercury 1 Vulcan, Pluto, Neptune, Juno, 
Ceres, Vests., Venus, Minerva 1 a.nd the old nature dei-
ties. Silvanus, Tellus, Liber, Libera. Then came the 
new gods and new names of gods that came with Greek 
culture, Phoebus Apollo, Ba cchus, Aphrodite, Castor 
and Pollux. From f arther east, from Asia, came the 
cults of Cybele, the 11 magna mater deorum," of Isis and 
Serapis. a nd of Kithras. Beside the great gods, there 
were many lesser deities, the llilanes, the 1iynphs, Pri-
apus, Fortuna, the Fates, Hercules. ~inally, t here 
were the deified Emperors, now char acterized by the 
adjective 11 divus, 11 and t he noun, 11 deus'! Julius and 
Augustus were exalted to the sta tion of Jupiter and 
Apollo. 
Und er the Empire, a.ll the external forme 
ot· religion wer e carefully maintained. Vle know that 
the Roman state practised the rites of the paga.n f a ith 
until the da.y when Christi anity wae decla.red to be the 
state religion. Rome's co~non people also held to the 
old torms. I nscriptions show that altars and shrines 
were built, and groves dedicated to the gods. Again 
and agai r1 a.ppea.r such statements as "aram extruxi," 
(C.E. I, 252) "dedicat a ram, 11 ( C.E. I, 2.60) 11 poeui 
--~-- --
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de marmore signum," (C.I.L.X, 1114) and, 11 vota ferene•: 
(C.E. I, 259) the l a st indicating that offerings and 
se.crificee were still made • . There a re epi taphe of 
those whose lives were devoted to religion. There was 
the "sacerdos," the "augur, 11 t he "t' lamen, 11 the "ponti-
fex. 11 As there was a.t Rome no la.ck of gods to worship, 
so there was no lack of ceremonies practised to do 
them honor. A s far a.s outward t'orm was concerned, Ro-
man religion h ad lost nothing and ga ined much since 
the da.ys of Numa. 
The ex-pressed beliefs, the dogma or re-
ligion, were unc lJanged. The old functions and charac-
teristics we~ e still attributed t o the gods. Great 
Jove was still the Thunderer, and the people were 
urged, 'C.E. I, 269) 
11 Limen ad hoc, p opuli ,persolui te vota tona.nti, 11 
Juno was still the mistress of the upper air and the 
clouds, and s till sent, (C. JL I, 254) 
"nubigenam t erris l ag i ta me.dorem, 11 
Silvanus is still a ddressed, ( C .E. I, 250) 
11 k::1gne deu, u. , Siluane potene, sane ti ssime pastor, 
qui nemus Idaeum Romanaque caetra gubernans. 11 
Latona's d~.ughter is queen in "colli"t:me aut siluie 11 
(C.!.L. X, 3 796) The divinities of death, Pluto and 
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the :Fa. tee, still bring sorrow to morte.ls, ( C .E. II, 
1~~2 3) 
"omnes aeque rapit Ditis acerba manus, 
et uos per Stigias portabit portitor undas, 
cum vi ta.m J?arcae linquent et ste.mina C lotho~ 
All that was external ot· the state relig-
ion was the same as ancient times had known, but in 
the attitude of the people toward their faith, in its 
i nfluence upon their life and thought, a. change had 
taken place. Inscriptions show how far the old-time 
feeling ha.d weakened. On the alta rs erected are ex-
pressions or prayer and gratitude. With few exc ep-
tions, however, the ee are general and indefinite, with 
reference t o n o particular time or occasion. To this 
there are some exceptions, as the case already cited 
of the grain-merchant who built an altar to Ceres, the 
patron goddess of his commodity, because she had shown 
hi hl favor and granted him prosperity. Silvanus is i n-
voked to rend u ' a fav or defLtitely l::ltated,(C.E. I, 
250) 
"haec ego quae feci dominorum causa salutis 
et mea proque meis orans uitamque benignam 
officiumque gerens." 
Cybele i a i nv oked (C. I .IJ. III, 764) "Ma.tr i deum mag-
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nae pro s alute atque incolumitate dorninorum nostrorum 
Augustorum et Ca es a rwn." :But cases of direct invoca-
tion ar e rare, 3.nd expressions of gra.ti tude are most 
indefinite. Ho reasor1 for which the gods are thanked 
is given. Alta rs 'bear t he phrase "pro merito, 11 or 11 pro 
meritis," or sometimes "bene merenti." Such express-
ions a.re purely formal and general. 'l'bere is no person.. 
8.1 relation between the deity and the worshippe~, no 
feeling on the worshippers part tha.t there existed a 
power which gave him aid such as he might realize, and 
of which he was conscious. The connection between gods 
and men wa s severed. 
The same phrases used of gratitude to the · 
gods, "pro meri tis, 11 and 11 bene merenti , 11 are also used 
i n epitaphs inscribed by relatives of t he dead. The 
Rom8.n teudency to raise the great men of t heir race to 
the level of t he gods, ha s been co mmented upon, but 
here is the tendency c arried a step f a r t her. The epi-
t aphs referr ed to a re not those of t he great spirits 
of the state, bu t or the common people, composed by 
workmen for those of their own kind. "Cornelio Eugen-
ian o Sumriia Rudi :Bene hlerent i, Filia fecit, (C.I.I,. VI~ 
10201) i e part ot· a gladiator's epitaph. Moreover al-
tars were erected in hon or ot· the d ead, as an altar 
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inscription foun r1 8. t Ti bur woul d show, ( C. I .L. XIV 1 
3826) 
"Al tori ob meri tum dica.t hanc Octauius ar am, 
acri homini a.dque a.la.cri forti t'ido adque uenusto 1 
cui domue Assyribus t·uera.t,cu.i Q.uintio nomen~ 
The same formul~e, the same ceremoniee were used to 
honor both gods and men, ~md if the men were exalted 1 
the gods were in like degree lowered. The old spirit 
o:r reverence, the old awe e.nd dread, had . gone, and 
there was no new spirit of reTerence, feelings of love 
and trust, to take its place. 
Another fact indicates lack of any rea.l 
religious feeling among the. Romans. Arnone any people 
with strong religious convictions, who have reached, 
or even prior to the atta inment of the Romans' ste.te 
of civilization, highly d eveloped on the material sid~ 
but on the spir i tual side little removed from barba-
rism, there is always taught a doctrine of future pun-
ie:hment. An element of fear is present, and besid~ the 
beneficent deities stand powers of evil, that work 
m~.n' s harm in life and torture hie soul after death. 
'l,hi a element was found i n the ancient Roman faith, it · 
was present in early Christianity, i t has a part in 
Ivioharomedanism. In the inscriptions read, there were 
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no traces whatsoever of the fear of any such malevo-
lent power or powers. Pluto and the gods of the lower 
world, wherever they are mentioned, do not assume in 
any degree the role of hostile or avenging deities. 
The abode of Pluto, 11 domus D i ti a," is not a place of 
punishment; he himself io not to be feared. There were 
no spirits of evil to tempt men to their fall and tor-
ment their lost souls forever. There is no evidence to 
indicate that the Roman mind created or held belief in 
divinities that work evil. 
The nearest approach to a, hostile deity 
was Fate. Among the Roman people there was a belief in 
fatalism, limited i n its applica.tion, but strongly ad-
hered to. Fate seems to have been personified as a 
goddess quite distinct from the Clotho, Lachesis, and 
Atropos at· Greek mythology. Whether or not the Homans 
of early imperial times still personified this power 
is of little significance, Wha tever rorm Fa te took on 
in their thoughts, they regarded her as a very actiYe 
influence, 3.s implac 3..ble a s the Anglo-Gaxon Wyrd. 1'he 
control of the Roman Fa ta however was :not as general 
as that of Wyrd. The stern deity at· the Anglo-Gaxona 
had sway over man's course at life, his destiny upon 
earth, and held in wait t·orevery man the tiay of\ dieath. 
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The Roma.n Fa.ta had no control ot' life. Her one func-
tion was to bring the hour of death appointed to each 
and every mortal, and she came suddenly and without 
warning. (C. E . I, 389) 
11 set nimium subito f a talis me abstulit hora." 
No man could escape; no method of life could propi-
tia.te the dred power. More than one, grieving at the 
death or a loved one, laments, 
11 :b,a ta non par cun t boni e. 11 
]'ate passed by none, and the Romans show that they 
f elt that each individual was under her control by 
such phrases as "mea fata, 11 11 sua fe.ta. 11 The destined 
hour could not be postponed. Come it must and it would 
not. be tlelayed, (C.E. I, 391) 
11 sed praescripta dies unam non distulit horam. 11 
One epitaph sta tes t hat (C. I .IJo II, 4315) 
11 li'ortunam metuunt omnes," 
but notwithb tanding, there are plenty or indications 
that all did not fe ar Fate. The people did not hesi-
tate to call her 11 iniqua.U and 11 eeava. 11 Apparently they 
felt that the dread hour, a.l though it could not be 
stayed, still could not be made to come sooner, and 
they did no t !'ear to rail at the power that brought 
them s o much ~; orrow. Such was the fatalism of the Ro-
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mans ,and such the character and power ot ]'ate. h'i.any 
feared her, · a.ll hated her. She brought death to every 
man, but apart frou1 t ha t she had no control over men 
a.nd no relati o:n with them~ She affected in no way 
their life upo n earth, she had nothing to do with a 
future life, and therefore she cannot in the real 
sense of the word, be called a hos tile deity. 
Some of the inscri ptions give another 
proof a.s to how far the old religion ha.d lost ita pow-
er. Occasion~lly there seem~ to be a confusion of dei-
ties, of their personalities or of their provinces. In 
northern Africa there arose a ne":' goddess, Panthea, 
who seems to have displa ced Juno as the s harer of J u-
piter's throne. She is addressed as, (C.I.L. VIII, 
9018) 
"Panthea cornigsri sacris adiuncta Tonantis, " 
and she is hm1ored by "puluinareibus altis" and by 
11 sublimi a olio. " The new African goddess took on the 
cha.racter at· and dethroned the grea t queen of heaven. 
An <o1.ltar. inscription shows a confusion of the two de-
ities ot· the 'fields and toreste, Silvanus and Pan. 
Silva.nus is honored by a n altar, th8 inscription on 
which h a s the line, ( C .E. I ' 250) 
"mellea quod docilis iunctast tibi t·iatula cera." 
'l l 
The "fistula" had always be en the property of Pan, not 
of Silvanus. The ancient teaching regarding the gods, 
the careful differentia t ion of t heir functions, were 
bein g f orgotten. 
Fina lly, of the indications of the weak-
ened religious belief among the Romans, there is a 
most significant fact apparent in t.heir epi 'taphs. 
Among a civilized people holdin g firmly to some faith, 
among uncivilized tribes practising certain rites to 
their gods, religion is made a ground for consolation 
in sorrow or affliction. If the faith holds out a hope 
of immortality, the promise of a reunion of spirits is 
offered as a consolation to those who mourn their 
dead. If there is no doctrine or a future life, as is 
the case ot· sorne tri bee who worship their gods yet do 
no t look rorward t o ano t her existence, the mourner is 
sometimes commanded to be still since what has hap-
pened is the will of the gods. There is nothing of 
t his in Roman epit aphs. There is no indication of' a 
belief that t h e gods had aught to do with death. 'l'he 
grea.ter part of t he Roma ns did not hope for a life af-
ter death, as wi ll be pointed out in a l a ter chapter, 
and in no case did they ascribe death to the will of 
the gods. ( C .E. II, 1536) 
?2 
"noli dolere, mater; faciendum fuit." 
is typica.l of many epi t.aphs. There is no attempt at 
giving comfort, there is only an attempt to show the 
futility of grief, b ec ause "It had to be." Here aga in 
is the f a t alism, death came a.t its appointed til. ,e and 
not by any intercession of the gods. The Roman relig-
ion which survived until the days ot· the Empire had 
no possi bili t.y ot' comtort for the af f licted. 
It would be too much t o say that the Ro-
Inans were without a religion. They were not essenti a l-
ly an irreligious people, as the fact that they kept 
to the symbols ot" their old belief would show. They 
kept their ancient trust until the state religion 
fHiled to meet the requi r e1uents of their changed life, 
a nd eve n then they kep t the outer form long after the 
spi rit which ha.d an imated it had departed. When the 
old gods ceas ed to give a id to mortals, men grew scep-
tical, and though they did not reach a positive beli ef 
tha t the gods did not exist, still they no longer 
looked upon them as exerting active i nfluence. From a 
religion tha. t wa o very vi t a l and real, their faith was 
degrading i nto a. <;upersti t.ion. They built their tem-
ples a nrl al tara a.nd celebrated their games in honor of 
tbe passive, indistinct shadows of the gods; they 
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still pra.cti sed sacrifice and ceremony with formula.e 
of worship which held little more re al meaning than 
the 
"Enos Lases iuue.te, 11 ( C.I.L. I, 2.8) 
the a.ncient chant of the Arvale Brethren. They kept 
the old rites which their f athers, the 11 rnaiores, 11 had 
performed, bec ause they knew of nothing better and be-
cause with true Roman conservatism, they hesitated to 
discard that which bore the sanction of age. So they 
clung to s. fa.i th now cryst s,.llized into seta of formu-
lae and acta or rite and ceremony, though it gave 
them no help in trouble nor aid in explail~ ing the 
problema a.nd mysteries of life. There is a parallel to 
t his condition i n the contemporary political life. The 
Senate was kept in existence, the RepulJl ican ma.gi stra-
cies were continued, even the activities or the people 
were kept t.o some extent, although every thi nki l1 g - per-
son kn ew that the iron hancl of Caesar directed all 
things. Noone was in the least deceived, sti 11 a" sem-. 
blanc e or the old orcter was main~ained. I n religion, 
since nothing came to replace the old gods, the Roman 
people still allowed - them to exist and still, though 
with doubts and questions, paid them worship. 
Even while t his condition prevailed among 
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the maj ori t.y, for some , indeed for t118.ny, there was 
promise and enjoyment of better things. From the East 
there was brought to Home a. l'}ew religion, one th?.t was 
to endure to contend for pla.ce with Christianity it-
self. This was Mithraism. It wa c well received by the 
Ro ru.an sta te, which allowed temples to be built to the 
god fuithras, and permitted priests to perform the 
rites of his worship. To the same faith came thous-
ands of converts, recruited especially from the a r my. 
It was the soldiers on the eastern C';Jl!lpaings who were 
first in~fluenced by the teachings of 1'1i thraism, and as 
long s.s t.he fai th endured, they responded to its ap-
peal. An explanation o!' this fact is a. t hand. r..a thra-
i sm held opportuni t ies for emotion, offered explana-
tions for iiany questi one, proruised the hope and com-
tort whicl1 ths Roman t' a ith denied. In the life ot· a 
soldier there is · much to awaken a longing for all of 
these. There is cons tan t association with the great 
out ot· doors which must pro.mote broadly a nd deeeply 
thought and emotion; i n the monotony of the long march· 
es, men wil.L think and proDlems will arise; the sol-
d.ier sees his comrades die around him and constantly 
faces death himse11", and to do this he must rely upon 
some strength greater than his own. The soldier will 
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turn to the t aith which gives him help, and the eas-
tern Mithraism had help for the Roman legions. How-
ever, it was not only the soldiers, but men from every 
class who became the followers of the faith. Epitaphs 
show that a large priesthood e.drninistered i te ri tee, 
a nd fro m the number of epitaphs found at Ostia, it 
would appear that there was a center of worship. 
Mithraism was a monotheistic faith devo-
t ed to the worship of the great god 1U thras. It was 
the purest a nd highest rorm of fire worship. Fire, and 
in particular the mighty sun, was the symbol of the 
god. He himself was an all-powerful being, 11 invictus 
J.d thras, 11 as his followers called him. He was supreme 
over all, a.nd there was none to contend with him. Be-
neath him there were lesser powers as there had been 
beneath t he J ehovah of the ea.rlieet Hebrews, but they 
were not gods, nor objects of veneration. Their lot 
was a happy one, and Lnen might hope to share it, (C.E. 
I , 265) 
II quia ditior illo est 
qui cum caelicolis p<:trcus bona diuidit heres?" 
Here was the promise of immortali t y to gratit'y a ng, t-
ural longing of the human heart and to bring comfort 
in aft'liction. Connect ed with the faith were elaborate 
rites, not very clearly described by i nscriptions. Ap-
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parently many were secret, performed only in the pres-
ence of the ini tia.ted. The frequent reference to 
11 lustratio 11 indicates that rites of purification of 
some .kind were practised. 
There are teachings of 1iithrasm which 
clOsely approach those of Chri atiani ty, 11Domna pi is 
meliora lucro,u ( C.E. I, 265) is one of the precepts. 
Indeed Mithrasm paved the way tor Christianity, turn-
ing men's minds from polytheism, teaching a close re-
lationship with d ivine powers, keeping bet' ore men the 
promise ot a futu·re life. 
7? 
v. ~ Philoaophia 
At first thought, philosophy seems to be-
lang exclusively to the highest stratu.111 of society, to 
the noblest and choicest spirits. As it is the product 
of their thought and thei r genius, it is peculiarly 
their property. At Rome the t wo great schools of phi-
losophy, Epicureanism and Stoicism, found a place, a.nd 
each recorded the names of f8.mous disciples, statesmen 
and men of letters. Epicureanism had its Lucreti~s, 
its Julius Caesar, it s Horace, and its Vergil. Stoi-
cism twice saw a gr eat Cato among its followers, a.nd 
years after, a Lucan and a Senaca. Roman philosophy is 
nat wanting i n great names. A study of inscriptions 
reveals that the Ra riJa.n people, even the humblest of 
those a.ffected by the city's civilization, knew some-
thing of certain philosophical principles. Probably 
these were nat imparted by teaching, far the books and 
the great teachers of philosophy were not for Rome's 
masses. They were t he result of life experience which 
led to conclusions coinciding i n some degree with 
t hose of the phi losopher s. As might be expected, the 
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people did not reach the prof ound or the subtle - in-
deed but few of t he greater Homane did that - but were 
concerned with t he surface t hi ngq, the obvious. Some 
of the principles or both schools a re round in the i n-
scri ptions of the people. 
The Epicurean doctrine of pleasure found 
f e,vor. "Pleasure is the chief good," is clearly the 
idea or ma.ny an inscriilt i on, and naturally, it ia not 
the higher and f iner pleasure of the philosopher that 
i s meant, the joy of noble living and of profound, se-
rene meditation, bu t pleasure i n the grosser forms. 
11 Volupta tes secuti simus omnes , vita e nostrae a nobis 
numquam quitquam negatum est, ita tu qui legis, bona 
vita vive sodalis, quare post obitum nee risus nee lu-
sus nee ulla volupt a.s eri t . • '' (C. :&~ . I, 186) This senti-
ment is often found and must have been widely held. In 
a n ea.rlier chapter, the number and variety of forms of 
pleasure among the populace were discussed. I n spite 
of the doctri nes of pleasure so often adToeated, there 
was among the people, as was true ot many t·amous men, 
notably Vergil, a strain of melancholy. The reason for 
urging men t o enjoyment is given. (C.I.L. II, 4137) 
"Vive laetus quique vivis, vita paruow munus est, 
mox exorta est, sensim vigeacit, deinde 
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seneim deficit." 
Life is all too short, and old age and death wait near 
a.t hand, hence, the commo n exhortation, "vive dum 
vivie" ( C.E. I, 190 . ) 
There are frequent remi nders of the nearness of death, 
as ( C.I.I,. IX, 4922 ) 
"valebis hoepes, ueiue,tibi iam more uenit, " 
which c"l.rries a suggestl on of the lines from t h e 
"Copa," commonly considered as one of Vergil's early 
:poems. 
"Pone merum et talos. Pereat qui crastina curat: 
Mars aurem vellens,' Vivete,' ait, 'venia.' 11 
. 
Like rna,ny great Epicureans, the Roman people could not 
forge t the grim presence th~t waited near, even in the 
midst of pleasure, and therefore, they urged yet 
gres.ter enjoyment of life while life should endure. 
The attitude of the school of Epicurus 
toward the relation between gods and men was like that 
of the pe ople. The Epicureans taught that the gods led 
a blissful life, quite qpart from and a ltogether un-
concerned with the aff airs of men. In the inscriptions 
of the people the lack of any pers onal relation with 
the gone is 8.ppa.rent. Few men traced their prosperity 
directly to the favor of the gods . or f ound their 
wrath the cause of misfortune. There 3.re few instances 
of prayer which sought help from the gods. Without de-
nying the exi s t e.nc e of the gods, the Roman people deny 
any cm111ection ·between themselves R-nd their deities. 
Lucretius in his great poem taught that 
this life ends all, and beyond it lies nothing. 
" natura animi mortalis habetur," 
s~.ys Lucretius, "De Rerum Natura" III, 831, and again, 
III, 978 and 9?9, 
"Atqua ea nimirum quaecumque Acherunte profunda 
pradita aunt esse, in vita aunt omnia nobis," 
Inscrip tions shovl that among the people this feeling 
was nat univers::~.l, bu.t very wide spread. There wars no 
life of the spirit which continued after the life of 
the body had ceased, and death terminated all. (C.E. 
I, 214) 
"labaris est, ut accabas, tibi finis," 
is a typical expression of the general belief. 
"Nihil suraus et fuimus mortales,reapice lector 
in nihil ab nichilo quam cito recidimus," 
(C.E. II, 1495) emphasizes the sa-me lack of belief in 
a future life. This condition was the natural, almost 
inevitable companion of the attitude toward the gods. 
Stoic influence, or better, Stoic senti-
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menta were rat.her greater in number a.nd more general 
than Epicurean among the people. Some of the ethical 
precepts of the Stoics were put into practice by the 
great body of citizens. The Stoics formulated a doc-
trine approaching th!J_ t of the brotherhood of man. They 
taught that every man, even if he were the highest in 
the state, was bound by indissoluble ties to every 
other man,a.nd owed certain duties to every other man, 
to the humble as well a s to the great. This principle 
was in genera.l followed by the people. In their busi-
ness relations,especially in the collegia,there exist-
ed genuine democracy. Some of the inscriptions show how 
ca.refully the R0111ans performed certain duties laid up-
on them. One m0rchant whos e eon had died, recognizing 
the duties of the dead man, took the fulfilling of 
t hem upon himself, and built ~·sua pecunia" a .tomb for 
the son's freedme n and their wi vee .• Pa trona did not 
forget what they owed to those depending upon them, 
and , beside gi vi r~g mater ial aid, or ten voluntarily 
testify to their worth. 
"Heic est situs Q,ueinc ti us Gai us l1 rotyra.us 
ameiceis summa qum laude probatus, 
quoius i ngenium declarat pietatis alumnus 
Gaius Q,ueinctius Va lgus Pa tronus." 
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~ome inscriptions state the necessity of living in 
peace and harmony with one's kind, as (C.I.L. I, 1008) 
II animo volo 
a.eque vos ferre concordesque vivere," 
and others, by such expressions as . the 
"ameiceis summa qum laude probatus," 
already quoted, show to what extent this was carried 
out. 
There are indications that the serious 
view of life taken by the Stoics prevailed among the 
people, q, seriousness that occasionly merged into bit-
terness. For some life seemed but a weary ro1And of 
hardships endured apparently in vain. 
11 Q,uid ti bi nunc prod est stricte uixisse 
tot armis?" (C .E. I, 543) 
is 8 . question for which the Roman could find no an-
swer. 1.18.n must live and labor and suffer, and then he 
dies, t his is the essence of many an epitaph. There 
is no complaint, there is merely simple statement of 
fact, but. this came from he9.rts ·weighed down with the 
burden of ~hard life. It is the melancholy that ap-
pears in Vergil, the realization of the futility, the 
vanity of life, the hopelessness of outlook, the 
knowledge of m8.n 1 s sorrow that inspired the wonderful 
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line, 
"sunt lacrimae rerum et raentem mortalia tangunt." 
For :ma.ny life was not a matter of "risus': "lusus" or 
11
-volupt:::ts," but of "cura," "pericultun," and "labor." 
The Stoic philosopher postulated a First 
c~n.tse, a Supreme Po,.ver, deathless, onmipotent, con-
trolling the universe. In the fatalism of the people 
is the 1)egi!llning of an approach towa.rd the Stoic con-
ception. The belief of the masses in a :power which 
fi xed the day of death f or each man, w'hich on that day 
claimed the victim and would not be denied, was ~ar 
removed from the Stoic teaching of the Causa Causarum, 
· the 
but nevcrless oetweeH the two there is an analogy. 
II 
Both arose from a realization of the L 1potence and 
he1plessness of man, the limitations of his cont r ol, 
his in9.bility to combat certain forces. Both are the 
e xpressions of a feeling that there rnust exist a power 
which directed and controlled where the might of man 
failed, and that this power must be one, without ri-
val, without competitor, without any force to divide 
or share its supremacy. Th8 Stoics carried their 
teaching to its conclusion, and made their Great Cause 
absolute and all-powerful. The people gr oping in igno-
ranee, ga-ve t.o their dread ]'a.ta power over that vvhich 
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most thoroughly baffled them, which made them feel 
most completely their own weakness, the coming of 
death. They f~iled to grasp the abstract principle, 
but. when the c ontrete g,pplic::t ti on came horo.e to them, , 
they pa.id tribute to the povter which they could not 
underst~.nd. Their vision W9.S dim and im.perfect, but 
its direction was that of the penetrating eye of the 
Stoic philosopher. 
The people shared with the Stoics the 
idea that losses / by death should be endured quietly 
and vd th resignation. They might lament the cruelty of 
Fate, they might grieve, but they tried, especially in 
their epit"3.phs to make plain that quiet enduranc e was 
the right course. The inevit.ability . of death, the f'8.ct 
that "mora om.-"lrbus i nsta t, 11 (C .I .L. II, 391) was 
fo rced upon them. (C.I.L. I, 1019) 
"nil tirneo nee confido, moriendum scio," 
so one ep itaph states the grim truth that all real-
ized. Si nce de~th was so inevitable, therefore grief 
was vain. Epitaphs bid the mourning relatives cease 
their grief. (c .E. I, 145) 
"Uoli dolere, mater, euentum meum 
properauit aetas, hoc dedit Fatum mihi," 
is typical of this type of epitaph. This was found at 
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Rome. From Comum in Cisalpine Gaul, is another such, 
rather similar to this both in thought and in wording, 
(C.I.JH V, 52?9) 
"Aetas properauit. faciendum fuit. 
noli plangere mater." 
Sometimes the dead bid the Jllourners remember that they 
~re not alone in their grief, but all must so suffer 
bereavement. C.E. II, 9?0) 
"na.mque dolor talia non nunc tibi contigit uni, 
haec eadem et me.gi s regi bus ace iderunt." 
The Rowms were little given to theory. They did not 
formul~te their ideals in words, but lived them. In 
this instance, there is apparently a.n exception. They 
might teach the need of resignation, but there is ev-
idence th~t their grief was often violent and demon-
strative. Where the Stoics schooled themselves to un-
c o;nplaining endurance, the lower classes, with their 
fre er, more emotional life, gt:1ve way to grief, though 
they fe l t that quiet cornposure were the better course. 
Finally, the Stoics taught the dignity 
and \VOrth of serving the state and sharing in poli ti-
cal life. ~uite analogous to this is the attitude of 
the people toward their work, which has already been 
touched upon. They ca.rried to their work an enthusiasm 
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and a pride which demanded the record of labor done 
inscribed on the tomb, and which wholly matched the 
statesman's boast of offices held. Lucretius' Epicur-
ea n ideal of the serene pinnacle of calm frow which 
the philosopher might contemplate unmoved the shifting 
ways of life, r~.de no appeal to the Roman people. They 
might realize that life was hard and that man was at 
the mercy of a relentless power which would soon cut 
short his existence, still they chose to live i n the 
midst of life's activities. It wa.a not alone that they 
were forced to labor in order to live. They had passed 
from the state which the sociologist terms the 11 pain 
economy," and they enjoyed, an d more,honored their 
work. 
Such were the teachings of the great 
schools of philosophy which fouwl a place among the 
Roman people. The form in which they appear is not 
that of abstract speculation, of searching into and 
explanation of principles and causes, or of discus-
sion. Indeed t hese bu t rarely qppear even in Roman 
l i terature, and then only in the case of 9. few gre~.t 
minds like Cicero and Seneca, and surely could not be 
expected from 8. people untaugh t and untrq,ined. l!:nough 
citations have already been given to show the form in 
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which the Romans' philosophic reasoning appears,short, 
pithy sentences like proverbs, which state facts with-
out attempt a t reason or exp l anation. In addition,the 
c o up 1 e t , ( C • I • L • I , 1010) 
"Fora spondet multa multis; praestat nemini 
Vi ve in dies et horae, narn proprhrm est nihil, 11 
illustrates the case in point. This ability of clear 
and effective statement of truths seem t o have been 
a part of the native Italian genius. It is found in 
Latin literat ure, from the famous line of Terence, 
{ Heaut on Timorumenos I, I, 77 ) 
."Horne sum: hurn..'3.ni nil arne alienwn puto," 
d own t hrough the lis t, of authors. It brought Hoi·ace 
f~~e. but also criticism on the ground of stating the 
obvious. His 
" 
sed levius fit patientia 
Q,uiquid conigerest nefa s," (Odes I, 24, 19 and 70) 
and 
741 40 ) 
"Dimidium f acti qui coepit habet!! (Epistulae I, 
and many others are wel l known. Even the stately hexa-
meter of Vergil could at times be bent to short, pro-
verbial sayings, as the line from the Aeneid,II,354, 
"Una SB.lus victis nullam sperare salutem," 
illustra tes. In prose, Livy exh i bits the same tenden-
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cy. From hie speech of Hannibal, XXX, 30, 19, is the 
statement, "Melior tutiorque eat certa pax quam spers-
ta victoria.." In general, this was about as far as Ro-
man philosophy progressed, the arrangement of :the ob-
vious, of truisms, in very effective, neat, and epi-
grammatic sentences, and in this the masses of the 
people were not far behind the aristocrats of the 
literary world. / 
In the epitaphs, the Romans have given 
us thair ethical ideas, lines of conduct and relatione 
between man and man which found favor in their judge-
ment. \~e know the traits of character which the Roman 
workman thought laudible, and we know these not be-
ca.uae the Romans by speculation and meditation evolved 
a.n ideal character, but because, following the princi-
ple "de mortuis nil nisi bonu."ll, 11 they inscribed on the 
tombs of their dead friends lists of the characteris-
tics which had aeemad raoat worthy. The Rom~lna found 
ir th~ ideals not in theoretical perfection, bur in their 
companions and d-s.ily associates. Practical observa-
tion, not merely imagination or even reasoning, deter-
mined what should seem the ideal .• · The trai ta o'f char-
e.cter and the ways of living :,rhich pl~ced a. man in 
what seemed the beat relationwith .whoms.oever it was 
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his lot to a ssociate, these were the ethical ideals of 
the Romans. A list of the more common adjectives used 
to d escribe the characters of the dead will show that 
the Romans' conception of the good man W3.S no mean 
one. 
One exceedingly common adjective is 11 pro-
1JUG," which would signify a virtuous and upright char-
acter, anrl is often accompanied by a term paying yet 
higher ho r1 or, "probatua," which shows that the virtue 
and uprightness had been tested and had not been found 
wanting. Here is the practical non~n point of view. 
The virtue m~.intained in quiet seclusion did not ap-
peal, but the virtue which stood the teat of life, 
life a s actu~.lly lived in the workshops and the thea-
tre and the forum, that was highest and beet. "Pudi-
cus" seems to have described moral virtue, and close-
ly allied i n meaning ia the term "castus," 11 casta,fide 
magna," {C.E. I, 180) says a husband or hie wife. The 
"fide magna" suggests another trait altogether prais-
worthy, which is commonly expressed as 11 fidus." The 
cornmon use of the term indicates how generally the 
virtue of keeping faith was held in honor. The ancient 
Roman integrity was not wholly lost in the evils of 
luxury and corruption, when the people still sought to 
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be called and to be remembered as "Faithful." The word 
seems to have denoted the highest praise. Slaves tried 
to be worthy of it and were proud to s-9.y of themselves 
"servus fidus," or "fidelis. 11 Sometimes the superla-
tive is used, as of the slave whom his master, a lie-
tor, erecting for hilll a tomb, describes as 11 servus 
fidelissimus," (c .I .L. Vl, 9663) 
"Homo super omnes fidelissmus ---" 
The value of faith in friendships was realized. One 
epitaph begins, 
"Rune titulum posuit tibi fidus amicus." (C.E.II,l536) 
Another states (C.I.L. VI, 8012) 
11 amicis fidem bonam praestiti." 
One adj ec ti ve very commonly used denotes the careful 
performance of external duties, and that is "pius." 
The Romans had a deep realization of certain duties 
and obligations owed. A rna.n should be "pi us in suo a, 11 
and "pius in a.micos." Of nany it is recorded "pius in 
. which 
collegil.un." The Rome.ns were proud to 1nscribe acts 
rendered them worthy of the praise, "pi us," and the 
brother felt himself "pius in fratrem," who, (C.l.L. 
VIII, 15220) 
"funeris exequia infelix fraterna repleuit, 
qui statuit tumulum titulis et fata nota.uit." 
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Another ancient Roman trait appears ~mong the workmen 
of the Empire, th~t is frugality, which seems strange-
ly at variance with its surroundings. To be called 
"frugi" was a mark of honor, and the word is included 
in many lists of virtues. Of a woman it was said,""fru-
gi, bona, pudica," (C.I.L. I, 10'72) and in the epitaph 
of a man, the qu3.lity described as 11 frugi 11 ranks with 
"amana" and "misericors'l The adjective "bonus•: or any 
of its forms, is found but infrequently. Sometimes a 
husband ref era to his wife as "opti a sima coni unx•: 
where the term seems to include all womanly Tirtues, 
but in general a more narrow and definite word than 
"bonus" is used. So by the use of adjectiYea describ-
ing the dead the Roma.na have unconsciously left f:lr 
all times e. record of their ideals in ch~racter and 
in modes of life. 
Inscriptions give an idee. of the Roma n 
worker's att ti tude toward marri~ge and family ties, an 
attitude in striking contrast to that of the aristo-
crat of the times. It was among the workers, aga in, 
that the old type of virtue was preserved in a time of 
degeneracy. Marriage ties were still held sacred, and 
families lived in h~ppiness, unbroken by the practices 
of easy divorce and speedy re-marriage. There are in-
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dicationa that the Rom~n wife lived on terms of equal-
ity with her husband, sharing with him the control of 
the household, belping him to endure hardships, and 
enjoying with him success. One wife, speaking through 
her epitaph, says (C.I.L. IX, 1837) 
"coniuge awn Cadmo fructa Scrateio 
concordeaque pari uiximus ingenio." 
Another woman, apparently the wife of a farmer, says of 
her life, which h~. s be_en happy in the knowledge that 
her toil, gladly given, was an aid to her husba.nd,(C. 
I • J... • . IX , 3 7 52) 
11 Hie sita. sum quae frugifera.s cum coiuge terras 
hJ!ls colui semper noatro delecta marito." 
One Roman grieves -for his wife, feeling it injustice 
that she could not share with him prosperity who had 
shared, ~.nd by her constant cheerfulness, lightened 
his adversity.{C.E. I, 708) 
"Aceruurn luctum mihi demisisti ,dulcissima coniunx. 
Non mihi sufficiebat h9.buisse vita tecum per 
tempore mala, 
Aliam quidem futuram cottidiae optabus bona,aed ' 
infelix 
casus effecit aliena. 
O:ptaueram,dulcissirna coniux,ut bona videremus simul, 
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Longa mala tempora mecum fecieti. 
Inimica more fecit tenon videre quod vciluieti." 
The worth of the quality described as "fidelis" in 
home life was felt. The Roman worker would have noth-
ing of the marriage tie lightly entered upon and as 
lightly Qiseolved; the ~ttitude concerning the rela-
tion of husband and wife, is thus expressed.(C.E. I, 
491) 
"unue amor mansi t, pa.r quoque vita f ideli e." 
There wa.s no lack of demonstl'ation of affection in the 
homes of the workers, who were not restrained by the 
austerity and f ormality of the high born, and who felt 
it no wrong to declare freely affection and love. The 
epitaph last quoted ends with the fe.rewell. 
"dulcis vale kare sodalis." 
From a study of epitaphs we know the type of the ideal 
Roraan wife. On J\husba.nd laments the lose of his "comes 
negotiorum," and says {C.E. I, 516) 
" Illa dornun seruare meum,illa et consilio uiuare." 
HerE: is another indication of the equality in the horne 
of husband and wi.fe. The phrase "illa dom.um seruare 
meum," embodies the Roman conception of a woms.n's 
life, to care for her husband's home, to serve his 
interest and that of their 6hildren. In the days of 
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the Empire, the ide~l mistress of a Roman workman's 
h ome was a woman of whom the rigid Cato would have ap-
proved, another indic~tion that the ancient virtue, 
seemingly lost, was still cherished by the humbler 
folk. 
Toward their children the Rome.ns' af'fec-
tion was intense and freely shown, without the Spar-
tan sternness and harshness whic~,in the elder days, . 
was an essential characteristic of the "patria potes-
t as." The Roman aristocrat of the Republic had a posi-
tion of high dignity to fill, and those within hie 
home, as well as those without, were forced to recog-
nize t his by giving implicit obedience and submitting 
to the father's supreme power. The workma n of the Em-
. pire was unconscious of the need of maintaining digni-
ty, and consequently, rejoicing in the love he felt 
for his children, he spoke of them in the most endear-
ing terms. "Dulcissirni nati" is a common expression. 
"Dulcissirna. et suauis," says a father of his daughter. 
(C.E. I, 93) To praise a man, as one Diodorus was 
praised, (C.I.L. VI, 22102) 
II 
--- et pietatem irnplesti patris," 
as a good father of his children, was to do him honor. 
Notwithstanding this freedom of relation, children 
-·====----· ====-'==---
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were taught their duty to t heir parents, nor did they 
forget this when they reached mature life. Sons remem-
bered what they owed to their fathers, and in inscrip-
tions acknowledged their obligations, as (C.E. I, 380) 
"Eutychis,ut par est,tribuit tibi natus honoree." 
The Romans of the humbler ranks felt i t right to show 
all their feeling .of love for their children, but not 
at the expense of a weakened sense on the children 
part of the duties they owed their parents. Altogeth-
er the role of father is one of the most appealing 
i n which we see the Roman worker, and here a mother's 
lov e is no less bea.utiful than in the higher ways of 
life. 
These men have left us an account of 
their ethics of busi ness, the methods of business 
dealings and the characteristics of business men which 
they found d esirable. Their ethics were very simple. 
Honesty and industry were regarded as the essential 
qualities. 
"Honestam uitam uixsit pius et splendius, 
ut sibi quisque exoptet se honeste uiuere," 
is a typical epitaph.( C.E. I, 70 ) 
"Vixi quod uolui semper bene p g,uper honeste, 
fraud aui nullum,quod iuuat ossa mea,"(C.I.L.VI,2489) 
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implies that a consciousness of an honest life brings 
happiness to the dead. The epitaph introduces an idea 
often found. that the poverty which often accompanies 
an honorable life is no disgrace. The workers felt no 
shame in recording the fact of their poverty. The doc-
trine of industry has been mentioned in other connec-
ti one. '.I'he word 11 industria" is often found . in an enwn-
eration of the good qualities of the dead. 
"Multo labore industria uigilantia," 
is ' jOined with "pietate egregius,"(C.I.t.x, 6053} In 
a street in Pompeii a sign \'i9.rned the idler (C.I.L. 
IV I 813) 
"Otiosis locus hie non est,diecede morator." 
In the earnest life of work there was no room for the 
loiterer. 
The adjectives which descrioe the idea.ls 
of the people show in what a degree their part in 
Rome's life was changing from the military to the in-
dustrial. 11 Virtus" was no longer synonomoue with "for-
titude:" the characteristics which seemed virtuous 
were no longer those of the soldier, "but of the man of 
peace and industry in his domestic and business rela-
tions. The successful general was not the popular he-
ro, but the successful business imn of fortune, and 
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the devoted husband and father, not the victorious 
soldier, was known for ''magna virtute." The man who 
was "pius~ "probatua~ "fidelis~ "honestus~ was not the 
fighter - these are not necessarily the characteris-
tics of the conqueror i n battle - but the worker. For 
the mass of the people, the Roman military spirit was 
dead, and the industrial spirit was in the ascendency. 
9? 
VI • ~ Marte §,§PUl t 1.lra.9_ue. 
Inherent in the Roman mind was a tendency 
to dwell upon death, a tendency hardly morbid or mela11:· 
choly, but rather, merely serious. The Romans were not 
like the Greeks a "sunshine race," shrinking from the 
thoughts of 1eath or its sorrows, fearing the very 
n~Jning of t .he . dread word. Their li tera.ture is full of · 
allusions to death, allusions which often appear most 
unexpectedly, even in those authors who consistently 
treat of cheerful, light, or .even trivial subjects. 
In ·Horace,. in l,l[artia.l, death is frequently mentioned, 
and even in Petromius, the minds of Trime.lchio and his 
guests during the last wild revel turn to the subject 
of death. The co~non people of Rome in their inscrip-
ti one, chiefly in their epitaphs, speak freely not on-
ly of the losses by dea th, but also of their ideas and 
their t houghts on the rn9.tter. :b"rom a study of their 
epitaphs, we know how the average Roman workman re-
garded death, and what rites of funeral, what customs. 
of buriA.l he thought paid fitting honor to the dead. 
The Romans suffered r11UCh from losses by 
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death. Probably from their ways of li vi::1g in the crowd-
ed cities, the ignorance of the mo·st fundament:3,l prin-
ciples of sanitation anrt of the prevention of disease, 
there was much needless sacrifice of life.The frequent 
raptus" 
use of such phrases as "subita mora•: "subito , and "er-
" 
eptus morte•: suggest the sudden appearance of sick-
ness, which finding victims wholly Un9,ble to under-
stand or to contend with it, speedily s~rept them away. 
Few of the workers lived beyond what we now regard as 
the prime of life, fifty years, few indeed saw sixty. 
The mention of "j.wmatura. mora•: so often found, tells 
a tale of young life lost which is little less than 
tragic. 
Grief for their children is a pathetic 
fea t ure of Roman epitaphs. The'y saw their chiliiren 
die, and were unable to check the work of disease. 
They could only bewail the 11 immatura mora" which had 
brought upon them such sorrow. (C.I.L. XIV, 1731) 
11Aceruam Ditis rapuit inf~ntem domua 
nondura repletam ui te dulci lumine 
pulcram decoram,qua.si delicium celitu, 
is an epitaph i nscrilled by a father on the tomb of an 
i nfant daughter. There a~re many epitaphs of which both 
i n express i on and in spirit the f ol l owing is typical, 
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C • I • L • IX , 5 40 7) 
"Q.uod par parenti fuera.t facere filium, 
more immatura fecit ut fa.ceret pater." 
The funeral rites which the son should have paid to 
the father, the father has been forced to pay to the 
son. Even more brief are other epitaphs containing the 
same thought, as (C.I.L. III, 2544) 
"Filius hunc titulum debebat ponere matri." 
The mystery of early death was always before the peo-
ple, nor wa.s this confined to any pl~ce, time, or 
rank. Epitaphs like those just quoted are found in 
Gaul and in Africa. as well as in the city of Rome. In 
the old days, all Rome grieved at the early death of 
one of the Scipios, whose car eer of 
"honos, fama, uirtusque, gloria at que ingeni tun" 
vra.s all t oo soon cut short, a.ncl whose high destiny was 
checked. (C.I.I .. I, 33) 
"qui bus sei in long-a licui set ti be ut.ier ui ta, 
fa.ci le fa..ctei s supera.ses glor iam ms.i orum." 
From the early Republjc to the Empire, from the lofty 
position of the Scipios down to the slaves, there is 
grief for the young life untimely lost. There was the 
eternal question why the fathers must do what the sons 
should ha.ve done, the eternal mystery which, unsolved 
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by the ages confronted Lorcl Tennyson, 
II why 
The sons before the f athers die~ 
The Rom~.ns did. not attempt to work out a solution. 
There is no searching into t he mystery of death. Grief 
for children is deep and sincere, and sometimes there 
i s a cry of rebellion against t he cruelty of fate. 
Mothers, refusing to be comforted, bid childless wo-
.. 
men rejoice that it is not their f a te to suffer loss. 
In spite of grief and occasionly r ebellion, there is 
n o attempt to solve or explain what they could not un-
dersta.nd. 
Of t heir 9.ttitude toward death, the way 
i n which they looked forward to the day when the end 
was to come, the Romans have told us. Some waited, ea-
ger for "mortem optatam," the death t hat was to termi-
nate all the hardships of life. (C.E. I, 98) 
"qnot exsprirnens dolore fugit anima corpore, 
hie conquiescit cunis terrai mollibus." 
Those who thus longed f or the end were the defeated in 
the struggle of life, t o whom the one greatest bless-
ing seemed to be rest from afflicting evils. They were 
such as were forc ed to ask of themselves the bitter 
ques t ion, (C.I.L. VI, 23107) 
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"nam quid aliud apatulisti uitae nisi malum?" 
Of the Roman people they formed a sma.ll minority. By 
far the greater part of the populace, however much 
work and trouble and ill success came to them, still 
clung to life e.nd drea.ded the day of death. The fear 
for the body's fate after death which Lucretius re-
. bukes, was upon them; thedread of the eternal, cease-
lees, unbroken darkness of the tomb was ever before 
them. That the light is lost and the darkness has come 
is the lament in many an epitaph. 
"Hie iaceo infelix Zreyrna. puella tenebrie, 
quae annes aetatis agens sex et dece mensibus octo 
amisi lucero," ( C.I.JH VI, 23629) 
appears on the tomb of a. child. The regret for the 
light which must be lost is a.lways present, sometimes 
fully expressed a.s in the epitaph just cited, some-
times merely touched upon as (C.Ji~. I, 428) 
11 A male Parcarum dura de lege aororum 
raptus in his ia.ceo telluri a sedi bus atrae." 
The epitaphs applied to death show that ita coming was 
dreaded; "invida . mora': 11 invidua Pluton'! "impia. mora': 
11 e.c erba mora •: 11 obi tus tri s ti a'! "a tra. di ee '! and "tria-
tier ecce dies': are some of the more common phrases 
used. The Roma.n people might re9.lize the sadness of 
--
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life and their lot might be a hard and monotonous one . 
of labor. nevertheless they would choose it rather 
than the eternal night that lay beyond life. 
To pay the last rites to the dead was a 
613-cred duty. and the funeral ceremony was the due owed 
to every man. Eany Romans m<lde arrangements for their 
funerals in their wills. naming those who were to car-
ry out the details they themselves planned. One such 
provision reads (Wilmanns I. 315) "Mando autem curam 
funeris mei exequie.rtun et omnium rerum---~ex. Iulio 
.Aquila.e nepoti meo et Maerino Regini filio et Sabino 
Dtunnedoregis f :i.lio et Prisco 11 bert.o meo et procura -
tcri et eos rogo agant curam harurn rerum." Some epi-
taphs inscribed by relatiyes of the dead state though 
not bidden by will, they have realized their duty e.nd 
performed the ri tee of the funeral cereLilony" sua spon- : 
te." (C.IG. II, 1008) 
"nee iussa testamento neque voce rogata 
sed pia pro meritis sponte sua posuit." 
Inscriptions have some inforn~tion for us about the 
nature and form of the funeral cere{Llony. It was a mat-
ter of pride i f ma.ny assembled to pay the last honor, 
a.nd. the fa.ct that many mourners - "turba" is the word 
generally used to sign~fy a. large number - attended 
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the funers.l, was made a ground of consolation both to 
the bereaved relatives and to the dead. The epitaph 
of a child remains (C.E. I, 104) 
"quem cuncta fleuit turba, ---" 
The word "fleuit" is a. clue to what was a very essen-
tial part of a funeral, the visible signs of grief on 
the part of those who attended. It was the duty of the 
mourners no t only to weep, ''flere•: but a lso to beat 
the breast, "pla.ngere pee tus •: and sometimes, to demon-
strate an uncontrollable sorrow, to te D.r the hair, 
"decerpere crinis'! all of which seem rather an ac c om-
paniment of Oriental grief than of Homan. A tomb e-
rected by one brother for another bears the lines, 
(C.I.L. X, 12?5) 
11 Piet.ate mira perdi turn dolens frat rem, 
quem fleuit omnia planctibus nouis turba~ 
References i n inscriptions show that music was a part 
of the funer al ce remony, the music of the lyre and 
the cithara, which, sounding through the wailing of 
the mourners, must have produced an effect weird s.nd 
melancholy. 
"te lyra,te cithara mira cum voce fleuerunt," 
(C.I.J,. V, 669 Z> ) is a line fro m s.n epitaph which in 
its repetition of liquids, reproduces in some degree 
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the effect of the mournful, minor strain. The b odies 
of the dead were bt.lrned upon pyres, as inscriptions 
are a.t hand to show, if other evidence were wanting. 
A father assures his daughter ,('C .I .L. VI, 6986) 
"Feci ego quod decuit te mi fecisse,puella, 
funue et extructa inposui ipse pyra." 
Aga.in, t.here is the line, (C. I .L. II, 54?8) 
"Et modo quae fiera t filia nunc cinis est." 
The ashes were C8,refully collected and placed in an 
11 olla': which was sealed and borne to the tomb, at tend-
ed thither "pampa comitante•: (C.E. I, 419) 
I 
Throughout the life of every Rorr8n there 
was one intense desire, one chief wish, to secure f or 
h imself cmd his ftJ,mily a tomb. For th is, the workmen 
gladly l abored, devoting themselves to erecting what 
was to be the 11 ae t erna .domus; 11 
"Studium h g.bui ut f acerem uiua mi h i a.eternam domurn:" 
one epitaph expresses the universal lon ging, a longing 
that i n many c~,see was almost a pass i on. This great 
care for the disposition of the body ha s f or its ex-
plana.t ion a we.n t of 'beli ef in the i mmortality of the 
soul, a subject which will be discussed in the next 
ch8.pter. Ev en children sh8.red the wish for a tomb, and 
someti mes exa.c t ed promises frow their parents th9.t 
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their ashes should be properly honored, for a prose 
epitaph of a boy eta tes, (VIi lme,nns ' , 24 ?) "puer qui 
si bi ante mortem rogavi t quam p a.renti bus sui a." The 
uni vers~.l wish is set forth in a couplet, ( C .E. II, 
9632) 
"arnica tellt.l.s ut det hoe pi ti um ossi bus, 
rogant quod omnes, sed felices impetra.nt'~ 
To ensure for themselves a.nd their fam-
ilies the possession of a tomb many men built them du-
ring their lifetime. Then they might . face death "aequo 
a.nimo," knowing that the "Aeterna domus" was ready to 
receive them .• If they built their tomb while alive, 
they state the fact in their epitaphe,{C.E. I, 137) 
"Feci quod uolui uiuus monimentun rnihi, 
ubi ossa et cinerea aeternum requiescerent," 
and one man records that in his youth he built his 
tomb, (C.ltJ. I, 140) 
"Ego adhuc adolescens feci monumentum mihi." 
Somet imes several brothers or friends united in build-
ing and shared a tomb, "hanc sedem fructtun laboris sui 
vivi s:i.bi posuerunt." (C.I.L.V, 157) If a man he.d been 
a..ble to build or buy a tomb, he usually stated whose 
e. shes Vl.rere to rest there. "Si bi suieque emit, 11 and 
mihi et meis posui, 11 are f ound in epitaphs, a.nd often 
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slaves and freedmen were given places in the family 
t.omb. In choosin g 8. loca.ti on for a tomb, many Romans 
followed a custom simil8.r to th8.t. which a century a.go 
was common in Nev1 England, e.nd built the "aeterna 
domus 11 on their own la.nds; 
"ita.que hoc sepulcrum uiuus in pa.trio solo 
mihi aedifica.ui." (C.E. I, 99) 
The phrase "in pe.trio solo" - a phrase very often 
found - perhaps in some instances refererather to land 
owned or be stowed ·r)y the patron, ra.ther than to ·anc es-
tral property. A sentence of Petronius, would seem to 
indicate that the freedmen sometimes looked upon the 
patron who had given them their liberty as their fath-
er: "tum Trima.lchio rursus ad.iecit: 'non negabitis me' 
in quit 'habere Li bertun pa t.rem. ' 11 ( C ena Trimalchi ani s, 
41, 18) Marble was the materiB.l most used, but some 
inscriptions show that a yet more durable subst ance 
was often sought, and tombs ·were hollowed out from the 
firm rock, (C.I.L. X, 1195) 
"Respicis a.nguetum precisa rupe sepulcrum." 
With characteristic thoroughness the Romans often made 
ready not only their tombs, but also their epitaphs, 
a.nd were thus assured that their life achievements 
werep·roperl1recorded • . (C .E. I, 512) 
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"Titulos quos legis,v.iuus mee morti paraui," 
When the Romans dicl not build tombs while 
alive, they often left provisions in their wills for 
the erection of one. The relatives of the dead state 
that a tomb was built because, "teste.mento fieri ius-
cit." (C.I.L. V, ?035) For this purpose, a stated fund 
was left," ea pecunia," as inscriptions call it. 
Often, without being commanded by provis-
ions of a will, the devotion of some member of the 
family honored the dead with a tomb, and very often 
that member we.s a woma.n, wife, mothsr, or daughter. 
l:a.ny "'· wife completed the work which the death of her 
husband cut short, and "supulcrum viro fecit." One 
tomb bears the brief and simple inscription, (C.E. II, 
1291) 
"Humenio Zoe fecit a.ma.ns tubulum." 
A mother ·' a 8.ff ec ti on sometimes prepared the "aeterna 
domus" for the ashes of her son, (C.I.L. VI, 14831) 
"his tumulum paruom mater cum carmine fecit." 
Aga.in., it is a daughter who honors her father, and 
wins for herself the appell8.tion of high praise, "pia~ 
" natae pistate sepultus 
hoc Marius l!'idens contegor a tumulo'~ (C.I.L.VI,944?) 
Sons, too,perform the last act of filial rlevotion, 
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sometimes Bt B. considere.bl e sacrifice, as in the case 
of the young slave who says of his own act, . (C.l.IJ. 
v. 495) 
"Filius patri de suo peculia fecit , " 
Of many a man a line from B,n epi ta.ph found at Vienna 
was true, C.E. II, 1445) 
"hoc ia.cet in tumtllo, qu.em dedit a.lma fides." 
In the smaller towns of the provinces, 
the prominent citizens, and men who had served the 
people well were honored by the rites of burial at 
public expense. Such men were the priests and the of-
fice holders in the town, or citizens, who acquiring 
wealth, had remembered their home by the gift of an 
altar, or p erhaps, a sum of money. Citizens of a Span-
ish toWn who were buried by their fellow-townsmen, are 
described by the terms, (C.I.L. II, 5927) "viris prae-
stantissimis et civibus optimis." These words show how 
high a.n honor was burial thus given, when it wa s ac-
corded only +-. o the men of position and ra.nk. 
That the possession of a tomb seemed to 
the Roman most essentia.l is shown both by the eager-
ness of every m.an to build his own sepulchere, a.nd by 
the pious care of the relatives when the head of the 
family had no t been able to gratify his wish. The 
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thoughts of a family se em to have been concentrated 
on securing a final a.bode that e.ll might share. It was 
the comrnon goe.l of desire for young a.nd old, to attain 
which every p~ssible eff ort was put forth. 
The Romans indicated plainly what they 
int ended their tombs should be. In t he very common 
phre.se "aeterna domus" and in expresai one like 11 emit 
II locum i:mmortalem, 11 (Hubner Exempla Scripturae ]Jpi-
graphicas Latinae, 13) we see the des t ined purpose of 
the tomb, to be a home and a. home forever. There we.s 
alwB.ys the fear tha t in somew-:;;.y the resting place 
mi ght be disturbed and t he "quies perpetua" might be 
broken. To avoid this the Romans took every care. The 
tomb rern i n13d fo r r:v er a part of the estate, but was 
not given to the heirs to be disposed of at their 
pleasure. Some entreat the heirs not to sell the tomb, 
but mo re forbid such a. sale, conscious that in this 
the law will support them. 11 Vendere ne lie eat caueo, 11 
is often found. The thought that harm might come t o 
the tomb, that it might be violated, was a cause for 
fear, hence the many appeals to those who passed by 
that they respect the se.ncti ty of t he "asterna d omus~ 
"Rogo te, viator, monumentum hoc nEi la.e-
eerie~ (C.I.L. I, 102 7) is one such a~peal, while the 
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formula, "huic nil mali feceris," and 
t.he brief command, "nolei violare•: are freq4e:ntly 
seen. 'l'he fac.t that such entreaties and commands 
seemed to be necessary, is one of the suggestions, 
sometimes fo u nd i n inscriptions, of the less desirable 
element e.mong -the people. Through the turmoil and the 
wars of the late Hepublic, but little check had been 
held over the mob, and the ea.rly Caesars, in their en-
forcing of law and order, found this e. hard combatant 
with which to deal. As a further protection, the Ro-
m.9n s stated exactly for whom the tomb was intended, 
and forbe.de ·1-.he placing of any other a shes within it. 
"Ex testamento i n hoc momumento neminem inferri neque 
condi licet nisei eoe lib. qui bus hoc testamento dedi 
tribuique," (C.I.L. I, 10 2?) is typical of such re-
strictions. Here is sorue+.hing of the old Roman feeling 
regarding the family. It was a group, a. unit within 
the sta.te, standing quite apa.rt from other groups, and 
looking upon all from without as aliens. Within the 
tomb, therefore, the eternal rest of the family must 
nor be broken by the presence of the ashes of an al-
ien. Sometimes '3.11 a.re forbidden to approach the tomb 
beyond fixed limits, all save the family and ·certain 
slaves and freedmen. This seems to be another protest 
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8,gainst the Vandalism of the lawless. In these va,rious 
ways, the Romans sought to render their tombs inviola-
ble and to ensure their existence forever, to place 
t.hem beyond harm or destruction. 
Ther e were many at Rome, particularly a-
mo ng the slaves, though not confined to that class, 
who were unable to buy or build a fe.mily tomb, a.nd who 
were nbt admitted to that of their master or patron. 
Yet these were not to be denied fitting burial honors, 
and f ound their "aeterna domue" not in a "monumenturn" 
or a" sepulcrum'! but in a 11 columbari wn, 11 a large tomb 
where, in compartments along the walls, many "ollae ," 
sea led urns for the ashes, could be placed. Those 
whose means could not purchase a tomb, could at least 
buy 8.n "olla': and know that a resting place was pre-
pa.red for them. Sometimes the collegia built columbar-
ia for their members and their families. One "curator" 
who superi.ntenc1 ed the building of a col umbar i urn re-
cords the fact thus: "L. Liciniue L.L.Alexa, curator 
sociorum secundue is monurnentum ex pecl.mia collata 
sociorum aedificavit." (Wi lma.nns I, 333) Men of wealth 
often built columbaria. for t heir slaves and freedmen. 
An augur records that he "coltunba.riurn f ecit suis 1. 
libert abusque posterisque eorum,"( Wilmr:mne I, 337) In 
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the smaller towns, prominent residents built columbar-
ia. for the poeple, who seemed to have looked upon t his 
a ct a.s a benef it a.nd a.n honor. A certain C. Claudius 
Phasis (Wilmanns I, 351) who erected a columbarium and 
dedicated it by a general holiday and a feast for the 
people, was reward~d by a statue, the money for which 
W8.e contributed by the townsmen. Sometimes men built 
columbaria as a means of investment, selling the "ol-
lea." to t.hose who desired them. Evidently they found 
this profitable, for one such ma.n records of himself, 
(C.I.L. II, 2092) "Columbaria posuit nurnere VI'! We 
have the records of sa.lea of "olla.e 11 which often state 
the place of the urns i n the "columbarium,u as, 11M. 
Aurelius Flaccus vendidit L. Aurario Fhilacro ollas 
duas gradu/tertio a·b imo. " (Wilmanns I, 351) There are 
records also of the buying of "ollae," as, "sibi et 
suis ollarum decem'! (C.I.L. VI, 6150) A place in a 
columbaria.m, like a place i n a tomb, wight be left by 
wi l l to an heir, and such a legacy was stated in the 
wi ll, "ollam legavit." Inscriptions on the columbaria 
are usually very brief, usrially giving only t he name 
of the builder or doner and the purpose of its erec-
tion; for example, (C.l.L. VI, 6149) "Columbari\Ull Lib-
torum et Famili8.e L •. Arunti." On the "ollae'~ only the 
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name was commonly inscribed, or such a phre,se aa 
"Ossa C. Corneli~ In this was, we have the names of 
ma.ny me n and women, of whom, beyond the name, we know 
not a single fact, whose life-story is lost beyond the 
possibility of recovery. 
Among the epit8.phs, some have been f ound 
ta.kenfrom tombs erecterl for dogs. Soroo of these are 
short, others long and elaborate, giving the full ac-
count of the g,nima.l's life. One of the longest epi-
taphs is rather interesting as illustration of what 
wa·s a not uncommon practice. 
"Gallia me genuit., nomen mihi Divitis undae 
U oncha dedit formae nominis a.ptus honoa. 
Docta per incertas audax discurrere silvas 
Collibus hirsutas atque agitare ferae. 
lfon gravi bus vinclis urnquam consueta teneri 
Verba nee niveo corpore saeva pati, 
Mell i narnque ainu domini dominaeque ia.ceba.m 
Et noram in strata lass~ cubare toro, 
Et plus que.m licit muto canis ore loquebar 
l~ulli l a tratus pertimuere meos . 
Sed iam fata si b i partu iactata sinistro, 
Q.uam nunc sub parvo ma.r more terra tegi t.. 11 
(C.I.L. VI, 29896) J.'his dog, clearly a pet of the fara-
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ily 1 was given a marble tomb, with an inscription 
which has the same general plan and the same terms as 
any epitaph. 'l.'he dog,trnined to hunt, is 11 docta 11 ~.s 
any person, who through training had -become r)rOfic-
. ient in any line of work 1 W8.s "doctus 11 or 11 docta . 11 
Here, as i n so many epitaphs it is the decree of fate 
that. fi ~1ally end ed life. Pr o ~.lably the Rornans 1milt 
to~nbs for thd.r dogs as they did f or their slav es, be-
C'::l.use of affection. arising from long companionship, 
9.nd gra t itude fo r faithful and eff ·i c ient service. 
Connec ti on between the dead and the liv-
ing dici not end with the building and the care of the 
tomb. There were the ways in which the dead were given 
honor. Altars \Vere placed near the t ombs , and the ep-
i t aphs mg.ke mention of the fact. ( C . E . I 1 55 3 ) 
"Hi e iacet exani mis tubulis Laberia Felicitaa 
pius hanc coniunx dedit ara~ gratu s amori. 11 
On the altars, sacrifices were of£ered, f or which 
provision was sometimes mad e and sor.aet:i.mes pre scri b~d 
by will. One will -bids 11 cura tores ita nominati . sac-
rificent quat anni s in ara qua e scripta est kalendis 
Apri libus Maiia Iuniis Iuliis Augustis Octoribus." 
( 1W1L nanns I. ~:)15) St~. tues of the dead were placed near 
the tombs, ~':ts h '3.s been seen. sometimes by money left 
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in a will. but li10re often by the gift of family or 
friends. A wife who built her husbg,nd 's tomb also 
(C.I.L. VIII, 434) 
11 mg,rmoreos volt1.ls statuit, -- ... " 
Anrl ~1 member of a col1e g i um who had served his aesoc i-
a.tion well, "ex amicorurn aere collato imago ei f acta 
est'! (Wilmann'B I, 333) The t hings which had given 
ple='lsure to the living . were or.'Jught t o th8 tombs as 
offerings to the dead~ gi fts such as flowers a:nd 
fruit. Such an offerin g is described in an epitaph 
(C.I.L. V, 2090) ,11 rosis et escis paganis --· rosa les 
et vindemiales omnibus annie pon i sibi vovit et loco 
uti iussi t'! Feasts were held near the tombs on the an-
niversary of the t)irth or death of the occupant, or on 
holidays. The nEmber of a collegium, referred to a-
bove, buil t ~.this tomb, "trichliniwn ex sua pecunia': 
where his fellow members mi ght do honor to his memory. 
Thus the Romans. when t.he tomb had received their 
fr i ends, me.cle it 8. plac e where they mi ght gather, and 
by certa i n forms and ceremonies, keep the thought of 
t he dead before the living. 
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VII. Q.uid crederent Homa.ni de Immortalitate Ani:mae. 
The Romans, ~a has been indicated, la-
bored and strove to erect for themselv~s and their 
families tombs,. in which their ashes might forever 
rest. Their deB.reat wish was to make ready the tomb, 
the "aeterna domua ·~ and th ;:; knowledge that thi a was 
completed brought h13.ppiness. All their lives they pre-
pared for death. 
That their~hOJughts led them farther, to 
the possibility of so me thin g beyond death, and that 
they formed conceptions of another life, there is a-
bundant evjdent::e. In these conception s a radical con-
trast to :nodern thought appears. The man of to-ci::~.y is 
taught by his reli gi on that 3.not.her life exists, and 
his idea of that life is in large measure dictated by 
the faith he professes. In the Roman State, in the 
ye:us v1hen the old Pagani em was but a lifeless shadovr, 
and the new Christianity had not yet come to work a 
revolution i n rnen • s thoughts, '9ach m8.n held to one of 
three ci i stinct an~ wholly different be l iefs. Of these 
only one was in any way connected with religion. 
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Some epitaphs show e. belief that the life 
of the soul, "spiritus~ continued after the death of 
the body. This conception took on two forms, the one 
pointing backward to the old, the other, forward to 
the new. 
The old st::tt e religion was not quite 
dead; some there were who kept to ita teachings. The 
soul li--ved on, a. shadowy thing , yet with form and 
shape. "Umbra" is the word used, as Vergil used it, to 
designate the spirit which had left the body, and the 
shades appeared, ::~.s Aeneas s aw them in the lower 
world, "in simulacra corporis." The departed spirits 
dwelt, as the old faith ha.d ste.rted, 11 ad inferos deoe'! 
This is the most coimnon phr9.se to refer to the abode 
of the de8.d, but "domue Ditis'! 11 ostium Di tis'! and 
"~itia intra terminoe" are f ound. The Styx and Ta.rta-
rue are mentioned. On a tomb of a little girl are the 
the words: (C.I.L. VI, 19007) 
"eripui t let us tenera::nque e.d Tartar a duxi t." 
The lord of t he lower world is referred to as "Die'! 
less commonly as "Orc ua'! rarely as "Pluton~ 
Beyond naming the place of abode, no ep-
itaph des cri bes the condition of the soul. The old 
theology h ad pictured the shades in a colorless land, 
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not in darkness, yet without sun, not i n punishment, 
yet not happy,always bewailing the life on earth they 
h9.d lost. I n t he epitaphs, ther2 is nothing of this. 
The fu ture state of the soul, whether one of happiness 
or of misery, is never touched upon. Ther e is nothing 
to i ndicat e a belief in punishment of sins on the one 
hand, or reward of virtue on the other. The Romans did 
n ot attempt, or perhaps were unable, to picture for 
themselves the after-life. 
These a llusions to what the early faith 
had regarded as the state of the dead, are compara-
tively few. This fact in itself is significant, as in-
dicating how ne~rly the old idea h ad perished. The Ro-
man s clung tenaciously to forms and to formulae . long 
after the thought which had originally given rise to 
them, had ceased to exist in men 's minds. Especially 
is this true i n m~tt ers of religion. Ceremony and sac-
ri f ice, formal prayers and modes of address, ceased to 
have any worth, bu t were carefully observed. The fact 
that in the epite.phs not only the U10ught out the ex-
pression of the thought seld O iil appe ::1ra, show how 
c ornpletely, the old order had ch::wged. 
Such is the bequest of the early Republic 
to the early Empire. Inscription a show another i nflu-
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ence, one which led to a. brighter and higher concep-
tion of the life to come. A few ep itaphs tell of an 
exist:ence not "ad inferos," but "ad superoa." To dwell 
among t he gods of the upper world w·ns granted to none, 
no t even to heroes, by the early faith. 
Clearly some new force was at work. It 
was not Christianity, for these i nscripti ·:ma have none 
of the chara.cteristics tha t mark the epitaphs of 
Christians. Perh~.ps it was Mi thra i sm, which pointed to 
a higher form of immortality than the Rorna.ns conceived. 
Such was the first idea prevalent among 
the Romans a s to what might lie beyond death. With the 
f ew exceptions last noted, it held out no promise of 
happiness or rewa rd. 
The second view was yet more cheerless. 
This life ended all; beyond death lay nothing either 
to hope for or to fear. "Nil m9.li est ubi nil est, 11 is 
the most concise expression of a sen timent found upon 
many tombs. 
The explanation of this is not far to 
seek. The teachings of Epicureanism may have had some 
:inf l uence, for, 8.s ha s been shown, the people had 
some knowledge of the dicta . of both schools of ';>hilos o-
phy. However, there is ano t her reason. The belief that 
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death terminated all, first arose, and later lingered 
· in the thoughts of men si rnply because it brought them 
pleasure. :B~or some, existing ·condi tiona made life cru-
elly hard. Physically, heavy burdens weighed t hem down, 
and from every side, "pericula vitae" pressed upon 
them. M:en tally, cares-curae is. the word comrnonly used-
tortured them. ( C.E. 1,' 97. ) 
"verum vexatua animi curia a.nxiis, 
non nullis etiam corporis deloribue~ 
:B~or these miseries of body a.nd mind, there was but one 
re l ief, ( C.E. I '• 375) 
"multi plici cura defessus nunc securue quiesco," 
to rest undisturbed , to die, that, and that a.lone, 
promised peace. The minds of men pictured no joy great-
er than the final end of their woes, and hence t hey 
held to t heir view that no other life beyond the pres-
ent, awaited them. 
Some of the hardships of life, the "peri-
cula" and the "cu~a.e" are indicated in the epitaphs. 
Most common i a ov er-hard l8.bor. Some of the free pop-
ulace were making a brave struggl e against the system 
b ,, +: ' h t · · t t!;l.e · +: of slave-l~ or, uU .. t ey were corape lng agalns lnevl ..,-
" 
a.ble.Yearly it grew harder to secure employment, and 
profits decreased. No amount o~ energy expended could 
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comt)S. t the tendencies of the times. Many a man confes-
ses himself 11 defessus laboribus~ and yearns for death 
to bring rest, rejoicing when at laeth~ees approaching 
" 
"mortem opta tam." ( C. E. I, 9'7 } 
There are allusions to ~ctual dangers 
that were a constant menace. One was the lawless ele-
rnent within the state, which, · even in the more orderly 
days of the Empire, continued to exist and to inspire 
terror. 'l'he danger of sudden at tack froa1 a lurking 
robber or highwayman, more, of loss of life, was al-
ways present. The epitaph of a. messenger who thus lost 
hie life is extant, (C.E. I, 618} 
"o crudele nefae, tulit hie sine crimine mortem 
dl3.mna.tue, periit deceptus fraude la.tronum~ 
The references of Juvenal to such danger, which seem 
so highly exaggerated, are thus corroborated by ser-
ious inscriptional evidence. 
Sickness must have wrought havoc among the 
people. Apparently they were powerless to fight it 
themselves, and they had little regard for their doc-
tore' skill. Mothers lament their children, husbands, 
their wives and f:uailies, 'l.'lho have died at short in-
tervals from one another. The ages of the dead given 
upon the tombs, show that the rava.ges of disease among 
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children were frightful. The many allusions to "subita 
mora" suggest the sudden appearance of plagues. 
These are some of the factors that made 
life hard for the people. J!'or rtl.13.ny life Waf:> punishment, 
( C • I • L • XI , 20 '7) 
"poena fuit vita,requies mihi morte parata est," 
and to that rest, and to the "quietem perpetem, 11 they 
were eager to go. 
The two ideas already discussed are the 
exceptional and not the general view among the popu-
lace. Th8.t position is reserved for the third, whi ch 
like the second, was called into and kept in existence 
because i t gave pleasure to men. For most of the Ro-
mans the conception of the future prescribed by their 
ancient religion had no V9.lue. Again, for the majority 
of them life w ~s not so hard that they welcomed the 
idea. of oblivion <'!.fter death. Something in man's na-
ture craves for iJnmort'3.li ty, and will not be den ied. 
Therefore the Romans, since to the greater part of 
them nothing offered a hope of immortality, crea.ted 
for themselves a conception of a future life which 
promised both mental happiness and physical confort. 
This was not a cond ition of the spirit as 
apart and distinct from the body. There is no mention 
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of the soul. The immortality which the Romcms framed 
for themselves was simply to be held always in the 
memories of their families, th eir friends, succeeding 
generations, and even all who might pass their tombs. 
This was the brightest and most desirable lot that 
man's imagination could conceive. The name was the 
immortal part, and to secure its continuous existence 
was the wish of every man. (C .E. I, 603) 
"nomen enim fas est restare semper in aeuom•: 
thus one epitaph expresses the almost universal feel-
ing. The fear of being forgot t en was morbid in its in-
tensity. No religious devotee who believes that all 
his hope of futur e happiness depends on the ooservan-
cea of f ixed rites and ceremonies, on determined ways 
of living, ever strove harder to 6bey to the letter, 
than rlid these toilers in the Roman state to make 
their nR.me eternal. 
The ways of securing the eternal memory 
that they so much desired were various. First, there 
raust be a tomb in which the ashes might be safe 
throug.."l all time. This explains the desire for tombs, 
the willingness to endure life-long toil in the se-
curing of the tomb a.lrel3.dy commented upon. Next t.he 
epitaph must be s o planned ann arranged that the sum-
- =-
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mary of the life-aJlevement of the dead might be ever 
II 
before the reader. The m'~.me of the dead, the names of 
the f.!Either and mother, the husband or wife, often of 
the relatives are given; the age of the dead person, 
his occupation, some mention of his success i n his 
work, something of the circumstances of his life, his 
person8.l appearance, his char::l.cter, anything whatso-
ever that would help to establish his identity, are 
incorporated i n his epitaph. Just here lies our deep-
est debt to the Romans of the working class. It is 
from this fulness of description in their inscrip-
tions that we are able to reconstruct their l if e-st o~ 
ry, ,which is told nowhere else. Their purpose was to 
win everlasting remembrance, and they accomplished 
their purpose in a way undreamed of by them. 
There are more direct ways of keeping mem-
ory alive. The dead address the living relatives, and 
appeal to them to think often of the departed. (C.!. 
L. VI, 158?6) 
"Tu, pia tu mater cinerea aperire memento, 
saep ius in nati nomen claraato iacentis 
verba meo cineri sal tem grati ssima dona'! 
sB.ys a child to his mother. Parents speak to their 
children, wives t o their husbands, in t he same way. 
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Sometimes the dead call upon their friends, bidding 
them also remember. "Flete coaequales': "o amici ad-
este~ and such phrases are co~rnon. 
Immortality, that is, eternal memory, 
would be more assured if others be siiie fg,mily e.nii 
friends were constantly reminded of the dead. Hence, 
the appeal to any passerby to stay a.nd read the in-
scription is an exceedingly common device. Many epi-
taphs begin with an address to the wa.yfarer. So gen-
eral wa·s the custom, thg,t set modes of address are 
used. (C.E. I, 118) 
"Hosr es resiste et nisi molestust, perlege~ 
a.nd , ( C • E • I , 8 3 ) 
"Homo es: reeiste et tumul1..l!Il. contempla meum': 
are two such formula e . 
The last illustrates another way of se-
curing the traveller's attention, to remind him that 
he is mortal, that he too must someday die, a nd him-
self plead to be remembered. The grim warning looked 
at the pa.sserby from many tombs, (C.I.L. I, 1431) 
"Heus tu, viator lasse, qui me pratereis, 
cum diu ambularei s, tamen hoc veniendum est ti bi •: 
We have a parallel to words like these on many a 
grave stone in our old :New England burying-grounds, 
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but arising from a wholly different source. The Ro-
m8.ns had none of the morbid love of dwelling upon 
death, the proxi:uity of the grave, the uncertsinty of 
life, simply for the gloomy and austere pleasure that 
they foundi~t. With them it was merely one device for 
II 
securing the notice of the traveller. 
The Romans did not content themselves 
with mere appeals, but took other s t eps to assure for 
themselves immort !>.li ty. The tomb was made a part of 
the estate, not t o be sold a t pleasure of the heirs. 
The significant f ormula, H. M. N. H. S. "hoc manu-
mentum her ides non sequitur'! i a appended to many ep-
itaphs. One inscription closes with the linea, 
11 ut aeque frui liceat, qui dominus fuerit huius, 
vendere ne liceat ca.veo adque rogo per nunirna 
divom, 
ve ndere si velit, emptorem littera prohibet~ 
If the appeal i n the name of the gods is not enough, 
then the letter of the law will restrain any heir who 
ma,y desire to sell the tomb. 1'hus with the tomb and 
the estate inseperable, family tradition would remain 
unbroken, and memory so much more assured. This is an · 
instance in which the workman of Rome borrowed from 
his wealthy neighbor. If he had by thrift, gained a 
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small estate ann. a tomb, he was e.s e.nxious that the 
tv,ro should remain indivisible as was the r.aan of 
wealth with his vast . poseessions. 
Care was taken that the memory of the 
dead be kept green by annual feasts. The epitaph of 
one Pompeiua contains a request that such feasts 
should be held, (C.E. I, 534) 
"feasus in extremis haec blanda voce rogavit 
ut dapi bus posi tis Pompei um aaepe calamus'! 
These Romans were keen enough to see that perhaps 
something more than af fection a.nd sentiment was need-
ed to win the memory they so desired; therefore fami-
ly institutions, like the "dapee" mentioned,were cre-
ated, and legal steps were taken. 
So the Romans sought to gain the only im-
mortality of which they knew. Some inscriptions are 
addressed to the dea,d, 13.ssuring them that memory of 
t hem vrill always endure, (C.E. I, 633) 
"--- .erie memor~=.~.nda futuris': 
is seen on the tomb of a. faithful wife and mother. It 
has been shown . how the Romans sought to perpetuate 
their names. Sometimes a relative, erecting a tomb, 
says to the dead, (C.I.L. VIII, 9081) 
11 nomen vi get ecce tutll.rn in titulo clarum." 
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An epitaph apparently of a young soldier reads, (C. 
E. I, 534) 
"Q,u9.nta homini conf .erre poteet fortuna priortun, 
t::J.nta bona ego tibi tuli,iuvenis,qui obit cum laude. 
It wa.s not the glorious death, but the fa.cne which it 
would bring that was the young man's good fortune, 
for the hero does not rest in obscurity, forgotten 
by men. A son erects a tomb to hie father with the 
inscription, (C.E. I, 380) 
"Eutychis,ut par eet,tribuit tibi natus honoree." 
In all these epitaphs, there is no men-
tion of a soul which was made happy if the eternal 
memory was preserved. Yfhy, then, did this seem des ir-
able, and if it were done, where was the profit to 
the dead? Life had departed, snatched away by the 
fate that all must obey, and no spirit, released from 
its bonds, lived on. The body itself was ashes, the 
v ictim of Vulcanus, yet i n the ashes, the people 
felt, was some f eeling, a kind of dim consciousness 
that could distinguish between comfort and discom-
fort, and could know 'Nhether or not the wi,shes of the 
dead were carried out. It seems a strange conception, 
but its explanation is found i n the want of belief in 
a soul. Men could not separate the idea of life from 
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the body in which they had seen life, and since they 
knew no animating principle apart from the body, they 
il11A.gi ned it as still dwelling in the ashes of the 
dead. It was no longer active thought, rather passive 
conscioueness, merely realization of happiness or mi& 
ery. If family and friends cherished the memory of 
the dead, if they were honored by the feasts they had 
prescribed, if the traveller re!:td the epi ta.phs as he 
pa.ssed their tornbs, then they knew that all was well 
with them, and they were happy. They were conscious, 
too, of physical comfort. Here is the origin of that 
common formula. S. T. T. L •• and for the full form of 
the expression which they bid the trave.ller repea,t 
a.s he goes on hie way, {C.E. I, 55) 
"rogo ut discedens terram mihi dicas levem." 
If the eternal quiet was un1Jroken, if the tomb was 
undisturbed,if the earth rested lightly upon them, 
then they knew of their well-being and their comfo.rt. 
This idea of the future life which wa,s 
so wide- spread 9.S to be almost universal, was cha.r-
acteristicly Roman in its practical qualities, its 
possibility of attainment. A spirit life, the win-
ning of which depended on leading a good life in the 
sight of the gods, perhaps might not be attained, 
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since any man, no matter how virtuous, might uncon-
sciously offend deity. But this life in memory, if 
proper precautions were taken, was within the reach 
of all, and assured to all who could provide for 
themselves a tomb and a suitable epitaph. Such might 
say with confidence, "Perii t corpus, sed nomen in 
ore est." (C.E. ·I, 618) 
One characteristic all three views on 
the future life have in common. They a.re all nega-
tive. None of them promisee a new and better life of 
joy and · rewaT4,or threatens an existence of eternal 
and continuous punisrunent. That was reserved for an-
other faith, ·a. fe.i th whose strength was slowly groVI-
i l1 g ann whose time of influence was near a.t hand. 
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VIII. ~uid crederent Chrietiani 2! Immortalitate 
Anir.aae 
While the great body of the Roman people 
were living the life outlined in the preceeding chap-
ters, while they, to-gether with the Roman state, 
:paid tribute to gods hallowed by tradition but impo- ··. 
tent and far away from the worshippers, there was 
growing up within the city a. new faith. Side by side 
with the pagan Rom~u1s , sharing t heir work in the 
houses of their masters, in the tabernae, in the 
streets of' Rome, were the Christians. It was during 
the rei gn of Tiberius that the first influences of 
Christianity were felt in the Imperial City, and the 
first converts among the people accepted the new 
faith. For the next thirty years the strength of the 
new doctrine, as yet w1noticed and untroubled by the 
government, increased stea.dily, adding to itself a 
growing number of adherents, ;~, widening sphere of in-
fluence, a,nd the beginnings of formation a.nd organi-
zation. In the study of the Roman workers of the Em-
pire, it. is necessa.ry tha.t something be said about 
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early Christie.ni ty, for it was among the workers, 
chiefly among the slaves, a.s the foreign names of the 
first Christians show, that the faith earliest made 
its appeal. For information as to their attitude to-
ward the religion, their interpretation of its teach-
ings, its general effect upon their lives, we are in-
debted to the inscriptions which they carved upon the · 
W9.lls of the Catacombs, their meeting pls.ces and the 
tombs of their dead. On the walls of the "coemeteria': 
a. term used by the Christians interchangeably wi t.h 
11 hypoga.ea." to designate their underground tombs, in 
the coemeterium Lucina.e or1 the V:La O.stiensis, in the 
coerneterium C:J.llisti on the Via. Appia, and. in others, 
are the records of the early church at Rome, placed 
there by its early members. Inscriptions of the f irst 
and the early second centuries are meagre and wi t hout 
~alue, but with the second quarter of the second cen-
tury, they become longer, more elaborate, a~d full of 
informa.tion. 
Chri stia.ni ty wrought many changes in the 
li vee and thoughts of its followers, a.nd of these none 
we.s grea.ter or was s.ttended by more widely extended 
effects, than the new conception of the soul, its re-
lation andrelative value a.s compared with the body, 
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ita future destiny. The entil•e outlook upon life was 
c ')-·, <mged. By far the greater pe.rt of the pagan Romans 
held no belief in the existence of the soul. Death 
ended all, or there lingered consciousness in the ash~ 
es themselves of the · d·ead.T:-nose who still felt that a 
spirit existed whose l ife was to endure beyond that 
of the body, could only formulate a n idea of an 11 um-
bra•: a shadow, which was to dwell "ad inferos deoe'! 
No change from beliefs like these could be more com-
plete than that which Christianity brought , I n the 
first place, the new faith postulated beyond a.ny doubt 
or question, the existence of a soul, "spiritus~ the 
life of which, whether within the body or relee.sed 
frorn its confines, was eternal. When this passed from 
the body, it went either to a state of bliss or a 
state of bale, but in either case, nothing could a l ter 
the fact that it endured forever. "Vita perennis eri~ 
( De Rossi, 11 I nscriptions Chri sthtna.e urbi s Romae, 11 
25) was a fundamental teaching of the new doctrine. 
Becaus e of this conception of the soul, 
the feeli ng toward life and the va lue of life under-
went a change. This life was held as nothing. Its sor-
rows would soon be forgotten, its joys would soon pa~ 
into insignific.e.nce in t.he lieht of the perfect hap-
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piness to come. Death held no terror now. Two lines 
from an epitaph set forth the general a.tt i tude towa.rd 
death. (c .E. II, 1408) 
"nil tibi mora nocuit,cum hie uiuis laude perenni 
et Christi in regno dum sine fine me.nes ." 
The old. clinging to life and the old dread in the 
presence of the day of death were gone. The Christians 
longed for the time when t.he spirit should be set free 
from its Londs, from the prison of the body.(C .E . I, 
668) 
"Fraes·byter hie situs est Cel.erinue no mine dictus, 
corporeos rurnpens nexus qui gaudet i n astrie. 11 
Such was the common feeling; so the Cr istians rejoiced 
when the time arrived for the spirit to burst assunder 
its chai ns. Some inscriptions show how far the change 
from the old fear and dread had extended.(C.E.I,659) 
"Felix uita uiri,felicior exitus ipse," 
is one such, and a.nother i a at hand, the epitaph of a 
m.an prosperous and successful in life, to whom his 
children say, ( C .E . I, ?0? ) 
11 ac t ibus urba.nis misceba.e gaudia ruris, 11 
and after mentioning other · pleasures that the fa.ther 
enjoyed, close his epitaph with the line, , 
"felix uita fuit,felix et transitus ipse," 
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Some of the pagan Romans were ree.dy to leave this 
life, but only those who found it. unhappy, who were 
wretched because they were "pauper" and 11 defessus la.b-
ori bus': Bu't here were men who had been happy, for whom 
life had been not b1.1rdensome but pleasant, and yet 
they were gla.d to die. Even the children held some-
thing of the same feeling, as the epitaph of a boy 
11 
-- - extinctus primo sub limine uitae," 
indica.tes. As of those of mature years, so . it said 
of this ch ild, ( C.E.I, 6?9) 
"corporis exutus uinclis qui gaudet in astris~ 
There is no longer grief, hopeless in its resignation, 
or wild in its rebellion, for children who have died . 
Instea.d, there is the cowfort of the thought, (C . E . 
II, 1180) 
"Vos equidem nati caelestia regna videtie." 
:Hot only did the Christians long fo r death, but some 
seemed even to court it. After the persecutions began, 
in the days v1hen a confession of Christianity .might 
cost lif~itself, when to attract the notice of the 
Emperor usually meant death, there are f ound in epi-
taphs such lines e.s, ( C .E . I, 30 ?} 
11 Eutychi a martyr crudelia ius sa tyr~mni 'J 
Ey this time the Christians knew only too well what 
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the "crudelia iussa tyranni" were, and yet they did 
not hesitate to draw the a.ttenti on of the Emperor, 
and, as a probable result, the fate of Eutychie, upon 
themselves, by calling the cruel Caesar, tyrant. This 
willingness, and more. this a.bsolute longing for death 
beca.use of the assura.nce of the happy life to come, 
was one of +.he most ra.dical changes brought about by 
the early teachings of Christianity among the Romans. 
Incidental to this, was the prevailing 
sentiment about martyrs and death by ma:rtydom. For 
those who thus died, there was all. praise and honor, 
a.nd to them, e.s to the saints, was a.pplied the term 
11 sa.ncti'! No expression of admiration or even of rev-
erence was too exalted for those who ha.d given their 
lives in testimony of their faith. The very bones of 
those who had suffered torture and death were holy. 
One priest was lauded because he had discovered the 
burial place of some of the nRrtyred dead: ( C .E. I. 
720) 
" 
cuod membra sacrata 
domonstr::mte deo uatis hie repperi t index'~ 
There is extant the epitaph of a consul who died a 
tnartyr, a.n epitaph inter eating 1 n itself ~lS showing 
the gradual growth of the influence of Christianity 
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among the higher ranks of the people. In the inscrip-
tion are the lines, (C.E. II, 904} 
"sed creui t ti tuli s f~.ctus de consule ma.rtyr, 
cui uiuit semper morte creatue honor. 
plus fuit irato quam grato principe felix, 
auem perimene misit ad astra furor. 
gratia cui trabeae dederat,dedit ira coronam 1 
dum Christo procerem mens inimica fa.cit." 
To die thus was a greater honor than to hold the con-
sulship 1 and the wra.th of the Princeps which brought 
the crown of martyrdom was more pleasing than had been 
hie favor. Here too is shown the fe9.I'leseness of the 
Christiana before the Emperor 1 s anger. This epi ta.ph ie 
perhaps the moat complete statement of the idea.s which 
all she.red about ma.rtyra and martyrrlom. It was a. fate 
that none feared to meet 1 and one epi ta.ph gives the 
explanation, an epitaph of a brother and two sisters 
whose lives had been sacrified for their faith. One 
of these, speaking through the epitaph, says, (C.E. 
I I 681) 
"iam uidet et sentit magni epecta.cula regni 
et bene pro meritis gaudet sibi praemia reddi 
tecum, Pa.ule 1 tenens calcata morte cora.na.m~ 
Here was a partial exple.nation. 'l'o die as the blessed 
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ones, the sainte, had died, that was glorious, and the 
martyrdom shared on e arth, would be followed by reward 
in he~.ven. Other lines from the same inscription, com-
plete the explanation; 
" 'Accipe me ' dixi t 'domine in tua limina Christ.e:' 
exaud.i ta ci to frui tur nunc lumine caeli, 11 
When the prayer for a place with the :E'ounder of the 
:b'a,i th had been granted, then bega.n at once the joy of 
the he~wenly light. Tha t joy the Christians we r e con-
vinced martyr dom gained for them. An other inscr i ption 
carries out the same idea, (C.E. II, 1 373} 
111Jartyrie inuicti Stephani requiescia in aula, 
ha.ec data na.m meri tis iure corona tuie. 
luce sed aeterna. caelestia munera ca.rpie'! 
bt ill another is yet more specific and states, (C.E. 
I I 672) 
"sanguine purpureo merc antee praemia ui tae'! 
The blood shed by the faithful Christians purchased 
for them the reward of the glories to come. In the ir 
desire to suffer martyrdom, the Christians were not 
altogether moved by the desire to win the happiness 
of the f9.i thful; they were influenced by another and 
h igher motive. They seemed to have felt that to die 
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thus was the best and most acceptable form of service 
to Christ whom they so wished to serve, and with this 
feeling in their hearts, they went to their death 
gladly. Officials of the church encouraged this wish 
a.rnong the people. They often buried the martyred dead 
at their own expense, and with inscriptions bade the 
people remembe r what their dea th signified, for whose 
glory they la.id down their li vee. The bishop Theodorus 
points out to the passer- ·by the resting place of two 
"ssmc ti martyres." ( C .E. I, 852) 
11 s;J.nctirum monumenta uides pa.tefacta septtlchris•: 
and closes the epitaph on the tomb with the lines, 
11 hoc Theodorus opus construxit presbyter instans, 
ut d omini plebem opera maiora tenerent•: 
So the priests of the people strengthened the feeling 
of the blessedness of ma.rtyrdom, - though there are no 
indications of need for such encoura.gement • . From the 
first, the marty's death was regarded as glorious and 
ha.ppy. 
Although the Chris t. ians were so careless 
of what was r.terely p hysical, s o ready t.o yield up the 
life .which they knew on earth, nevertheless they, like 
the pagan Romans, felt a strong d esire to provide for 
themselves tombs. The bod.i e s of the dead were not 
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burned; it was no t the 11 cinerea" for which the Christ-
ians sought the long resting pla.ce, but the "corpora~ 
Both of these, the strong d esire for a tomb and the 
un-RorM3.n custom of burial 1 arose from the same cause, 
the belief in the resurrection of the b ody. Since on 
the last da.y body and soul were to be again united 1 a 
place where meanwhile the b ody might rest must be made 
r eady; and since the body must come to the soul whole 
md perfect a.s in life, it must not be reduced to ashes 
OJJ a funeral pyre. 
1-lany Latin inscriptions mention the res-
urrection of the body, as the epitaph of a bishop 
which cont1:dns the lines, (C.E. II, 183?) 
" corpus h ie in pace quieecit 
resurre c tionem expectana futuram de mortuis prirna.m'~ 
In the same way the epi ta.ph of a woman, an unknown and 
hvmble member of t he ch1.~rch, st::ttes the same expecta-
tions i n the words, (De Rossi, ?45) 
II a.d re surrec +.ion em 
prae ,J.iUJ-rl a.eternum susc:i.pere rJigna. 1~ 
The epitaph of one Silbius, an 11 ecclesiae sanctae 
minister," gives the conception of what the "reaur-
rectio" was to be. (c .I .L. X, 79? 2) 
11 expec ta. t Chris t i op e rursus sua ui uere carne 
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et gaudia. lucia nobae ipso domina.nte uidere'! 
With the resurrection came the la.st judgment, when all 
men were to be su:mm:oned to the final tribunal, and the 
earth was to pass away i n devauri ng fl a.mes. { C .E. I, 724) 
"ut cum fle.wma uorax ueni et comburere terrae, 
ceti bus sane torum meri to soc ia.tus resurgam'! 
That was to be the f a te of the earth, dest ruc tion by 
f ire. All the inha. bi t~mts of earth vvere then to be 
judged. With body a.nd saul once more united, all men 
were to stand before Christ, and by Him, acting as In-
fnlli ble Judge, t.heLr. lot \Vas to be made known. (C. I. 
r .. x , l3?o) 
"sic et .:tu.tus eri t 1 uuenis sub i ttdi ce Chri eta, 
cum tuba terribilis sonitu concusserit orbem 
hume.ma.eque anima.e rurstUI1 in sua ua.sa redibunt." 
Here is the picture of t he l~.st judgment, , the awful 
sound of the trumpet, shaking the earth wit h its 
blast, anci all human kind receiving just dues "sub 
indice Christo." It was for this, then, that the body 
must be cared fo r in the interim between death and the 
last day, and this conception of the final union of 
body and soul explains the wish for tombs which at 
first seems strange in a people expressing contempt 
for the body and the things of the flesh. 
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Such inscriptions of the pagan Romans as 
refer t o a life of the spirit are wholly barren of any 
description of the abode or condition of the spirit. 
The "domus Ditis': a belief in wb;ich was a.n inherite.nce 
from an old and long lifeless theology, ia not pict-
ured in any way. It was different with the Christian 
inscriptions. Here is a. complete picture of the life 
of t he spirit in the abode of bliss. When the soul 
left t .he body it a.scended a. way fair with stars to its 
eternal home; "astrigeram scandi t vi am•: one epi t ap}l 
describes the p'3-s sage leading to heaven. One fea h;,re 
is very noticeable in the early Christian inscrip-
tions, and that is the constant allusion to the stars 
by such phrases as "in astris" and 11 ad astra'! The 
p leasure which the Romans found in the beauty of na-
ture has already been commented upon in an earlier 
ch9.pter. The ancient Roman fa.i th ha.d peopled every 
mountain, every stream, every tree, even every flower, 
with a supernatural bei ng, drya.d, nvrnph, or naiad. 
The Christian religion taught the Gr eat Principle in 
everything, i r1 all nature a.s well as in life. 'l'he 
Chris tians look eel upon all things beautiful with 
clearer eyes and better understanding than did the pa-
gB.n Romsms of their time. Of all the beauty which they 
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saw , the wonde r and the mystery of the stare made the 
most compelling a.ppeal, and awoke i n them awe, r ever-
ence, an~ a great joy. Such perfect be 8uty, they felt, 
must have a. part i n the eternal glory, hence the many 
references to the stars when speaking of the future 
life . 
Beyond the stare, then, and beyond the 
great clouds was the eternal home; ( C.E. I, 688) 
" subi ec ta.sque uidet nubes et sidera. caeli •: 
one epitaph says. In the minds of the early Christiane 
hea.ven was pictured as t'l. city withi n walls a.nd gates, 
just as St. John had seen it in his vision. One member 
of the church bids heaven open its gates to receive 
a coming soul. ( C.I.L. X, 6218) 
11 P3.nde tua.s, paradise, fares sedemque beata.m, 
Andreae meritum suscipe pontificis~ 
Here is an illustration of how far the life of any 
people will influence their conception of the after 
life of the soul. It was within the city itself that 
Christhmity made the first stand iH the Roman wor ld, 
and it was ~mong those whose lives were passed within 
the walls of Rome. Rome itself wab beaut i f ul with a 
beauty of which we who dwell in the ugly and ill-pro-
portioned cities of our day, cannot know, 'I'herefore, 
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it was most natural, almost inevitable, that the first 
Christ i ans, uneducated, for the most pBrt, but rich irt 
the im~gi nation of t heir Greek and eastern races, 
should picture heB.ven 8.S 9 , city such as they them-
selves knew , only f ar surpassi ng all things mortal in 
its be 8uty. Withi n the city, a.ll was fair, far beyond 
~.nytht ng t.ha. t was man 1 ec:• lot to know, f a.ir as only the 
"aurea. regna~ as a n epitaph puts it, could be. (C.E. 
I , 688) 
11 :tngelicasque domos intraui t e t 3.1..1.rea regna 
duiitias, p<lridise, tuS~.s, fl agrantia semper 
grami na et halan tes diuinis floribus hortos~ 
But of all the be~=J.uti es of t he ete r n a l life , there vJae 
none eq_u9.l to the light which surrounded it, never 
chang ing, n ever fa.i li ng. The endless dark of the tomb 
which h8.cl brought terror i n the thought of death to 
t he pagans W9.s exchanged for the li ght of an endless 
d8.y. As many inscriptions refe r to t he unending light 
a s to t he sta.ra. "S:plendiclore cum lu::nine cl!3.ro 11 ( C . E . 
I, 662) is typical of the phrases ·whi c ~!. descri be the 
life of the h a p py dead, and 
11 hunc precor ut lucie promissae gaudia. carpam" 
(C.E. II, 1 801) is the e xpression of t h e prayer of 
m!'l.ny. Th i s is t he shri nk i ng f rom the dark a lre9.dy com-
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men ted upon. When the pe ·:lple pictured for therns el vee 
the beB.uties of he<wen, they postulated the "lumen 
clarum" as a condition without which perfect beauty 
would be wanting. 
As to what the life was which the spirits 
were thought tb lead in the fl3.ir city, inscriptions 
tell us. One epitaph suggests the form which the hap-
PY souls took on, (C .E. I, ?34) 
II peruolitans leuibus se sustilit alis~ 
The conception of winged angels which had played so 
r·r 
large a part in literB-ture and in art, was cont.empor~.> 
with the early church in its origin. 
Here the faithful should be united, here 
should tB.ke place the meeting of those who had known 
and loved one another on earth, the meeting the 
thoughts of which brought so much comfort to the be-
reaved. Verus, one of the fai thful, begins the in-
scription of his wife with lines vrhi ch rnigh t. hq,ve been 
foun :l on any Roman tomb, (C . I . J .... X, 1230) 
"Praenestina,tibi Verus tuua heu grP..ue munus 
soluo sub hoc C3.rum deponens ma.rmore corlJUs'~ 
Here is grief for the dead in the mention of the sad 
rites, "heu grane mum.ts': and the mention of the tomb , 
"marm.ore'! made ready to receive the body, exactly g.s 
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these SA.t;1e features appear in so many epi t aphs of the 
p3,g~m Romans. But the epit aph closes with a line in 
which there is consolation and the joyful assurance 
that the parting is not forever. 
"concordes anirna.s Christus reuoc abit in unum." 
Beside a life of unbroken happiness, the 
souls of Christians were to enjoy very definite and 
t a ngi ble rewards, gifts which signified the pleasure 
of the Heavenly Powers i n a life virtuous, true, and 
wel l-spent. Such a line as (C. E . II, 1801) 
"aetern9.m c:1.elo meruit perferre coronq.m'! 
sho..-.rs one f orm of g ift bestowed, the crown, "corona 
Christi'! as n1-3,ny name it. Again there was the palm, 
t he "palma Chris t i'! By the first Christian s such ex-
pressions as these were interpreted literally, no t at 
e.ll in the figurative sense. Their religion was so 
r ea.l, so thoroughly a part of themselves 1 tha.t they 
gave vivid and visable form to everything pert~ining 
to the fa.ith, basing their conceptions on what they 
s?.W a nd knew in their de.ily life. In the instance of 
the crown and the palm, they had in mind the rewards 
given to victorious charioteers in the races . of the 
Circus. There was no doubt in the minds of the people 
~.s to wh9.t the Master had in store for his own in the 
-==---=-
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life of bliss that had been promised~ 
Allusion has already been made to the 
fondness of -the Roman people for music and to the pop-
ular! ty !J.mong them of musical entert.a.inment. Among the 
pleasures of he <:!.ven the Christians numbered. music, 
particularly singing, and they looked forward wi til 
joyful anticipation to the day whentheir voices 
should mingle in the s ongs of the heavenly choir . 
11 hunc tu,Christe, choris iungas caelestibus ort:>, 11 
(C. E . II, 134?) is a pra.yer which many offered up. 
The Christian faith taught the absolute 
er1ua.lity of men, and i n its observ"lnce masters and 
slaves stooc'l. side by side, equal in the sight of God. 
Such wa s to be the life of the fu t ure. There was to be 
no distinct i on in the inhabitants of heaven, no divis-
ion of r ank or caste which was to check the free ming-
li ng 6f all dwellers within the Holy City. There the 
humblest of the Christians vras to meet and uni te in 
perfect equality with the saints, those bl essed beings 
whose l ives of devotion and service had made them 
holy. Suc h lines a s,(C.E. I, 662) 
"uiuit cum sanctis pro meritis et opera tanta," 
are often f ound. Some confidently expec ted to dwell 
"ad s!lnc toru.rrl li rrli na'! J~lore over , in the company were 
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to be the prophets and the patriarchs. There are but 
few al lusions in the Christian inscriptions to !nee-
dents or characters of the Old Testament, but one ep-
it~ph shows the belief that the prophets of old, as 
well 3-S the saints, were to be the companions of the 
earnest Christians. (C. E . I, ?8?) 
"insuper exilio deced.is martyr a.d astra 
atque inter patriarchas praesagosq.propheta.a, 
:i.nter apostol ic a.m turb8.m ma.rtyrurnq.potentem." 
Nor did the joyful hopes of the faithful end here. 
Christ himself was to be with them and among them, as 
He had mingled with men upon earth. An epi te,ph ex-
presses the longing and expectation of every Christian 
heart , (C.E. II, 104?) 
"nunc propior Christo sanctorum sede potitus 
luce noua frueris,lux ti oi Christus adest." 
In the last the conception of Christ as the light is 
a reminder of St. John's words, "And the city had no 
need of the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it; 
for the glory of God did lighten it, and the Lamb is 
the light thereof~ (Revelation XXI, 2~} 
Such was the life which the souls of the 
Christians were to lead, i n an ::-:~.bode of bee.uty , among 
friends, among the highest and holiest. It was a life 
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of perfect h~tppiness of which +.here was to be no end, 
( C .E. II , 1347) 
"uiuit in aeterna paradise sede beatue." 
In the earliest inscriptions of the 
Christiane there is no mention or a. sta.te of punish-
ment, bu t later this element appears, and the fiery 
pain of the lost is described. In the epitaph of a 
bishop there is a reference to the "sulpureae undae" 
of the place of punishment. The idea of purgatory had 
developed, a plR.ce more of purification than of pun-
ishment, where sine were purged and the soul made 
ready for heaven. I n the bishop's epitaph referred to 
is the line, (C.E. I, 704) 
"Vi tarurn maculas puro qui dec oqui t igni '! 
a reference to purification by fire. The idea had 
brought fe ar to the people, and their bishop tried to 
comfort them by the assur~nce that purga tory might be 
avoided by a goofl life, and the soul vfhich attoned 
for i 't s sine wh'i le it dwelt on earth wi t:hin the body, 
need not undergo the purifying flame. 
"Purgatum in terri s anima.n reuocare per aethra." 
This would seem t o i ndicate th~t the idea of the in-
evi tg.bili ty of :purga.tory was not a part of the early 
church tea.chings. Appa.rently many years passed before 
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a conception of the sta~e of future woe waa fully 
formed, but even in the second century after Christ, 
there w~e some notion and no little fear in the 
thought of this. 
So Christianity effected a deep and com-
plete change in the minds of its converts. From a de-
nial of any li fe beyond the present, frow a feeli ng 
thD.t life in memory wa.s the only imrnort::~.li ty, from a 
belief i n the under-world as described in ancient Ro-
m<3.n theology, it turned their thoughts to very decided 
ideas t.h~. t :mother life was to come, a.nd ·to pictures 
of that life, vivid, real, and cle::J.r beyond doubt or 
dispute. 
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IX. Q.uae ~~~ 21?_ Imperio Romano !!_C ci_peret. 
No force th8,t ever influenced mankind 
wrought ~. grea.ter change i n the thoughts of men, their 
atti .tude toward a nd interpretation of life, their 
whole menta,l out -look, than did the Christian. fa ith. 
Nevertheless , since Christianity began and developed 
under Roman ci vi lizati on, i :n a. world which acknowl-
edged the Romans as its sovereign lords, the faith 
took on certa.in characteristics and f eatures which 
would not have appeared had the time of Greek suprem-
acy or the days of Jewish i nd ependence ,,vitnessed its 
birth and its growth, characteristics and features 
which were thorougherly Roman. I n scriptions of the 
ea rly Christians show in what way the life and tenden-
cies of the time influenced the new reli gion. 
First and most apparent was the feeling 
and des ire for organization, which was so altogether 
a part of Rome's life, so clearly seen everywhere, 
that n o group of persons united by ::.~.ny common purpose 
could fail to be influenced by it. It has been indica-
ted how the spir it of organization, which was the key-
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note of Rome's :p ower, expressed itself among the peo-
ple i n the collegia. The workmen, the slaves even, all 
who were '1.ffected by Roman civilization, felt the or-
g~.nizing tendency. The early Chris ti a.n · church wa s no 
e x ception. In the days of ·the Church's strength, 'Nhen, 
by imperial decree Christianity had become the world-
religion, the ecclesiastical authorities built up an 
intrice.te system the model of which was the ROirta.n g ov-
ernrnen t. But long bef·or.e this, even i n the days of the 
pri mi ti ve church, t h e beginnings of orgo.niza ti on ap-
pear. The first indication in epitaphs is the use of 
the word "fratres" by 3 . member of the Christian sect 
to designate his brother members. The Christians early 
realized their relationship with and dependence up on 
each other. They felt the truth of St. Paul's words, 
" So we, being many, ~.r e one body in Christ, and every 
on e members on e of another'! (Romans XII, 5) The use 
of "fratres" shows how close all felt the relation-
ship to ue, far closer th3.n h ad existed among members 
of the collegia, where "sod!:l.les" is used of those as-
sociated in the organ ization. (c.E. I, 115) 
" s <:~ .luete fratres puro corde et simplici," 
is a line from an early epi t 8.ph. The first step 
toward organ izing any body of men is to tnake 
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them feel that they !3.re bound to-get:her by a cormnon 
9.im , to make them realize the ties among them, and 
this realization came to t he adherents of the Christ-
ian faith very early in the Church's existence. Very 
early, too the numu ers of the new church found a name 
for their organization, and "Sancta Ecclesia" appears 
in their i n scri ptions . The use of the Greek word 
"eccleaia" is in itself interesting. The Roman people 
never, either a s citizens, as members of a religious 
organization , or in any other capacity, met in a body 
where proble.ns were submitted to them for debate or 
discussion . Therefore, they had no word for such an 
' I institution, but turning to Greek they f ound 11 ~ K~<.~~o-,o...." 
used to denote the legisl~ti ve assembly of citizens at 
Athena. Here was the term that they wanted, one which 
referred to a g!J.theri ng where question, d iscussion, 
explanation, and actual legislation were permitted. 
' \ I Therefore "e.x.KA~o-1~t." transferred from the realta of 
politics t o that of religion, was used by the Christ-
ians for their institution, the Church. The name 
11 Se.ncta Ecclesia , 11 is suggestive in its union of Latin 
a nd Greek of the cosmopoli t.9,n character of the rel ig-
i t)n. It drew to itself recruits from 8.11 nations wi th-
in the boundaries of Home 's power. Or gan ization de-
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nands the appointment of officials,and such were soon 
found to do the work of the "Sancta Ecclesia~ some 
beqring Latin titles, "rector~"d o ctor~ "pastor~others, 
Greek, 11 praesbyter'! 11 episcopus'! The church found a 
model in the "cursus honort1.nl 11 of the state, and intro-
duced a system of gradition of offices through which 
its men in 13.Uthori ty passed. One church official S9,ys 
of his career, ( C .E. I, ?60) 
" per gradus ~scendi, usque hoc presbiter ueni~ 
An epitaph givBa some of the steps i n this "cursus 
honorum" of the church, the epitaph of one whose life 
was given to the faith; (C. E . I, 78?) 
11 h13.ec te nascentem suscepit eclesia mater, " 
thus his life began, and his services ended only when, 
" exilio d.ecedit martyr ad astra." 
In his youth, he was chosen to one of the lower, pr•::>b-
ably the first office, 
"mox scripturarum lector pius indole factus ." 
then because his work was acceptable, 
"haec tibi lectori innocuo fuit aurea uita 
diaconus hinc f3.ctus iuuenis meritoque fideli'! 
at last he received a still higher honor, 
11 electus fidei plenus surrunusque sacerdos." 
In the three grades of service here given we can see 
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something of the methods of the church, something of 
its administration. So the early Christians began the 
organizatio.n of their 11 eccelesia'; not slow to see its 
benefits as demonstra ted in the system of the Roman 
state . 
It is almost possible to say that Roman 
education, the training of' the .Rorn.a.n youth, was a part 
of t he state administration, so completely was this a 
preparation for public life. The boy was subject to 
such discipline and such teaching as should best pre-
p~.re him for citizenship and a life amid the acti vi-
ties of the state. All teachers knew well what course 
they must follow to produce wh~. t the Rogxnns regarded 
a s the ideal c itizen. When the first years of the 
young church had passed and its foundations ·were se-
curely laid, a system of training the young for ser-
vice wa.s inaugurated, training begun in boyhood, One 
church servant says in his epitaph, (C. E . I, ?35) 
"Hie Festus i a cet, cognoscite fratres, 
quem puerum,Christe ,monuisti spernere mundmn'! 
Another epitaph hB.s the 1 ine, ( C .E. I, 66?) 
"qui teneris primurn ministrum fulsit in annie'! 
The latter suggests how practical was the preparation 
of the young Christian for his life-work. As the Roman 
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boy of aristocr~tic family was trained to compose and 
to and to debate not by any theory but by listening to 
and observing the orators in the Forum, so the Christ-
ian youth was trained by actual experience even "ten-
~ris in annie'~ 
Another very Roman feeling appears in the 
Christian inscriptions.In the State, there was no 
place of the mere theorist. The Roma.ns had slight re-
gard f ·:>r the man who could only think, but thorough 
admiration for the ma.n who could do. It was action 
that was wanted, and they were satisfied with nothing 
else. The Christia.ns natur~.lly enough ca.rried this 
feelin g into the church and held it in rega.rd to their 
church officials. The rm. n of action was respected, the 
man whose tangible accomplisrunents were before t he 
eyes of his people, as the 11 presbiter" who was, (C.E. 
I, ?0 3 ) 
11 gratus in officiis atque omni strenuus actu." 
In the epitaph of Eusebius "episcopos et martyr," are 
the words, (C.I.L. V, 6?23) 
"Rebus qui docuit populos factisq.uocauit~ 
This was the reason of the 'bishop's success, the se-
cret of his influence; he taught the people and drew 
them to him by dee ds, not explanation, not reasoning, 
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no~ theory, but deeds. In the early Church, nothing ie 
more thoroughly Roman than this attitude towa.rd the 
energetic and efficient leader. 
Thoroughly Roman too was the attitude of 
the church leaders toward their position and their 
work. The duty of faithful service, of doing at any 
cost what had been assigned to do, of f ulfilling obli-
gations laid upon them, was realized to the utmost by 
the Romans. In the records of state life this was of-
ten seen, notably in the story of the heroism of the 
aged Senators on that dark day in 390 B.C. when the 
Gauls entered Rome. The old men, knowing well what wa.s 
due from their office, could face the barbarians una-
fraid and die maintaining to the last their splendid 
dignity, Roman heroes to the end. The senators and 
magistrates who hea.rd of the defeats of Trasimenus and 
C'3.nna.e knew th~. t Romans must not, coulrl. not yield to 
invadi ng foes, ra.llied the last remnants of strength, 
a nd saved the sta t.e. Among the laborers too, fa.i thful 
service was prized, as h'3s been noted. And so it was 
with the ~eaders of the Christians. They gave freely 
of the best they had to give, anct even if life itself 
were de111.anct ed they did not hesitate. Many are the ep-
itaphs of "episcopi': of "dia.coni'; and of other offi-
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ciale whose lives were lost for religion's sake. To 
many their faithful followers said, as did those of 
one bishop, after he had spent an active life toiling 
for church, (C.E. I, ?87) 
II decedi s martyr ad astra'! 
The Rom~.n would not desert a cause one e taken up. This 
was inherent in his nature · and a life~long tra.ining in 
obedience increased its strength. This habit - for 
habit it was - of faithfulness the Chri sti!'l.ns took to 
their church relations. 
Roman influence is seen in some of the 
practices and observations connected with the new wor-
ship, particularly in the ways of honoring the mar-
tyred dead. To the Christians, the martyrs were .heroic 
figures, and they paid tribute to them just as the pa-
gans pa id tri-bute to the men whom they deemed gree.t. 
As the Romans g.dded the birthdays of the Emperors, as 
the collegia those of their 11 patroni~ to their list of 
ho lirla.ys, so the Christi a.ns observed the 11 natalitia 11 
of the m~.rtyrs. Again, "cellae•: shrines, were built 
and tornbs erected, acts held i !J no less honor by the 
Christians than by the pagans. An epitaph of a 11 presby-
ter11 states that at the command of the Pope, he re-
stored a shrine of St. Paul, (C .E. I, 690) 
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"Pres1-:Jyper hie posi tus ] 'elix in pace quieeci t, 
cuius pura fides probitas uigilantia sollers 
pontificum claro placuit sic nota Leoni, 
p ost labsum ut reparans uenerandi culJJlina Pauli 
hui c operis tanti renouandam crederet v.ulam." 
Of the inscrip t ions upon the tombs bui lt for the mar-
tyrs, there are found at Rome a considerable number 
composed by Pope Damasus which show both skill and f'CI.-
cility ir: verse-rrlflking. One epitaph composed by him 
begins with the lines,(C.E. I, 305) 
"Extreme tubulus latuit sub aggere manti s, 
hunc Damas us monstra.t, serue.t quod membra pi orum': 
Another has the words, ( C.E . I, 307) 
"expressi t D8.me.sus meri ttun: uenerare sepulchrum'! 
In a third Dama.ssus tells something of himself, his 
position in the church 1 ( C .E. I 1 ~~08) 
"cornposuit laudes Dawasus cognoscite, rector, 
u t plebs sancta nouos discat celebrare patronosV 
These and many others of the same purport rem8.in to 
show how the Chri stia.ns pa.id tribute to their martyrs. 
Doubtless many of them had ~o honored a master, patron, 
or employer 1 and it was n.l together natural that rever-
<mce for the prominent figures in the church should 
f ind the same expreBsion. 
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In one a.wy e.t least Roman religion infiuenced Chri at-
ian religion. The state religion of Rome had always 
been a polytheism, a.nd, as the years went by, many new 
gods were added to the group of old I ta.lia.n di vi ni -
ties. Every conquest saw the gods of the new province 
established in the Roman pantheon. After the death of 
Jul ius Caesar, men saw the Emperors numbered among the 
company of the gods. Christia.ni ty was first and most 
e s sentially a monotheism. It could be nothing else, 
nor d id its early adherents try to make it e.ught else . 
There was one true God, and beside Him none other. 
However , thi s r1id not prevent the Christians from 
seeking others to reverence, wore, to worship, not di-
vine beings, not gods, but still those whom all felt 
were elevated above the ranks of mere men. The Christ-
ians could not shake off all at once the feeling that 
there were me.ny to whom they might e.ddress their pre.y-
e r s, from ·whom help could come. They saw men devote 
their lives to the propagation of the faith, teaching, 
preaching, bringinb converts into the church, giving 
to them the joy and comfort which the pa.gan religion 
den ied, and a.t iast winning the crown of mar tyrdom. 
Su ch men were not like others, they were higher, bet-
ter, more like the Christ who had f irst brought the 
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message to the world. And so, ~ince they had served 
"S~.nctCl. Ecclesia." so well, they were given a share of 
her e.ttri bute, a.nd the company of the saints, 11 sancti •: 
was installed. At first thcre were the disciple E- and 
apostles. St. Peter, St.. John, St. Thomas, St. Pe.ul. 
Le.ter me.ny others were added, whose names e.re found in 
inscriptions. st. Felix, St. Agnes, for women were not 
excluded, St. Ca.llistus, whose name a 11 coemeteritun11 on 
the Via Appia bore. The names of St.Peter and St. Pa.ul 
are often coupled in inscriptions, (C.E. I, 306) 
11 Hic habita.sse prius S!:1nctos cognoscer~ debes, 
nomina quisq. Petri pariter Pauliq. requiris 1! 
I :r: one of the epitaphs co;aposed by Daro.asus the n:=unes 
of St. Paul and St. John appear, ( C .E. I, 308) 
11 Illustri Paulus genere ortus itemque Iona.nnes. 11 
Had Christian ity spread through the world radiating 
from Jerusalem as its center, the worship of the 
saints would_ not have been permitted, or perhaps would 
not have arisen i n the minds of the people. It was one 
bequest of the Roman Empire to the other Empire ·which 
grew up wi tbin ita bounda.ries. 
The founder of Christianity had come to 
men as the Princ e of Peace and had taught a doctrine 
of peace. While the field of the new religion was con-
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fined to Judaea there wa.s no tra.ce of the rnili ten t 
element, but when its center of nctivity w~. s trans-
ferred t o Rome, there came a change. Rome's civiliz9.-
tion h ad never been one of peace. The peace of the 
world into which Christ c~.me d id not a.l ter the t'ac t 
that a military de sp otism stood as mistress of that 
worl d . It was the city's legions that kept the con-
quered provinces beneath her sway, e.nd it was their 
power that brought a. bout and me.i nta.ined a. world-w·ide 
peace. Though the citizens within Rome 's walls no 
longer momente.rily expected a call to arms and though 
quiet was enforced in the city, still th ere ce.rne ru-
mors of uprisings in diste.nt lands, a.nd always present 
even within the city, were the praetorian guards. 
Sometimes a. legion encamped wi thout t he walls s howed 
to the citizens 8 . picture of camp life a.nd reminded 
them wherein lay the strength tha t kept a world in 
a.we. The Christiane on the way to services in the cat-
acombs must often ha.ve passed the praetor i ~ms going 
a.bout the city in performance of their duties. · There 
were various ways by which Christi8.nit.y came ir: con-
tact with the military life of the state. Converts 
from ~.mong ths soldiers came to increa se its numbers. 
Like the teachings of hlithraism, Christie.nity made its 
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a.ppea.l to the soldier . i H its posE;ibility of emotion, 
i t.s hopeful promisee. Men 1.'1ho h9.d served in the re..nks , 
and served well, became Christiane, men like that 
"felix Iouinus': whose epit a.ph says, (C.E. I, 302) 
"felix militiae sumpsit deuota Iouinus 
cingula. uirtutum culmen prouec tue in altum 
bisque datue meritis equitum peditumque magister 
exttlli t aeterntun saec lorum in saec ola nomen'! 
a praefect of the cit.y who has led to the new faith---
''huc a.des ad Christi fontem sa.crumq.J.iquorem•: 
as his epitaph sta,tes (C.E. I, 311) had a.n honorable 
military record, 
"militi ae clarus titulis aulaeq.fidelis 
Row.anaeq.urbis praefectus Longinianua." 
Under these conditions, it was almost inevitable that 
phra.ses, figures of speech ta.ken from the army 1 should 
be~ntroduced i nto the formul9.e and phraseol9gy of the 
Christians. Life wa. s often thought of as a battle 1 a.s 
such lines as (C.E. I, 712) 
11 Belligeransque pa.la.m saeuissima, proelia, uicit': 
would indicate. The line is no t from the epitaph of a 
wa.rri or 1 but t hat of a. man of peace, 
" Optimus atque pius nunc Florentinua in ieto 
Resplendit tumolo meritis sanctissimua oblas~ 
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The epi t!O!.ph of 8. 11 paetor 11 begins with the words, ( C .E. 
II t 1::,?4) 
"Se(lis apostolicae primaeuis miles a.b annis'! 
showing the fightin g spirit transferred to the Christ-
ia.n worker. The c ompany of the saints is referred to 
as a cohort, (C.E. II, 1842) 
"Sa,nctorurn uenera.nda cohors sedi t ord ine longo 
dil.tinae legis mystica dicta. docena'! 
The phrase "vigilas sacras 11 is often seen in the in-
scriptions collected by De Rossi. 
So in the early years of the Christian 
church there are indications of. the military spirit, 
yet through the first three centuries the t eaching of 
peace was continued. Then events occurred which 
changed the whole course of church hi story. C onsta.n-
-t:i n e by the Edict of :U: ilan, 31 :.:! , made legal the 
Christian faith, and something more thau half a cen-
tury la.ter vrhen Gr a.tia.n in the West and Theodosi us in 
the East ruled a.s Emperors, pag~.n worship was forb id-
den and Christianity made the state religion. Inscrip-
tions ""hich describe the deeds of Constantine show 
how the state military spir i t affected a faith that 
h a.rJ once ta.ught peace. The Emperor founds a. pla.ce for 
the worship of Christ, (C.E. I, 300) 
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11 h3.nc Constg.ntinus uictor tibi condidit. a.ulam'! 
and he adds the reason, 11 te duce': referring to a vic-
tory l~.tely won. The Prine e of Peace is made to as-
sume leadership in war. With Christianity the state 
r eli gi on, a.nd wi th the eta te dependent on mili ta.ry 
strength, the teaching of peace ca.me to naught. 'l'he 
enimies of the church as well a,s of the state were to 
be met and subdued by force of arms. The fact that a 
Roman Emperor, a. rnili t.ary despot gave Christia.n i ty 
a leg?-1 status made possi ble a.ll the devastating 
w~.rs th!'l.t were to be fought i n the name of religion. 
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X. ~uae Ecclesia Pristinia Christiania dederit. 
The inscriptions of the Christia.ns, of 
those slaves and humble, ignored folk who met in the 
first congregations that worshipped the God whom 
Christ had taught, have a value altogether their own 
in a considere.tion of early church history. There is 
no lack of literature to give an account of the rise 
and growth of the church. Beside the scriptures them-
selves, there are volumes of Patristic writing, filled 
with church history, with tales and legends, with 
statements of creed and doctrine. In all these, we 
have, as it were, the ideal church; for they show the 
ideals that the pree.chers held before men, what they 
tB.ught, what they tried "to do. Here inscriptions ap-
.pear as a supplement to literature. They show how the 
people received the church teachings, wha.t effect 
these had upon their life, is short they complete the 
a ccount of what the church aimed t. o do by showing what 
it actually did. 
First, on the purely religious side, the 
teaching of the Christian faith ga.ve the people some-
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thing t hat was very real and very vital in place of a 
lifeless unreality. The lack of any connection between 
the pagan faith and those who professed belief in it 
has been commented upon. With Christianity this is 
changed. The Christians show an enthusias1n , a g low of 
emotion, a spirit, a.ncl ferv er in regard t o their re-
ligion far removed from the attitude of pass i ve ac-
ceptance which the paga.ns had shown. Their willing-
ness, B.nd more. their eagerness to die for their fa.ith 
has been mentioned. The almost adoration of the mar-
tyrs was as much the product of emotion a.e of intel-
lect. The scorn of the Christiane for the old pagan-
ism shows how completely they had ce.st it off a.nd re-
c e ived the new. 11 lnsana. peetiferaque lues': (C. E. II. 
911) thus one epitaph brands · the religion of the Ro-
man state. Just her e is one difference between Christ-
i~n ity and ita predecessor and rival, k ithraism. The 
cult of L i thr a.s , a.l though looking to tha. ~. god as alone 
being 11 invict.us~' as the only divinity, yet postulated 
a. multi tude of lesser beings who wer e 9.lso "caet icol-
ae," a.nn these bore the nB.mes of the Roman t;ods. In-
deed one priest who was a "pontificus Solis" wa.s at 
t he same time a. "pontificus Vesta.e." (C.I.L. VI, 1'7'78) 
Therefore to b ecome a. worshipper of Mi thras did not 
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mean a complete separation from the old faith, It was 
not so much substituting the new for the old as it was 
gra.fting the one upon the other. :Nothing of this was 
permitted by Christianity, The old faith must be given 
up completely before the new could be a.ccept.ed. 
For the founder of the .h'ai th the Christ-
ir..ne' love was boundless .Christ W9.s the h ead of the 
new church a s much e.fter death as in life. It was to 
him that t he prayer of the fa.i thful were often ad-
dressed. (C .E. I, '755) 
"iusttun dul ce pium, roga.mus, suscipe, Chriete," 
is a prayer for a departed soul. Here is the personal 
touch so abso lutely w~mting in the state pB.ga.nism, the 
closeness of connection, the nearness of relationship 
between the worshipper a.nd the object of his devotion. 
And Christ wa s very hear t o the early Christians. The 
first teachers of the faith, a.s well as many of the 
first converts, h~1.d 3.c tua.lly seen Him. Thus they were 
a ble t o l nfuse the pers onal element into their teach-
ing, to make Him whom they had seen i n bodily pres-
ence, very real to those who!"n they ta.ught. He was felt 
to be the guide and director of those who believed, 
the controller of their course in life.(C. E . I? 735) 
"Hie Festus iacet, cognoscite fratres, 
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quem puerum,Chriate ,monuiste spernere mundum': 
illustrates thi s belief. (C.E. II, 1 354) 
" pon o metum de fine meo , spes una salutis 
nam mihi fit Christua ,quo duce mors mori tur'! 
that 
shows the trus t c a re a n rl protec ti on extended even to 
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the end and would banish any fear of death. Life and 
d eath l'l.like were sent to man i n obedien a:·e to His wish, 
RS (C .E •. II' 902) 
ille dedi t vite.m ,r eddidit iste mihi," 
would indicate. So well did the first teachers of 
Christianity i mpart their messa.ge to their hearers, 
t hat several generations lived and died before its 
f orce was weakened, before the sense of a personal 
rela t ion ·began to decline. 
Since the religion of the people was ao 
completely a. part of their life, a.nrl sine e it depend-
ed for the most. part on an appeal t.o t h e en'lp t i ons rnB.de 
t hrough a sense of personal contract, t here was no 
need of formal d ogma, creed, or a.rticles of fa.ith. 
'!That the early church needed was external shapins, 
not internal organization, and consequently, in obe-
~ience to the need, evidence of external farnation 
appears very early, titles, grades, and dut ies of of-
f ic i a l si:n the c hurch, \vh i 1 e any indicat i on of dogml'l. 
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or creed is a later development. If ther e were such 
form8.l statements, they did not effect the people. For 
them their simple faith was enough. Hot until the 
s ixth century 8.fter Christ is the word "dogma" or 
signs t.hq, t the people were influenced by forma,li ties, 
commonly found in inscriptions. Then there a re fo1.md 
such st~tements as , (C.E. l, 706) 
"quisque fidem trinam confessus do&;l119.te uero." 
The Chris ti a.ns' use of "dogma" brought the word from 
t h e realm of the abstract into that of the concrete. 
Before them Cicero had used i t only of a philosophica l 
a.bs t rA:ction. The members of the new sect seeking a 
term for the concrete stB.tements which were the fo r-
m~l expression of their faith, found it in the word 
"dogma. " 'l'he se la.te r developments hB.ve no connection 
with the primitive church. The creed of the people who 
formed that church is gi v en in a single line , (C . E. 1, 
693) 
"fi<leli s in Christo, ei us m8.ndata reseruans," 
Apart fr~~ the teachings of religion; 
Christianity held two me ssages for the Roma ns which 
brought happiness into their lives. The first was 
peace, not only peace i n their r elations with their 
fellowmen, bu+. e.lso peace within t neir own hearts, 
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peace menta.l and spiri tu.~l. Cert"linly Chriatiani t y did 
much to establ.i shr pac i fie relations a.mong men by keep-
ing "before them the life of the J? reB.cher of Peace, by 
i nsi Gting on the equa.li ty and equal worth of all men 
i n the sight of God, by trying to bind men to-gether 
'by the feeling of brotherhood. Through the influence 
of the faith, many soldiers refused to serve i n the 
army , turnin ,::; a.way from their work of dealing · death. 
In the 11 coernet.erium" ot Do:rniti l ls.e o n the Via ArdeR.ti-
n 8. i El the ep-itaph of two men, 11 Nereus et Achi lleue 
rna.rtyr ·es '! w'ho at one tLne, (C.E. I, 304) 
11 1. il i tiae nomen dederant saeuumq,gerebant 
of fie ium p9.ri ter spectantes ius sa tryanni ': 
but later, when the new influence came into their 
lives , 
"conuersi fugiunt,ducis irnpia. CB.stra. relinquunt, 
proiciunt cylpeoe falerae telaq,cruenta, 
confessi gaudent Christi portare tri~~phos~ 
liany epitnphs like this g,re found, epit8.phs of sol-
diers who realizing the inconsistency of professing 
a religion of pe:::~.ce :Lnd at the same time fighting bat-
tll..es at the bidding of a :pagan Empe r or, l eft his le-
gians. The Christi~n + ' . .e3,cn.lng of peace went yet far-
ther . One - inscri p tion cont :J.ins the words. (De Rossi. '750) 
" Hie est posita Rodope 
in pace qua vixit," 
and this is typ ic a l of many in which the words "qui 
vixit in pace~ appear. Probably t his refers to some-
thing more than merely keeping the peace with one's 
kind. The pagan Ho jiJHDs of the work i ng class~~s had in 
large measure done thi s, and had the "Pax" of the 
Christians included this on1y, it would not have been 
A-lluded to so frequently. Some thing better and higher 
i s ruean t. Iviany of t.h:.:; problems which had troubled the 
people were now solved; life brought hardships and 
difficulties to them that their ehastened souls migh t 
be bette r prepared for the next world; dee,th came as 
the step between the life of earth and the life of 
heg,ven. Wi th these solutions at hand, a quiet never 
known before came to many troubled minds. Lines from 
epitaphs show th~1t the p eace of the dead arose from 
th e ment::.~,l and sp iritual causes rather than physical. 
"Hi c qui esc it in pace redemptus •: 
ie found in the collection of De Rossi, Inscrip tione s 
Chris tian.cl.e Urbis Romae , 883. The peace of the pagan 
dead had been the result of a safe r e sting-place for 
the ashes, free from disturbance or violation, from 
a place in the memory of the living, from ceremonies 
- - - =----=----= -
of . feast and sacrifice. The peace of the Christian 
dead cB.rne because the soul had been saved, 11 redemptus •: 
Thus the Romans who became converts of the Christ ian 
faith found t eachings of pe8ce de eper and more help-
ful th~n the enforced order or the mere external rela-
t i on that their pr evious experience had known. 
The second message of Christianity is not 
unlike nor far removed froru the first. I t was hope. 
This a.ppea.rs first i n religious belief, pa.rticula.rly 
be lief about the f uture , the substitution of a pos i-
tive life of joy for a.shadowy, negative existence. 
It appea.rs also i~J the genera.l a.tti tude toward life, 
in connection with which the "spes" of inscriptions 
mi ght well be tr~nslated "optimi~m~ The explan~tion 
of things which had been ;:~. l t ogether mysteries in-
creased the new f e eling of hope as it brought wider 
a.nd deeper peace. The tendency of the Roxnan mind to 
look upon the darker side, to see the ba.rreness of 
life was lightened. Ther e 8.re phrases in inscri ptions 
which refer to facin g trouble undaunted , as, (C.E. I, 
700 ) "semper 8.duersa. rid ens~ It never had been the Ro- · 
mans' part t; o we1'3.ken in times of trouble , indeed, in 
following their history it vould appear that the 
blackest hour brought out their greatest strength. 
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But the d ifficulties surmounted had been ch i efly phy-
s i cal, the need of quieting a tur bul ent people, of re-
p e l l i ng invad ers , of extendin g t h e boundar i es of con-
quest. Her e aga.i n , a s in the '3.11 us i on to pea ce, br av-
ery in adversity tha t was ' only physica l, would not 
h<-~.ve dr::.=wrn ~1 . t. t..ent i on or 'NOn comment. It wa s in t h e i r 
mental s truggles, doubts a nd f ea r s, t hat the new op-
t Lai sm was a help t o the Christi ans. One way of show-
ilig the effect of the teqchi ng of hope, ~swel l ~s of 
f a rther e xtending it is r a ther interesting. The word 
"Spes" became used as 8. proper name, bestowed by the 
Christians upon their children, and its use thus, as 
e:p it ::=tphs shover was not at all uncommon. "Deposita 
mulier nomine Spes~ is found, (De Rossi, 532) and, 
( C • I. L. XI , 49 66} 
"s!'lnc tis laetus ego Spes haec munuscula dono'! 
In the inscripti one the name "Felici t~. a 11 is found, 
showing t he result of the new peace and hope. "Spes" 
Yfent f gr in leseening the bitter grief at losses by 
de a th, especially grief at the death of children. Not 
only was there t he promise of a reunion of souls, but 
the people felt that those t o whom death came early 
were blessed i n being so soon ready for the life to 
cor.:1e. (De Rossi 1180) 
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"Voe eqidem nati caelestia regng, videtis 
Q,uos r apuit pB.rvos pr.8.e c ipitg, dies'! 
shows this feeling. So Christianity taught its adher-
ents ~. buoya ncy, a. cheerfulness, and a courage \Vhich 
refused to be d ~1unted i n the face of difficulties. 
The st9.te reli gion of Rome ha.d concern ed 
itself not 8.t all with the life of its followers. Eth-
ics was completely out of its province, As long a s the 
Rom'ln appeared a t the temple of a god at fairly regu-
lar intervals, and performed there the rites of sacri-
fice, then the dictates of religion were satisfied. 
and the worshipper was pronounced "pius :i.n deos'! His 
1 i fe might be ·what it would, thB.t did not alter the 
fact of his piety. With Christi an ity this wae changed. 
Its control was im1nediately extended into the de part-
men t of Ethics, and it re quired from its followers 
c~rtain lines of conduct, it held before them cert a in 
ideals of character. To what degr ee i t wa s successful 
a ppears i n inscriptions in t h e enmnera. tion of w:h~tt !~he 
ChristiAn s felt to be virtues . Some of the adjectives 
which t hey used t o describe their dead are those of 
th ~ p~zans, such as "fidus and honestus~ In the pagan 
epitaphs, the adjective: most often f ound is "pius~ 
and this appears a s often in the inscript ions of 
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Christians, bu t with a. wider use and application. As 
much as the Romans hq,d felt the value of "pi eta s'! they 
did not. conceive the need of being "pius" to any out-
side of their irlh"llediate associates. It was, in their 
estimation, every man's duty to be "pius" to the gods, 
his family, his friends, his collegia, i n short, .as 
+,he phrase often seen st~tes, "pius in suos'J Christ-
iani+,y extended the principle, and in place of the 
"pius in suos" we have "pius in omnes'! The duty of men 
not only to their companions and associates, but to 
each and every mortal was realized. This did not rneg.n 
8. weakening of family ties. One charge that · the Roman 
state brought against Christianity was that by its in-
fluence f amil~lies were divided in feeling and pur-
pose, and perhaps ac t u8.lly s eparated. This Ii1US t of ten 
h 9.ve be~n t he c<?.se when only a part of the members of 
a family became converts of Christianity, but when an 
entire family embra ced the fa.i th, i te effect was to 
strengthen rather than to weaken the ties among them: 
( C • E • I , 30 8) 
"quos terra tenuit fr r:j.tres d omus una fidesque, 
mmc caelurn accipet iungi tque in saecla cori n is': 
shows something of this. 
Closely connected "~Ni th the thought "pius 
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in omnes" was the new idea of charity. So entirely new 
wa s this th13.t the Roraans h8,d not even a word to ex-
press it, and consequently the Christians had either 
to extend the me1:lning of s ome Latin word or borrow one 
from the Greek. In this case, they chose to do the 
former, and 13.s the noun 11 ca ritas 11 appeared to fit it-
self to the new requirements put upon it, it became 
the noun commonly used, and has given us the English 
word 11 ch~-1.rity'! Since the needs of the unfortunate lay 
beyond their own sphere, the Romans felt no duty of 
a iding sUch. The idea of charity, as we know it, c ame 
only with Christianity, but onc E conceived, it took 
a firm hold upon men's minds. The duty of giving to 
the poor was urged, and was found worthy of praise; 
"pauperibus largus uixisti'! (C.E. II, 1382) 
and 
"pauperi bus locuples, si bi pauper'; ( C .E. I, 312) 
the second a line from a Bishop 's epitaph, show what 
the Christi:m regarded a s one of his duties. The ep-
i ta.ph of -;mother Bishop sta tes tha t he was "pauperum 
a111r.1. tor'~ ( C .E . I , 183?) 
Citations which contain the same idea might be mul-
tiplied. 
Another quality quite foreign to the Ro-
1?8 
man temperament which the church enjoined, and with 
effect, upon its followers, was humility. "Htuflilis" is 
one of the rnost common attributes of the dead given in 
lists of their virtues. Almost as frequently, the word 
"clemens" is found, introducing an idea as stre.nge as 
th9.t of "humilis'! "Vae victis 11 h a d even been the 
wa.tchword of the Rom.-'J.ns, and 'l.ny 'Nho fell into their 
power could hope for but little mercy. Any man who 
could be merciful was ~ new kind of a being among the 
Rom:::~. ns. 
The Christians held won~n i n high honor, 
and delighted to pr~d se her. Epitaphs of women show 
how they were regarded.(C.E. II, 1836) 
"Hie iacet egregia meritis et gratia morum 
heu memoranda bonis Asta.nia dignissima ca.elo, 
nobilis et atavis clari~sima femina magnis': 
was placed upon the tomb of one woman, and on that of 
a nother are the words, {C.E. I, 765) 
"Casti tas fides cari tB. s piet ~.s obsequium 
et quqecumque deus fe.eminis inesse praecepi t'! 
Though Roman women h3.d f .ar more freedom under the Em-
pire than under the Republic, still they had no part 
in pub lic life, nor, with the exception of the Vestal 
Virg ins 1 any. part i n r e li g ious life. There are indica-
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tions that in the church women took part in the activ-
ities and exerted wide influence. The epitaph of "cas-
ta Afrodite" describes her, (C.E. I, 669) 
"Optima seruatrix legis fideique magistra'! 
'Nomen who served the church well were canonized like 
the chief vwrkers among the men. In contrast to the 
Roman state then, the chureh at once opened up to wo-
men opportunity to share i n its public life. 
Very early there developed tendencies to 
asceticism which were later to result in the founding 
of monastic orders. (C.E. II, 1340) 
"rnunde, tuas fugio insidias, uale prodi tor'~ 
shows the beginning of the feeling for asceticism, 
a nd, (C.E. II, 13?1) 
"plenus amore dei nesciuit uiuere munda'! 
has the same idea. The statement, "spreuit munda.na'~ 
(C.E. I, 700) contains the thought of many an epitaph. 
In these ways, then, inscriptions show 
tha t Christia~ ity affected the life of its followers, 
g iving them a new outlook upon religion and upon life, 
and teaching them the value of certain characteris-
tics undreamed of before. 
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Carmina La.tina hpigraphica I. 
II Edidit Franciscue Bucheler 
Apud B.G. Teubnerum, MDCCCL~V 
All the inscriptions were studied carefully with a 
view to selecting chapter-headings under which the 
subject-'!:natter rnight ·be presented. 
Carmina Lati na Epigraphica II. 
It 
Edidit Franciscus Bucheler 
Apud :B.G. Teubnerum., :MDCCCLX.XXXVII 
From the coll~ction, the inscriptions of the Christ-
ians were se l ected and carefully examined. 
Exempla Inscrip ti onurn Latinarurn I. 
Comp osuit Gustavus Wilmanns 
Apud Weidmannos, 1illCCCLXXIII 
Inscriptions were read listed und er the f ollowing 
heads: "Ti tuli Sepulcralee '! 11 Testamenta •: "Collegia 
Funeraticia': "Col tunba.ria." 
i 
-----
Exempla Inscriptionum Latinarum II. 
Composui t Gustavus Wilm,anns 
Apud \'leidmannos, ]JDCCCLXXIII 
Inscriptions were read listed under the followi.ng 
heads: "Artes et Opi fi ca•: "Aurigae •: 11 Gladia tores •: 
"Pantomirai et Scaenici Reliqui." 
In~criptionea Christianae urbis 
Ro0ane ae~timo saeclo antiquiores. 
Edidit Giovanni Baptista de Rossi 
Roma.e ex officina Libraria Pontifica, 
ab anna MDCCCLVII ad MDCCCLXI 
Inscriptions of the first four centuries A.D. were 
examined. 
Corpus I.n.scr)j?,tionum Latinaru:r; 
C .I .L.I. "Inscriptiones Latinae Antiquiasirnae ad 
C.Caeaaris ~ortem." 
Edidit Theodorus Momrnsen 
Apud Georgium . . R imertun, MDCCCLXIII 
The book., :was exa~nined for inscripti one earlier than 
the time treated in the thesis. 
ii 
C.I.L. II. " Inscriptiones Hispaniae Latinae" 
" Edidit Aemelius Hubner 
Apud Georgium Reimerum,MDCCCLXIX 
Supplementwn, MDCCCXCII 
Inscriptions which gave info rml3.tion upon the topics 
chosen for trea tment were e xamined. 
C.I.L.III. "Inscriptiones Aegypti et Asiae, Inscrip-
t iones provincarum Europae Graecaruin Illyrici • 11 
Edidit Theodorua Mownaen 
Apud Georgium Reimerum, JI.IIDCCCLXXIII 
Supplementum,Ediderunt Theodorus i'ionnnsen, 
Otto Hirschfeld ,Alfre.dus Damaszewski, 
MCMII 
Inscriptions whic h gave .inforDmtion upon the topics · 
chosen for treatment were examined. 
C.I.L .. IY. 11 I nscriptiones Parietariae Pompeianng,e 11 
Edidit Carolus Zangemeister 
Apud Georgi um Reimerum, 1illCCCIJDCI 
The book was examined chiefly for i n scriptions 
dealing with business l ife. 
iii 
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C.I.L.V. "Inscriptiones Galliae Cisalpinae Latinae" 
Edidit Theociorus Monunsen 
Apud Georgi um Rei m~e.rum 
Para Prior MDCCCLXXII 
Pars Posterior Ili DCCCLXXVII 
Inscriptions which gave information upon the topics 
chosen for treatment were examined. 
C .I .L.VI. "Inscriptiones urbis Roma.e La tinae" 
~Prior 
Ediderunt Eugenius Bormann et Guilelmua Herzen 
Apud Georgi um Reimerum ,Jl!iDCCCLXXVI 
~ Secunda 
Ediderunt Eugeniue Bormann et Guilelmus Herzen et 
II 
Christianus Hulaen 
Apud Georgium Reimerum, MDCCCLXXXII 
Pars Tertia 
_.;;;..;:;,;;..-;,= 
Ediderunt idem 
Apud Georgi urn Reimerum, IVIDCCCLXXXVI 
" Edidit Christianua Hulsen 
Apud Georgi um Reimerum, J\iJDC CCLX.XXIJV 
These books were carefullY, examined. Especial care 
was given to inscriptions dealing with business life, 
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collegia, gq,mea and amusements, rieath and burial • 
C.I.L.VII. "In scriptiones Britanniae Latinae" 
" Edidit Aemelius Hubner 
Apud Georgiurn Reirnerwn, JVillCCCLXXIII 
Ths book was examined,out not thoroughly, for infor-
mation upon the topics chosen. 
C.I.L. VIII. "Inscriptiones Africae Latinae 11 
Edid it Gustavus Wilma.nns 
Apud Georgi um Reimerwn, rillCCCLXXXI 
Supplementum, I~illCCCLXXXI 
The book was ex9.mi ned, but not thoroughly, for in-
formation upon the topics chosen. 
C.I.L.IX. 11 I n scriptiones Cala.briae Apulia.e Sr:Lmni 
Sabinorum Piceni Latina.e" 
Edidi t Theodorua "M:omrnsen 
Apu.d Georgi urn Reimeru.rn, :MDCCCLXXXIII 
The book wa.s e xamined, but not thoroughly, for in-
for;.1ation upon the topi cs chosen. 
C.l.L.X. 11 Inscriptiones Bruttiorum Lucaniae Campaniae 
SiciliA.e Sardiniae Latinae" 
Edid it Theodorus M.om .. 11sen 
Apud Georgi um Reimeru.m, ~IDCCCLXXXI I I 
v 
Supplementum, MDCCCLXXXII I 
The bo ok was examined , but not thoroughly, for in-
formation up on the topics chosen. 
C .I .L.XI. "Inscriptiones Aemiliae· Etruriae Latinae'' 
Edidit Eugenius Bormann 
Apud Georgium Reimerum ,MDCCCLXXXVIII 
Supplementum, MC:MI 
The book was examined, but not thoroughly, for in-
format ion upon the topics chosen. 
C .I .L.XIII. "Inscriptiones Trium Ga.lliarwn et Ger-
m9,ni Hrum La ti nae" 
Partis Tertiae Fasciculis I 
Edidit Oscar Bohn 
Apud Geor~i urn Reimeru:n MCMI 
The book was examined, but not thoroughly, for in-
formation up on the topics chosen . 
C.I.L.XIV . 11 In scriptiones Latii Veteris Latinae" 
Edidit Hermannus Dessau 
Apud Georg i um Reimerum ..1IDCC CLX.XXVII 
The bo ok was examined, out not thoroughly, for i n-
formation u:pon the topics chosen . 
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